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04BSTRACT 
Agonistic behaviour was investigated by means of staged 
encounters in three species and two subspecies of 
deserticolous r c.den t-:. of the genus -L"Yerbi II uru s. 
I ndi v i dua 1 s· of the spec i es L";.paeba paeba, L";. paeba. e.,,' iIi s, 
6. t .ytoni s .. 6. setzeri .. and L"Y.va.llinus were used in 
intraspecific and interspec i fic encounters. Intraspecific 
territorial ity was tested in animals of the same sex · of the 
species L"Y.p.pa.eba .• 6. t .ytoni s, and L";. setzeri. 
Analysis of agonistic behaviour permitted identification of 
four groups of behaviours in most classes of intraspec if ic 
encounters. These were "e:~p1 oratory and sol itary", 
"aggressive", "submissive", and "se:·:ual" behaviours. 
Males of four species were less aggressive than females in 
same-sex encounters, and were dominated by females in 
different-sex encounters; the reverse was observed in 
6. setzeri. Male L";. t ...... tonis and 6.setzeri were more tolerant 
of conspecifics in the territorial ity apparatus than females 
were. 
In 6. t .. ~·· tonjs-6.p.pa.eba. enc ounters a hier'archy emerged: 
f ema 1 e 6. t .ytoni s I. oJer e mc.s t a.ggr· ess i ve, followed by female 
L"Y. p. pa.eba., male and finall >' rna. 1 e L"Y.p.pa.eba. 
In ar' eas of s.yntop y , 6. t .ytonis rna )' displace 6.p.pa.eba. 
through 'aggress ive interact i ons. A reduction in the level 
of aggression was e x hibited in 
G. t y t onis-G.setzeri interaction s . 
G.p.pa.eba.-G. setzeri and 
This result ma y reflect 
the phylogenetic divergence and selection of a different 
habita.t by 6.s.t?tzt?ri. L'. V.ii" i nus. dam ina t ed L'. p. pdt?bd, 
result which may have been influenced by past experience and 
body size, since these two species are syntopic and 
L'.(.Idllinus. is larger than L'.p.pdt?bd. 
Cluster analysis of behaviour profiles of different species 
and sexes revealed two groups, which agree partially with 
the karyology of the genus. L1. p. pdt?bd an d L'. t .. ~·· ton is. formed 
one cllJster, whi Ie L'.s.t?tzt?ri and female L'.p.t?xilis. formed 
a second group. Male L1.p.t?)dlis. and L1.(.Idllinus. vJere less 
closely related to both groups. It is suggested that 
=2 veral stages in the process of speciation are represented 
in species of this genus . A range of social types is 
e x hibi ted from -:.01 i t .~.r )' ( Li.p.pdt?bd and 6. t ..... tonis. ) through 
-:.emi-tc.ler·Co.nt ( 6.s.t?tzerj .:..n d female 6.p.t? ).;·ilis.) to tolerant 
( male [r.p.t?;·dlis. Co.nd 6.vdllinus) . 
influence on social type . 
Habitat has a strong 
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CHAPTER 1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The term "agonistic behaviour" refers to any combative 
behaviour involving a struggle or contest among individuals 
of the same species (King, 1973). Agonistic behaviour has 
been 1 isted as one of the parameters determining the spatial 
arrangements and resource utilization by animals in a 
particular habitat (Delany, 1974) • This study examines 
agonistic behaviour in four species of deserticolous rodents 
of the genus {;t?rbi Ilurus. The purpose of the study was 
threefold: 
1) To investigate the nature of agonistic behaviour in the 
four species. 
2) To compare the agonistic behaviour between species and 
to relate this to the phylogeny of the species. 
3) To investigate patterns of dominance and submission in 
interspecific 
sympatric. 
encounters between species which are 
1.1 INTERFERENCE COMPETITION 
Interference competition has been defined as competition 
which occurs when the organisms seeking a resource harm one 
another in the process, even if the resource is not in 
short supply (Birch, 1957). Such competition 
interspecific or intraspecific (Krebs, 1985) . 
(1985) has proposed that competitive abil ity in 





users or by developing interference mechanisms that keep 
1 
competing species from using scarce resources. A result of 
the evolution of interference between species is that it 
wi 11 often affect members of the same species as well 
(Krebs, 1985). 
In contrast to Krebs' conceptualisation. Branch (1985) has 
suggested that interspecific competition may have arisen as 
a result of intraspecific competition or predation, which 
later proved adaptive against interspecific competitors. 
Aggressive behaviour in animals has been superimposed on 
competition for resources in many situations. An ideal ized 
evo 1 LIt i onary gradient of competition in relation to 
population density has been proposed (Krebs, 1985) 
Low density - coloni z ation and growth 
~ t · t· resource compe 1 lon 




Branch (1985) has proposed that the nature and outcome of 
interspecific competition is dependent on species 
characteristics (i.e. mobile or sessile) the 1 imiting 
resource and the mode of competition. Mobile species 
compete more often for food than for space, and this 
competition is more frequently expressed in the form of 
exploitation than interference. Exploitation involves 
dominant individuals attaining and using most of a resource, 
whereas interference involves one individual interfering 
with another in such a way as to deny it access to a 
2 
resource. The outcome of .ex ploitation is coexistence, 
with one species becoming dominant, while the outcome of 
interference is compet i tive e xclusion . This is supported 
by evidence from competing species of marine invertebrates 
in sympatry compared with conspecifics in allopatry. 
Competitive interaction for space seems likely to be a 
general phenomenon among rodent species, and it has been 
shown that there is considerable civerlap in diets in at 
least three pairs of inferred competitors in North America 
(Grant, 1972). Aggress ion between sympatric species 
util izing similar resources has been investigated in a 
number of rodent species (Grant, 1972; Cranford & Derting, 
1983) • 
In instances where field evidence indicates that one species 
might be competitively superior to the other, it is also 
generally the dominant one in laboratory encounters (Grant, 
1972) . The val idity of extrapolation of results from 
laboratory encounters to the natural environment has been 
queried (Banks & Fox, 1968); however IInatural II experiments 
investigating agonistic behaviour in rodents would be 
extremely burdensome to conduct. Where two or more 
species coexist it seems unlikely that they would have 
developed a system of complete behavioural avoidance, 
particularly where resources are limited. Al thoLtgh it is 
unl ikely that the intensity of interaction observed in 
laboratory-based studies would ever occur in nature, it is 
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nevertheless felt · that laboratory results can be used 
cautiously as indicators of what happens in the natural 
situation (Banks & Fox, 1968) • 
The components of intraspecific aggression are usually the 
same in form as those used in predator-prey or interspecific 
interactions (King, 1973; Grant, 1972). Huntingford 
( 1976) has provided evidence of motivational 1 inks between 
aggressive behaviour e:-:pressed towards conspecifics, 
predators, and potential prey. However, the function of 
intraspecific aggression is different. Winners in an 
agonistic encounter may gain social status, access to 
resources, freedom of movement and reproductive success, 
while losers are more 1 ikely to be killed, injured or 
chased away and may be reproductively repressed (King, 
1973). Frequent agonistic encounters may result in 
physiologically stressed individuals which readily succumb 
to shortages of necessary resources, are exposed to 
predation and severe weather, or fai 1 to mature and 
reproduce (King, 1973) • Agonistic behaviour often 
increases with population density, with the result that 
selection favours animals possessing those attributes which 
render them more successful in agonistic encounters (Grant, 
1972) • Consequently, genetic factors become involved in 
the control of behaviour (Krebs, 197(2» • Some ecological 
factors influenced by agonistic behaviour are reproduction, 
dispersion, dispersal and the gene pool (King, 1973). 
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1.2 EVOLUTION 
Interspecific competition may influence the evolution of a 
species in four ways: 
a) the species becomes extinct or rare 
b) the niche width becomes reduced or shifted 
c) improved competitive abil ity is selected for 
d) the 1 ikelihood and nature of speciation is influenced. 
(Branch, 1985; Grant, 1972) 
Branch ( 1985) has proposed a "competitive el imination 
hypothesis" which considers the role of competition, 
amongst other selective agents, in shaping the nature of a 
species at its inception. Species-specific characters 
could be fixed in the genetic component of a newly-arising 
species; niche breadth is restricted by the presence of 
competitors and genotypes which overlap substantially with 
existing species are eliminated. Areas where congeners 
coe>:ist are generally areas of increasing special ization of 
species. An impl ication of the competitive el imination 
hypothesis is that in any group of coexisting related 
species, the first species to evolve should be a 
general ist, while subsequent species should be increasingly 
special ized. 
Recent views on the nature of speciation suggest that it is 
most likely in small, isolated populations, occurs 
relatively rapidly, and involves the fixation of certain 
characters followed by periods of stasis. Branch's (1985) 
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hypothesis coincides with these ideas as well as considering 
the possibil ity that species-specific characteristics, such 
as special ization, may be promoted by competition. 
Diamond (1986) has identified seven stages in the process of 
speciation and has provided evidence from the montane 
avifauna of New Guinea to support these evolutionary stages. 
Briefly, these stages are: 
1. A single subspecies which does not vary geographically 
is found throughout the habitat. 
2. A chain of subspecies differentiates, varying through 
the geographical area occupied by the species. 
3. Local extinctions result in distributional gaps between 
populations of different subspecies. 
4. The degree of difference between geographically isolated 
subspecies increases until the populations are 
reproductively isolated and can be considered allospecies. 
5. The sister species expand their distribution until they 
overlap in the area representing the limits of their 
distribution, 
exist. 
but areas of allopatry of both species still 
6. One species expands its distribution until it completely 
over-runs the sister species, 
of allopatry. 
but it still retains an area 
7. The remaining taxon expands its distribution until the 
two species are completely sympatric throughout the habitat. 
Diamond (1986) has provided evidence that in the montane 
6 
aVIfauna of New Guinea, ecological segregation evolved more 
frequently i n sympatry than in allopatry, i.e. at stage 5 
in the speciation process. However, if at stage 2 or 3, 
the isolated subspecies inhabit areas which differ markedly, 
then ecological segregation may occur earlier. Further, 
Diamond ( 1986) found support for the hypothesis that 
sympatric competing species tend to evolve in such a way as 
to reduce competition between them, and that the further 
speciation has progressed through steps 1 to 7, the more 
fixed the niche requirements are. However, Diamond (1986) 
suggests that this outcome is dependent on whether niche 
differences tend to evolve in sympatry rather than in 
allopatry. If niche differences evolve in allopatry, the 
"ghost of competition past" hypothesis may not apply. 
1.3 SUBJECT SPECIES 
The hairy-footed gerbils, genus G~rbillurus (Shortridge, 
1942) are deserticolous rodents endemic to Southern Africa 
(De Graaff, 1981). They have large eyes and tympanic 
bu11ae; hind1 imbs are well developed, and associated with 
their saltatorial mode of locomotion. The tail is longer 
than the head-body length and bears a tassel of long hairs 
at the tip ([Ie Grciaff, 1981). Four species are recognized: 
6~rbi Ilurus pa~ba ,. 
U1ees t er e t .:c,l.! 
6. t ,ytoni s ,' 6.vallinus, and 6.s~tzt?ri 
Details of the taxonom y and 
ch stribution of the species comprising this gent.lS are given 
in Chapter 2 of this thesi s. 
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Boyer (pers. comm.)· has found extensive overlap in the 
diets of 
eastern region of the Namib dunefield, where the two 
species are sympatric and syntopic. Partial spat ia 1 
separation in habitat selection may occur at certain 
seasons~ since G,p~eb~ were more frequently trapped on the 
dune trough and slope, and {" t ...... toni s on the dune crest. 
G.p,p~eb~ and {',setzeri have both been trapped at R'ossing, 
south West Africa, ( Down:. .~< Per r in, pers. comm. -) ; while 
G.setzeri is reported to cross the Kuiseb River at times and 
enter the sand dunes, which are normally occupi~d by 
t7. t ...... toni s (De Gra,aff, 1981 ) • All three species have been 
trapped at Gobabeb (De Graaff, 
.and L'.p.p~eb~ a.re sympatric and syntopic in the northern 
Ca.pe pr·o~ . oince (Er·a.s.mus", per·s. comm.), al thoughL'.p,p~eb~ 
was more frequently trapped in areas of softer sand, whi 1 e 
L";.(,1~llinus was more abundant on the harder gravel plains. 
An isolated population~ t7.p~eb~ e.",·i lis, has been found in 
the Alexandria dunefield, eastern Cape Province (De Graaff, 
1981> • 
No information has been publ ished on dietary preferences, 
habitat selection or activity in these co-existing species. 
+ Mr. D. Boyer, D.E.R.U., Walvis Bay 
* Dept. of Zoology, University of Natal, Pieterma~itzburg 
# Mr. H. Erasmus, Dept. of Nature and Environmental 
Conservation, P.O. Box 456, Kimberley. 
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' Competition for food and water is 1 ikely to be high in arid 
areas where these resources are severely restricted. 
However, competition for s pace (suitable nest-sites) and 
mates may also occur. 
the 6erbi llurus genu-=:. pr'ovide an e):cell ent 
opportunity for examining interference competition in three 
groups of sympatric species, and for comparing the 
behaviour of individuals of allopatric populations of one 
species. Comparison of agonistic behaviour in 
intraspecific encounters may elucidate the phylogeny of the 
group, while also providing information on the social 
structure and dispersion of animals in the natural 
environment. This formed the basis of this thesis, which 
was part of a larger study on the evolution of ecological 
segregation in the species of the genus 6erbillurus. 
Boyer (pers. comm. ) has investigated the ecology of 
6, t .. vtl....,nis and 6',p,paeba in the Namib Desert, while Ascaray 
(19:34) examined the ecology of LT.p.e ..... ·ilis in the Alexandria 
dunef iel d. Downs (pers. comm.) is studying eco-physiology 
in species. of the genus ['erbillurus. Perrin (pers. comm.) 
ha~. investigated water turnover' rates in L7. t)·· tonis irl the 
field and will examine gastric morphology in species of this 
genus. 
1.4 TERRITORIALITY 
Territorial ity results from the behaviour of animals 
maintaining an exclusive area by aggressive or ritual ized 
9 
means (Huntingford, 1984) . Territory defence may be 
passive, e.g. by scent marking, vocal isations or the 
production of toxins, or active, by means of agonistic 
interactions. The benefits resulting from territorial ity 
may include 
young-rearing 






1984) . In extremely arid areas, where the carrying 
capacity of the environment is typically low, rodent 
species may exist at low densities, and evidence indicates 
that spacing mechanisms may be operative (Eisenberg, 1975). 
These spacing mechanisms may operate at the intraspecific 
level, but interspecific spacing may also be important in 
areas of syntopy. Among the heteromyid rodents, most of 
the species investigated appeared to be intolerant of 
conspecifics in the same burrow system, although home 
ranges may be shared (Eisenberg, 1975). Territorial 
defense appeared to be restricted to the burrow and a 
limited area around the burrow, 
seed cache. 
ensuring defense of the 
Marked aggressive behaviour is generally shown by normally 
sol itary species when artificially confined. Eisenberg 
(1967) has reported that the testing of social tolerance in 
cap t i v i t Y wi 1 1 often correlate with distribution patterns 
found in the field. Although sol itary burrow occupancy is 
characteristic of heteromyid rodents, other arid-adapted 
rodents show a range of social organisations. Within the 
sub f am i 1 )' Gerbi11inae, Gerbil Ius n~nus is relatively 
sl::,l i tar)' whi 1 e T~ter~ indic~ has a communal social structure 
based on the extended family group (Eisenberg, 1967) • 
Thus despite the dispersed food supp1 ies, which may be 
conducive to the development of a sol itary social system, 
other factors may be involved in selection for a certain 
social system. 
construction, 
Predator avoidance, food caching, burrow 
reproductive behaviour and parental care may 
all influence the spacing system selected for in a species 
(Ei s enberg, 1967). 
Although some information is available on the area and 
dispersion of home r'anges of G.p~ebd e.,,·ilis (Ascaray, 1984), 
B.p~eb~ p~eb~ arid {r. t.ytoni s ( B,:) y er, pers. comm.), noth i ng 
is known of the social systems or territorial behaviour of 
the species \.JJithin the L'Yerbillurus genus. In this study, 
a prel iminary investigation was made into space util ization 
by groups of four animals of the same sex and species; 
·:.pace utilization was investigated in p~eb~ ., 
L'Y. t .ytoni sand B. setzeri. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
:2 • 1 H I STORY' OF THE TA>< Or',JC)lv lY OF THE GH·JUS GERB I LLURU~. 
Tne pi';lrTI Y I~E- r' bi 1~. (I,ler' e fir··:.t pl.~ced in the genu'~ L7ferbi Ilus 
b y De ·:.rTI.::'.r· e~· t in 1:304. L7ferbi II us. s.Na I ius., 1 at er r' e-named 
6erbi I / uru s. paeba liJa:· f ou n d e >:.t en <:. i I.) e 1 : .. , in SCIU t h -(.·.)e ·:, t Af r' i ca. 
(Shortridge, 1934) . Short ridge ( 1934l also reported that 
l 
6erbJ I 1 us. ca I i du s. had a ("I ide r·a.n ge in BCI t <:'~'Jana, an d t ha t 
6·erbi1/us. paeba was found in the v.lestern par·t of the Cape 
Province. The eastern record of the genus appeared to be in 
the Soutpansberg, and the s pecies found there was named 
6erbi / / us. coombs.i. 6erbi llus (lallinus was first described 
by Thomas in 1918 (Shortridge,1934). It was described as 
being <:. imi lar in size to 6.paeba, but v,li th an unusuall y 
l arge area of the hindfoot soles naked, and with very large 
auditory bullae. It was trapped in Namaqualand (northern 
Cape), where it was recorded as the only plentiful gerbil in 
the area. 
Shortridge (1942 ) subsequently proposed the new subgenus 
6erbi 1 / urus. in order to separa te the Sou thern Afr i can pi gm>' 
gerbils from the North African members of the genus 
6erbi1/us.. The division vJa:· ba.sed on the shape and position 
of the tympanic bullae, the presence of a white patch behind 
the short ears, the presence of a tufted tai 1 , and the hairy 
: .() 1 e<:. of the hindfeet of 6erbillurus. (De Graaff,1981). 
Davis (1975), however, is not convinced that the Southern 
African pigmy gerbils should be separated from the North 
1 '1 ..:.. 
Afr' ican genus, nor that 6.pa.eba. and L'.(.Ia.llinus belong in the 
same subgenus or genus. There is agreement that the 
pr' e'Jious1y-recc'gnised species f;erbillus swa.lius .• 6erbillus 
ca.lidus and L'.coombsi are members of a sing1 e species, now 
named L'erbillurus pa.eba., and ~'lee:. ter· et d.1. ( 1986) are of 
HI e op i n i on that 6erbi Ilurus is a \Ja.1 id genus. Pav1 inov 
( 1982) ha.:. pla.ced L'erbillurus pa.eba. in the <:;.IJ bgen u s 
PrDgerbillurus a.nd has retained the subgenus L,erbillurus for 
L'erbi II urus (.Ia.11 i nus. 
L'erbillurus t .. vtonis I.I)as first described by Bauer and 
1\1 i et hammer (1959) from skulls recovered from the pellets of 
the ba. r' n 0(1.) 1 , Tyto a.lba.. It was originally described as a 
sub ,:.pec i e·:. of L'erbillus (.Ia.llinus, but later r .:3.i-:.ed to 
s pecies rank by Schl itter (1 97 2 ) and Davis ( 1975). Pet t er 
( 19::::3 ) ha 's placed 6. t..~·· tDnis in the subgenus Pa.ra.ta.tera., a 
decision .... ,Ihich ha 's pr-o' . Jisiona11 :)' been a.ccepted b / t"leester et 
L,erbillurus setzeri (1.)20.-:, first de-:.cr· ibed by 
Schl i tter (1972), and has been placed in the subgenus 
6erbi I / uru s b y' lyle e ': t er' e t .:3. 1 • ( 1986) . 6.va.//inus i-=:. 
regarded as a rare species and is 1 isted in the South 
African Red Data Book (Meester~ 1976) 
2 .2 CURRENT TAXONOMIC STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
SP ECIES BELONGING TO THE GENUS GERBILLURUS. (Mees ter et al ., 
1986) 
S UBGENUS PROGERBILLURUS Pavlinov,1982 
L'erbillurus pa.eba. pa.eba. (A .Smith,1836). Found throughout the 
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drier western areas of southern Africa. 
fferbillurus coombsi (Roberts,1929) . Isola.ted 
population found in the Soutpansberg, northern Transvaal. 
Eierbi II urus e .,,·i lis (Shor tr i dge & Car ter , 1938) . 
Isolat ed population from the san d dunes along the coast from 
the Sundays River mouth to St. George's Strand, eastern Cape. 
(ierbi II urus in fernu5 ( LlJndhol m, 1955) . I ·~ol .:3. ted 
population from the northern Namib, South West Africa. 
(ierbi IIurU5 5p. ~ff. p~eb~. A da.r·ker· gr'e y form found on the 
Cape Flats, and bel ieved to be a new species ([Ie Graaf f , 
19tH) . 
SUBGENUS PARATATERA (Petter ,1983 ) 
L7"erbillurU5 t ...... toni5 ( Bauer' ,~< Niethammer,1959). Found only on 
the shifting red sand dunes of the Na~ib Desert, south of 
the Kuiseb River, South West Africa. 
S UBGENUS GERBIlLURUS (Shortr idge, 1942) 
fferbillurU5 (.I~lljnu5 (.I~llinU5 ( Thoma.s,l'i18 ) . Found in the 
northwestern Cape from Kenhardt in the east to the lower 
Orange River. Erasmus (pers. comm.) reports that their 
distribution extends south of the Orange River to Brandvlei 
in the west and Prieska to the east, and that they are 
common in parts of their range. 
L-;erbillurus (.I~/linus seeheimi ( Lundholm, 1 'i55) • From the 
Kuiseb river (Gobabeb area) to the Karas Mountains, SOLtth 
l.. Je~. t Africa . . Griffin+ (pers. comm.) disa.grees that 
+ Mr. M. Griffin, S.W.A. Nature Conservation, P/Bag 13186, 
Windhoek. 
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L-; ,{/.~/linus occur":· .~. s:. far nl:Jrth d .·:' the ~<lJiseb Ril.J er·, and 
th i ·: . recor·d ma./· be for {T, setzeri, 
6erbillurus setzeri (Schlitter, 1972), Found on the gravel 
plains north of the Ku iseb River. Since this sp~cies was 
only recognized in 1972, ear· 1 i er recor·ds of 6, (.'.:.111 in us rna.)' 
in fa.ct be 6.setzeri, 
Karyotypes of the four species recognized by Davis ( 1975) , 
the four ·:.ub:.pec i e:· of 6.p.:.1eb.:.1 and the unnamed ·:.pec i es from 
the Cape Flats have been prepared by Schl itter, Rautenbach 
and Coetzee (1984). L'.p.:.1eb.:.1 and 6. t .ytonis both have a 
diploid number of 36 <confirmed by Capanna*, per· :. , c clmm , ) 
with 68 aLltosoma 1 arms; and the two species were 
indistinguishable on the basis of the standard karyotype. 
Spec imens of a 11 four· :.ubspec i es of L-;.p.:.1eb.:.1 and the unnamed 
species from the Cape Flats were found to be karyotypically 
similar. ConseqLlent 1 y, it was suggested that the unnamed 
species should be recognized as a subspecies of G.p.:.1ebd and 
named G.pdebd mulleri, It was further suggested that 
B. t .ytonis should not be pl .aced in a separ·a.te subgenus fr·om 
6.paeba, al though there are morphological differences in 
the skulls of the two species. 
6. (.Id II inus a.nd 6. setzeri both have a di p 1 oi d number of 60 
IAli th 6. (.1.:.11 linus halJing 80 autosomal ar·ms whi le L'.setzeri has 
78 a utosomal arms. Capanna (pers. comm.) has confirmed the 
* Prof. E. Capanna, Di par timento di Biologia Animale, 
Uni versita di Rama. 
1 c· ._, 
chr·,:)mo-:.ome number for LY.(.Ia//inus. It is suggested that 
these two species form a closely related species group, 
d. l though not a.s c1 ose1 y re1a.ted as L-:r.paeba and B. t . .vtonis. 
Qumsiyeh (1986) has examined G- and C-banding on chromosomes 
of B.paeba ·~.nd B.(.Ia/linus, and has confir'med the chromosome 
numbers for these two species. On the basis ,of comparison 
of chromosome structure, Qumsiyeh (1986) has suggested that 
B.paeba and L-:r.(la//inus ar' clse from a common ance:.tor that had 
a diploid number of 44 chromosomes. 
Karyotyping and chromosome structure have elucidated some 
aspects of the taxonomic and phylogenetic affinities of the 
genus; comparative behavioural studies may assist in 
unravell ing the evolution of this taxon. 
2.3 GENERAL BIOLOGY OF THE STUDY SPECIES. 
With the possible exception of taxonomy, studies of the 
·specie:. belonging tCI the genus L,erbi//urus are poorly 
represented in the li t erature, with only a few papers on 
6.paeba .~. nd little or' no infclr·ma.tion on the other thr' ee 
~.:;pec i es . 
All members of the genus dig burrows (De Graaff, 1981) and 
habit of a!"'e thought tel be noctLlI"'nal . The noc"\:urna 1 
the laboratory has been confirmed (Perrin, 
1981 a) • 
Tunnel : .)·:.tem:. of B.paeba p~eba have been e x cavated in the 
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Nossob River bed (De Graaff & Nel , 
south of Gobabeb (Holm & Scholtz, 
1965) and in the area 
198<2) ; 
pers . comm .) . Firm sand was selected, 
Downs & Perrin, 
and burrows were 
frequently constructed under the roots of narra plants 
(Ac.an thosi c .. vos horr i d.a) • No nests were found, but a few 
narra seeds and plant fragments were found. Ll. p • e.!!;' iIi s 
burrows e:,:cavated in the Alexandria dunefield were 
C CI n ~, t r' u C ted a.m Co n 9 the r' 00 t s 0 f LT.=t z.a n i.a p 1 a, n t san d C CI n t a, i ned 
'1 arge grass nests and stored food (Ascaray, 1984; 
Dempster, unpub 1. obs .) . Burrows excavated by Laycock 
( 1975) in a dune valley south of the Kuiseb river and 10km 
l.oJe~. t of GClb.:-.beb V.Jer·e r'eported to belong to Ll.p.p.aeb.a. 
~3ince 6.p.p.aeb.a is ~. eldclm trapped in this area, it is more 
1 iL<eb' tha.t the':;e bur'rol.oJs v..1ere constr'ucted b :y {" t .ytonis 
(Perrin, pers. comm.). These burrows and several excavated 
by Downs and Perrin (pers. comm.) contained some stored 
food, but no nest. 
Burrow entrances of Ll.setzeri were less than 1m apart, and 
3 - 8 entrances were found in one mound. Tunnels were 
interleading, but contained no nest material or stored food 
(Downs & Perrin, per' s . C omm • ) • 8UrrOlAJS of B.(.I.allinus in 
the Northern Cape are also reported to be inter1eading (De 
Graaff, 1981). 
A·:;.pects of the ecology of ['.p.p.aeb.a in the southern ~<alo3,ha.ri 
have been reported by Ne1 and Rautenbach (1975), and Ne1 
(1978; 1983). It was the most commonly trapped rodent in 
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all habitats studied and wa s s ubject to wide population 
flu c t u ·:o. t i on -:. . {T. p • p.£l eb.£l coe~ i-:.ted with a number 
including Rh.£lbdom)··s pumilio in 
ha.bi tat, .:O.nd Desmodi Ilus .£Iuricul.£lris, 
N us minutoides on the low dune habitat. Con s i .jerab 1 e 
over " a p in ac tivity and food s election existed among 
T.brantsii .. D •. iwr i cu I ar is an d 6. p. p.£leb.£l 0:: Ne 1, 197E:). The 
d i et consisted of equal quantit ies of "white" (s eeds, roots 
and s tems) and "green" p " ant material and al so insects in 
~::;Llmm er~ . In wint.er , mo r·e "\o'Jh i te" than "green" plant 
materi a l was taken. 
L1.p.e.1\·ilis lJJa-:. the only rodent species resident in the dune 
slacks in the Alexandria dunefield (Ascaray, 1984) • 
Population numbers fluctuaLod markedly, with highest 
numbers occurring in late summer following spring and summer 
breeding. The diet consisted 
particular' ly of Rrctc...,thec.£l populi folia., 
summer. 
chiefly of seeds, 
and arthropods in 
With regard to predation, 6erbi Ilurus s.pp. have been fOI.Jnd 
to constitute the major portion of the diet of two Namib 
Desert owl species, T)·· to a.lba. and Bubo .£If-ric.£Inus (Ti 1 son & 
1983; Skinner' et a.l ., 1980; Ne 1 , 1969; Stuart, 
1975) 
Microhabitat preference and reproductive rate relative to 
water availabilit y has been in'.) est i ga. ted i n t;. p • pa.eba..r 
R.pumi / io and D • .£Iuricu/a.ris at tl.oK' ~. tudy s.t tes. on the 
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eas tern border of th e Na mi b Desert (Christian, 19790., 
The provision of additional water resulted in 
e x ten:. ion of the br·eeding ·:.eason of 6.p.pa.eba. and R.pumilio, 
but not D.a.uricula.ris. Water turnover rates of 6.p .pa.eba. 
and R.pumilio t ... ler·e lm\ler than that clf O.a.uricula.ris, 
hence Christian (1979b) has suggested that the latter 
species has better water-conserving abil ities than the 
former two species. 
The dependence of 6.p.pa.eba. on an e x ogenous supply of v.later 
in the diet has been reported (Louw, 1972; Withers, Louw 
~( Henschel! while Buffenstein (1985) found that 
6.p.pa.eba. was able to survive indefinitely on a diet of 
millet without access to free water. The presence of 
cry:.tall ine a.lla.ntclin in the urine of 6.p.pdebd .f {;. t .ytoni s 
and 6.setzeri resul ted in a. considerable saving of water 
(Buffenstein, Campbell & Jarvis, 1985) • 
6.p .pdeDa. had .~ high dai 1 ;" ener·gy e:x:pendi ture (D. E. E.) 
(Wi thers , Louw ~( Hen sche l , 198(2), but thi s decl ined when 
the "",.n irna 1 s.' diet had a high fibre content with ad 1 ib. 
water (Buffenstein, 1985) . The high D.E.E. was thought to 
be due to the high level of activity exhibited by the 
animal s in captivity (Withers, Louw 8< Hens-.che ·l, 198(£). 
The noctLtrna 1 activity cycle and burrow occupancy of 
6', P • P de Dd h.:.. : . bee n r' e 1 a. t e oj t a it:. a b i 1 i b ·' t 0 : .u r' v i vet h e 
ext reme he a t and low atmospheric humidity in its environment 
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( Lout},1 ~ 1972). 6.p.pa.eba. \~Ja. s unatO] e to ·:.urvive temperatures 
above 38 Q C (Buffenstein, 1985 ) and did nc.t control its body 
temperature precisely over a range of ambient temperatures 
(Nel & Rautenbach, 1977) • Evaporative cool ing mechanisms 
such as sal ivation and panting were evoked at high ambient 
temperatures (Buffenstein, 1984) • The distribution of 
(r.p.pa.eba. m.~>' be 1 imi ted b)' its dependence on burrc.~\ls to 
e na ble it to avoid th e e xtreme s of temperature and humidity 
e ;';per ienc ed in arid areas (Buf 'f ensb:?in, 1984). In the 1 i gh t 
o f th e dependen c e of thes e ani mal s on burrows, competition 
fo r s pac e is 1 ikely to be a ma jor factor in determining the 
d i s tribution of individuals in thei r habitat . 
The breeding of captive gerb i l s has been described for 
6.p.exi/is CAscaray , {r.p.coombsi ( Hall ett & ~< eogh, 
1 '~'(1 ) , 6.p.pa.eba. ( :=;tutter' heim & Skinner', 1973; Dempster & 
Per' r' i n, in p r' ep . ) an.j 6 . t .y t(..inis ( Dernp-:.ter & Perr'in, in 
p rep . ) . Young are alt ri c ia l a nd develop slowly in each 
-:.p ec i e-:. , 
·:O.n d de' . .! e 1 opmen t . 
c l Ing (A sc.:o.r·a)', 
6. t .}· toni $ havin g the slowest r'ate of gro\lJth 
6.p.exi /i$ young are reported to nipple-
\} .. ohi l e L7.p.pa.eba. .. L7.p.coombsi a.nd 
6. t .. v t (..in i s d Q not. Li t ter' -:' of {; • P • 12)( iIi s va r i e din s i z e 
tIe t \.o.Jeen and 6, with a mean of 3.7 ( n = 14); L'. P • pa. eba. 
ha.d 1 i t ter·-:. e.f 2 - 6 y·c. ung ( mean 4.6; n = 7 ) and 6. t .. vt(..inis 
had 1 itters of 2 - 6 young (mean 4.7; n = 7). 
The general beha.viour- of B.p.coombsi ( Ha.llett ,~ ~<eogh, 
1'?'71 ) .3.nd LT.p.pa.eba. (Stutterheim & Skinner, 1973) has been 
described. Animals of both subspecies were very active 
during the dark phase of their light cycle, and spent much 
of their time digging in the sand., Grooming, nest-
both bLli 1 ding, 
subspecies. 
and food-hoarding were reported in 
Hamer (1985) investigated sandbathing and 
gr' oc.ming in G.p.paeba and {f. t,ytonis, and reported that both 
species performed the same actions in sandbathing and 
grooming, but the frequencies of acts differed between the 
two species. 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3.1 TRAPPING AND MAINTENANCE 
:=;e'.,1 en cr.p.£leb.£l (5 females and 2 males) and twelve 
cr. t..vtDni s (7 females and 5 males) were trapped in the area 
south of Gobabeb (23°37 ' 8 15°01'E) during August 1984. 
TV . lel'Je {I.setzeri (7 females and 5 male-:·) ",Iere trapped near 
RBssing Uranium Mine (22°31'8 14°52 ' E) in June 1985. Nine 
6'.p.£leb.£l e)dlis (5 females and 4 males) were tra.pped in the 
Alexandria Dunefield (33°41'S 25°49'E) in December 1985. 
One 6. v.£Ill inus seeheimi rna 1 e was trapped near Keetmanshoop 
in June 1986, and four 6. (.1.£111 inus 
v.£Illinus (3 males and 1 female) were trapped near Copperton 
Northern Cape in August, 1986. Six 
LT.p.£leb.£l v.Jere also tr'apped in the same area on this excursion 
and returned to the laboratory. 
All gerbils were toe-cl ipped on arrival at the Animal House 
at the Department of Zoology, University of Natal, 
Pietermaritzburg, and housed in aquarium tanks (60 x 30 x 
provided with a layer of sand and a plastic bottle as 
a nest box. Food was provided ad libitum and consisted of a 
mixture of sunflower seed, wild bird seed, rolled oats and 
"F'ronutro" , supplemented with carrots, fresh greens, 
mealworms and alate termites. vJater' wa~· pr'o ,J ided ad 
I ibi tum. The 1 ight regime was 16L:8D using 1 ight supplied 
by a 100W 1 ight bulb. The circadian photoperiod was 
reversed; temperature was maintained at 25o C. 
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3.2 AGONISTIC ENCOUNTERS 
Agonistic encounters were staged in a 60 x 30 x 30cm 
aquarium tank provided with a 3 - 4cm layer of sand. This 
sand was thoroughly mixed between encounters and changed 
after 10 - 15 encounters, when the tank was also washed out 
with soap and water. A partition was used to separate the 
opponents initially and they were permitted to investigate 
the tank for a few minutes before the partition was removed. 
Lighting was provided by a 40W red light bulb positioned 
above the tank. All encounters were staged during the dark 
phase of the 1 ight cycle when the animals were most active. 
Indiv i dual animals were not used repeatedly over a short 
period of time. 
After removal of the partition, the first 10 minutes of the 
encounter were recorded using a video camera (.JVC Model 
TK1700EG) and recorder <National Portable VCR NV-180). The 
anima l s were weighed after the encounter and the condition 
of the genital ia was noted. Males were recorded as having 
scrotal testes if the tes tes were clearly descended and the 
epididymes were visible. Testes were recorded as abdominal 
if they were not visible and could not be pushed down into 
t.he scrotum. A third category, "testes intermediate" was 
used for animals which had testes visible in the scrotum, 
but where the epididymes were not visible. Females were 
recorded as having perforate or imperforate vaginae. 




chased and attacked more frequently than its 
encounters in which no overtly aggressive 
b eh a viour occurred were recorded a s "draws". 
Video t apes were analysed f irst by identifying and describing 
the postures and acts e xhib i ted by the animals during 
encoLlnters. Thirty-two behavioural acts and postures were 
described and where possible sketches were made of the 
postures (Append 1:-: 1). ; '.In acts, "urinate" and "mark 01 , 
were later el iminated from the list since it was found that 
they coul d not be rel iabl y ident i ·f ied from the videotapes. 
II Roll over" occurred less than ten times in any species, 
and this behaviour was al s o el iminated from the analysis . 
Two- letter codes we r e der i ved for each behaviour, and were 
used in t he transcrip t ion of t apes, which was done by hand. 
Each animal ' s number and th e code were recorded for each 
behaviour exhibited in an encounter. The VCR used was 
equipped with "slow forwa rd " , "st i 11 frame" and "single 
frame" advance faci1 ities, and this permitted a high degree 
of precision in the analysis of very rapid sequences. 
Duration of acts was not taken into account for this 
analysis, and acts were recorded when an animal changed its 
behaviour. In order to determine the accuracy of 
identification of the various acts and postures, five 
randomly-selected encounters were re-analysed several weeks 
after the first analysis. 
Encoded encounters were entered on a HP150 microcomputer 
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uSlng a BASIC programme wr i tten for this purpose (Append i :.: 
2) . Each encounter wa s stored on a disc in the coded form, 
whereafter various forms of statistical analysis were 
appl i ed. The freque ncy of occurrence of each behaviour for 
each of the two animals in an encounter was ~alculated and 
printed. Comparison of frequencies of occurrence of acts by 
means of chi-square contingency table analysis was performed 
to test the null hypothesis that different species do not 
differ in the frequencies of performance of behavioural acts 
in agonistic encounters. The frequency of occurrence of 
all possible sequences of two actions for each individual in 
an encounter was calculated and printed as a 30 x 30 matrix. 
In addition to analysing individual encounters, the 
programme also created accumulative files to store the 
results of a number of encounters of a certain class. A 
"cl ass" of encounters refers to a group of encoLlnters 
involving the same combination of species and sexes. For 
e:·:ampl e, the results for frequencies of occurrence of acts 
for ferTIal e LT.p.p~t?b~ versus ferTIal e G.p.p~t?b~ encounters wer' e 
stored in one accumulative file, while the results for 
female LT. t .. ~·· t I..'n i s v s LT. t}···tonis were stored in another 
accumulative file. Similarly, the results for sequences 
of acts were stored in separate accumulative files for any 
class of encounter. 
The following classes of encounters were staged and 
analysed: 
Intraspecific encounters. (Eight encounters of each class 
were staged, unless stated otherwise.) 
Male versus male: 6.p .p.3eb.3 
{f. p • e .. d lis 
L'. t .... · toni s 
L'. setzeri 
{f.(.I.(l.3llinus (4 encounters) 
Femal e 'Jersus femal e: L'.p.p.3eba. (10 encounters> 
6. p • 12)( i / i s 
L'. t .. ~·· ton i s 
6. se t zer i 
/"1 a 1 e 'Jer'::·I.JS femal e: 6.p.p.3eb.3 








{f. pa. eba paeb.3 
L'.p.3eb.3 p.3eba. 
6. P • 12)( i lis 
6. t .ytoni s 
L'. setzeri 
{f.(la.llinus (3 encounters) 
encclun ters .• ( Five encQunters of each 
fema Ie I·} ersus 6. t . vtoni s female 
f em.:O.1 e IJ er' s·u s L'. t .. v ton i s male 
fema.l e ver'sus 6.setzeri fema.1 e 
f em2<.1 e ver'slJS 6. setzeri male 
f em.:O.1 e I.) e r -;.Ij s. 6.p.3eb.3 e .. I;· j lis female 
female I.) er' s.u s. {f. pa. eba exilis male 
male ver'sus L'. t,.vtoni s male 
male I,) er' su s. 6. t . .vtoni s female 
male versus L'. setzeri male 
L1.p.3eb.3 p.3eb.3 rna Ie ver'sus {f. setzeri fema 1 e 
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class) 
L~ b b-" m-le ver"'IJ~ L-:;.p.-"=bd e .. 'i·ilis male '.Pde d pde "" -::c\ "':. =<0;;-
L~ b =b-" rral - 'l-r' Cuc: L-:;.p.-,,=bd exi lis temal e '. pd e d pd 0;;- "" I. I::' '. I::' _. _. =< 0:;- -
6. t..vtonis temal e vers.IJ ·: · 6. setzeri temal e 
6. t..>· tonis temal e I.)er· s·us- 6. setzeri m.='<.l e 
6. t.ytDnis male ver·su<':· 6.setzeri male 
6. t..>··tDni s ma. l e I,!er·s·us· L-:;. setzeri fema 1 e 
6.V.(.Jdllinus female ver·s.us 6.p.pdebd (N.Cape) female<- (1 
encount.er) 
6.v.(.Idllinus fema.le '..Jer·s.us· 6.p.pdebd (N.Cape) male (1 
encounter) 
{1. (.I. Vd IIi nus male I}er·<':·us· {'.p.pdebd ( N.Ca.pe) (3 
f?nCounters) 
6. (.I. (/d 1 lin u s m.='<. l e ',1 er' sU ':' 6.p.pdebd (N.Cape) female (3 
encounters) 
A total of 105 intraspecific and 88 interspecific encounters 
were analysed. 
When all the encounters in a certain class had been 
completed, the results from accumulative files were 
printed. Total frequencies of each act were printed, mean 
frequency per fight and relative frequency of occurrence of 
each act were calculated and printed. Relative frequency 
was calculated as described by Martin (1984), i.e. 
p = n (k)/N = relative frequency of events for kth variable 
where N = total number of events for all variables 
n = observed number of events 
k = variable 
n(k) = observed frequency of kth variable 
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These frequencies were converted to percentages for ease of 
manipulation. 
Analysis of sequences was restricted to dyads, or using 
Markov chain terminology, first order chains (Lehner,1979). 
A first order chain is defined as lithe probabil ity of 
occurrence of a particular behaviour is dependent on only 
the immediately preceding behaviour" (Lehner, 1979). 
The occurrence of each dyad was calculated as follows 
(Mart in , 1984) : 
P"k = n(j,k)/T" 
where n(j,k) = number of occurrences of jth variable 
followed by kth variable 
T" = total of jth row 
P"k = probability of occurrence of dyad j,k 
Probabil ities were converted to percentages, and those less 
than 10~ were omitted. Dyads which occurred less than 10 
times (5 times in {'.(.Iallinus males) ',.Jere omitted from the 
analysis. This permitted identification of the most common 
dyads, which were used to generate kinematic graphs 
illustrating 
(Mart ill, 1984) . 
the most 1 ikel y sequence of events 
3.3 TERRITORIALITY 
Territorial behaviour was observed in an observation chamber 
constructed 
animal was 
for this purpose as shown in Appendix 3. 
placed in each section of the box with 





marked on the ears with water-soluble fluorescent paint 
(Kryolan Day Glow face painting cream) and the partitions 
were removed. On the following seven to twelve days, the 
animals were observed under an ultraviolet 1 ight and their 
movements were recorded on a tape recorder. Observations 
were of the "focal animal type" (Lehner, 1979) , with the 
movements of each animal being recorded separately and 
continuously for five minutes. In order to record the 
the chamber was divided into five areas: the movements, 
centre bo:-:, and boxes A, B, C, and D which included the 
tunnels leading to these boxes. 
A Basic programme was written to calculate the total time 
spent i n each box during the five-minute observation period 
and the number of visits to each box. Two repeats of each 
of the following sets of animals were observed: female 
6.paeba paeba; rna 1 e 6.paeba psebsj f ema 1 e {7. t.,v ton is; rna 1 e 
and one set of male t..'. t .. vtoni S; fern,,;,, 1 e 6 •. setzeri; 
6. setzeri. Due to insufficient numbers of animals, 
t..":;.pdebd e "v' ) 1) $ and B.(.Idllinu$ VJer'e not obser-ved in this 
i::~pparatus . 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 
4.1 INTRASPECIFIC ENCOUNTERS 
Wild-caught animals of all species were used in 
intraspecific encounters, in addition lab-bred animals of 
L:' P P ~eb~ -"nd L'. t .. vt,.,n J. _'" wer e used. '. • "" "" = ~ 
The numbers of 
individuals of each species used in these encounters are 
shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1: NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS OF EACH SPECIES USED IN 
ENCOUNTERS. 
SPECIES NO. OF MALES NO. OF FEMALES 
6.p.pdebd 7 11 
6" • P • e .·I" iIi s 4 5 
6. t .ytoni s '7' 113 
6".setzeri 5 7 
6. (.Id I lin u s 3 1 
Descriptions of the behavioural acts and postures identified 
in agonistic encounters are given below. Diagrams of some 
postures are included in Appendix 1. 
CODES AND BEHAVIOURS IDENTIFIED IN AGONISTIC ENCOUNTERS 
AD = Attend: The an i ma.l is i mmet. i 1 e, vJa tc hi n 9 the 
opponent. The body of the an ima ·1 attending is 
rOLlnded or slightly elongated; the ears are 
pricked and tai 1 prostrate. This behaviour may be 
performed between bouts of "e>:pl Dring" , 
"grooming", or "sandbathing". 
3(!) 
xx = I< i c 1< b .~c l< : The animal crouches on the sand and kicks 
the sand back with its hindfeet. A tense posture 
with attention focus s ed on the opponent is usually 
associated with this behaviour. 
Co R = Co r' IJ mm i ng : An animal drums b y striking the substrate 
the hindfeet alternately, producing a 
pa. tterirll~ noise. G.setzeri differs from the other 
species in that drumming does not produce an 
<~:\udibl e noise, and the animal seems to "shiver" 
its hindqLlarters rather than "drumming". 
AP . = Appr·oach: The animal approaches its opponent by means 
of quadlMupeda 1 sal tat ions; . . the body is rounded, 
ears are pricked, and tail is prostrate. 
SN = Sniff head region: Opponents stretch towards each 
other and sniff noses. They may also turn their 
heads 51 ightly and sniff each other's cheeks and 
under each other's chins. 
EX = E::< plore: The animal moves around the test arena 
sniffing the sand and digging in various places. 
t1A = t'1ove al,lJa.Y: One animal moves away from the opponent 
after a contact. The body is rounded ~nd the 
animal moves by quadrupedal saltation or walking. 
SI = Sit: Ana. n i ma 1 sit s i mm 0 b i 1 e , the body is rounded 
EA = Eat. 
and the animal is not watching its opponent as in 
"attend". 




Grooming bouts involving scratching only were 
included in the total number of grooming acts. 
Sandbathe: The animal rolls in the saMd and flicks 
its body. 
At tack 1 ea. ~1 : One animal leaps at the opponent and 
appears to kick at it with the hindfeet. 
AT = Attd.ck: One ani ma 1 1 u n g e sat the 0 the I" f I" om the =. ide 
or from the rear. It is difficult to determine 
whether biting is involved, but no wounds have 
been observed in staged encounters. 
CH = Chase: One animal chases the other using quadrupedal 
FI = 
UP = 
sal tat ion . The tail is held low on the substrate, 
although sometimes if the chase is very vigorous, 
the tail may undulate; ears are pricked. 
Fight: The animals roll over together. Normally, 
fights are of very brief duration, and it is 
impossible to see whether biting is involved. 
UQright: Animals rear up on their hind1egs and push at 
each other with their forepaws. Noses are pressed 
together, but mouths seem to be closed. In some 
encounters, one animal adopts a more upright 
posture than the opponent. Pawbeating at each 
ot~ers' paws is also seen at times. 
:3T = Stop: The animal whic h has been chasing stops and 
remains immobile. The body has a rounded form, 
ears are pricked , and the tail is prostrate. 
TH = Thr· e .~ ten: Orle an ima 1 turns qu i d: 1>' and d.ggr· ess i vel y 
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towards the opponent. Physical contact between 
the animals does not occur in "threaten". 
EL = Escape leap: One animal leaps away from the other, 
sometimes backwards or over the top of the pursuing 
animal. 
FL = Flee: One animal runs away, using quadrupedal 
saltation. The tail is held high and undulates as 
the animal "flees". Ears are pricked. 
C:F: = Cr' OI.J c h : The animal flattens itself dorsoventrally on 
the sand, often in a corner of the tank. The 
tail is directed pos teriorly and head is held down 
on the sand. The ears are pricked, but the 
animal is immobile, watching the other animal. 
1·.)0 = \) ':'0:: a 1 i z e : A '.)er·)' h i '~h-p itched meta.ll i c "r'a ttl i ng" 
noise is sometimes heard during an encounter. It 
i s a repetitive soun d made wi t h the mouth closed, 
and has only been rec orded in encownters involving 
B. t .y ton j $. 
AE = Approach elongate: The animal ' 5 body is elongated and 
flattened dors oventrally. 
ta i 1 
means 
extended posteriorly. 
of a quadrupedal 
cautiously . 
Ears are pricked and 
The animal moves by 
walk, and approaches 
SA = Sniff anogenital region: 
sniffs the anogenital 
One animal approaches and 
region of the opponent. 
Mutual anogenital sniffing results in circl ing. 
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t'10 = r10un t: One animal approaches from the rear and mounts 
·the opponent. 
AM = Attempted mount: An animal approaches the opponent 
from the side or the rear and places a paw on the 
back of the opponent. 
F [I = F 0 I I OVJ : This behaviour is distinguished from "chase" 
because it is slower and involves one animal 
hopping or walking behind the other. 
GI = Grooming invitation: An animal lies down in front of 
the opponent and exposes its neck and belly fur; 
the eyes are sometimes closed. In B. va II inus, 
one animal approaches the other and crouches with 
its nose adjacent to or under the other animal. 
UP = Ur i na .. t e : The animal lifts its tail while in a sitting 
posi t ion, remains motionless and deposits a drop 
of urine on the sand. 
The animal presses its perineal region on the 
sand and drags itself forward slightly. 
PO = Pol lover: An animal wh ich has been mounted may roll 
over onto its back and push the other animal away 
with it s forepaws. 
The last three behaviours were el iminated from the analysis. 
NOTE: In all graphs and tables, behaviours are 1 isted in 
the order given above. Codes used throughout the text, 
figures, tables and graphs correspond with the behaviours 
described above. 
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4.2 REPEAT ANALYSES 
Five encounters which were re-analysed several weeks after 
the first analysis were compared to assess the reI iabil ity 
of identification of behaviours. Chi-square contingency 
table analysis (SIGSTAT programme CHISQ) was used to test 
the hypothesis that the proportions of the various 
behaviours did not differ in the original analyses and the 
repeat analyses. Although there were differences between 
the originals and repeats, this difference was not 
s i g n if i can t (p :> (2).5) • Results are shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2: RESULTS OF ORIGINAL AND REPEAT ANALYSES. (N = 1<2) 
individuals) 
DRIGINAL REPEAT ORIGINAL REPEAT 
AD 21<2) 233 UP 86 76 
XX 13 18 5T 62 47 
DR 18 21 TH 5 1 (2) 
AP 162 164 EL 1 (2)9 114 
SN 117 98 FL 181 194 
EX 265 275 CR 78 76 
MA 185 186 VO (2) (2) 
51 co ~I (2) AE 35 38 
EA 12 11 SA 71 66 
GS 24 28 MO 5 4 
SB 19 18 AM 5 7 
AL 27 25 FO 91 lQ>l 
AT 59 56 GI 1 (Zl 
CH 86 88 GO (2) (2) 
FI 12 15 
4.3 LEVEL OF INTERACTION 
Level of interaction was computed as the mean number of acts 
per individual per encounter (Per~in, 1981b) • A I I acts 
were included since it was decided that acts such as 
"sandbathe" and "groom", although not overtly aggressive, 
may nevertheless transmit information between opponents. 
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Levels of interaction 
(SIGSTAT programme TTEST) ; 
were compared using the t-test 
results are shown in Table 3 and 
levels of interaction in Table 4. 
4.4 BEHAVIOUR PROFILES 
A "behaviour profile" refers to the histogram derived from 
the relative frequencies of behaviours seen in encounters of 
a certain class. Total frequencies of behaviours in 
intraspecific, same-sex encounters were compared by chi-
squared contingency table analysis (SIGSTAT programme 
CHISQ). Comparisons were made between males and females of 
the same species, between females of different species, 
and between males of different species. All total 
frequency profiles were significantly different from one 
another (p < (2) .(2)(2)1) • Behaviour profiles for intraspecific 
same-sex encounters are shown in Figures 1 to 9 and Tables 
4 and 5. 
Examination of Figures 1 to 9 reveal that certain behaviours 
occurred more frequently than others~ and that the overall 
shape of the profile was consistent when different species 
and sexes were compared. Clearly, Figs. 1 and 2 show that 
female 6.p .paeba performed relatively less AD than 
6.p.exi/is and both specie$ exhibited similar levels of AP, 
SN, EX, and MA. DR did not occur in either species, and 
XX, SI, EA, GS, and SB occurred at low frequencies in 
both species. The proportion of AL was higher than that of 
AT in ferna 1 e (t.p .paebaj this lIJas reversed in L"Y.p.exilis. 
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF T-TEST FOR COMPARISON OF LEVELS OF INTERACTION 
IN INTRASPECIFIC SAME-SEX ENCOUNTERS. (Deg rees of freedom 
a re sh o wn i n parenthes es.) 
F· E~i{~l.. ES MALES 
G .p • p . G.t . G.s. G.p . e . G.p .p . G.t. b.s . 
cr.p. e .·v·] 1 i s 99 ':., .;;, ........ :~: I '7' ........ ~) t:"n .. 'J .::. -,_I • • ,_I ...... '-' 
C]tl.' (30) (~3 (~) ) (3(!) ) 
... _._- _ ..... _._. __ ._----_._._ .... _. __ ._ .. __ ._-_ ...._ .. _._-_. __ ... ---_._. __ ... __ ._-- .... -.. -.-.------.. '---"-'--- ' -_. __ .. _-----_ .. _- .------ - ---_._.-._ .._-_._--_. 
6.p.pdebd 99 1 .On ... : ::.4-- [i.O n •• 
(34 ) (34) (34) 
.------.---- ----------.-- -----------1----- - f-.-.------- I--------\- ----+---------. 
5. ty tonis 99 3 .4-- 1.2n.1O. 
(3(2) ) 
...... _--_. __ ._---.-------- ----+------+--- --_. - ------~---- -------1.---------
cr.setzeri 99 [1. 5 n • -. 
(3(2) ) 
1------------------------- ------.-f---.---- ------. 1----------+--.-----
Ci.p.e .. ,;·ilis ~~ 6 . . ::.--" 7.0--- 1 • 4 n .1O. 
(3(2) ) 
--------.. - -.. - -------.---.---f---------. ------ -.-----r------·- -+----r.---·--
{:;.p .p~ebd ~~ 2. (1n.. 2. t£ -
(3(2) ) (3(2) ) 
- .--.-.. ---.. - ----r------ f--.---+------t-------t----+---.--
6. t .ytoni s ~~ 
(3(2) ) 
cr. (.I • (.Id IIi nus ~~ 
----- ---.. --.-- t-----t--:-----.. ----.-f---,----f------
0.3 n ••• 5.2--- 5.2--- 1 • On ••. 
(22) (22) (22) (22) 
1...-.-. ______ ____ L-. _______ ._-'-_________ ..l.-___ ~ ____ ~ 
* = 0 .05 > p > 0.01 
** = 0.01 > p > 0.001 
·IE·** = P <: (2). (2)(2) 1 
n. s . = not significant 
In all tables and graphs, the following abbreviations 
used: G.p.p. = 6.p.pdebd 
G • P • e . = {; . p • e.·\·· iIi s 
13. t. = L~. t .),·tt...,ni s 
13. '5. = L";. s.etzeri 
13 ,IJ. = LT. {.Id/ linus. 
are 
r-A2 L_[ 4 : I"I[AN Fm=.:O UE: NC I ES OF DEHAV I OUF~S I N I NT RA!:":-i F'EC I F I C SAME-SE X 
[I\ICDUNTEF::S " ( l'IIEr-iN F'EF\ 11\1D I \0' I Dur:~ L F'EF\ ENCOUNTER ) 
F:- EMPIL[S i"lAL E~3 
G . p. p II . t_ • G.p.e G . s •. G.p. p G . t. • G.p "e G. s . G . v. 
r iD 18 . 3 14.6 19.2 27 . 9 16.4 22. 8 H) .2 23.1 15 . 3 
l X 1 • (2) (2) • 1 1 .8 (!l. -/ 1 • (2) (2) • 1 (2) .3 5.9 (2) . <2) 
DR (! ) • (~j (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 1 • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 1 • 1 (2) • (2) 
AF' 19 . (2) 19.8 12 . 1 14. 6 18. 7 21 .9 1 1 .2 1 1 
r~ 
.L 5.6 
~::; N 16. 3 H) .9 9 .4 12 . 3 23.1 2 (2) . 8 13 . 3 7.4 7 .8 
EX 27.2 29.8 1f3 . (2) 28.9 3(2) • 1 36.6 13.6 17.9 7.3 
IVIA 8.9 1 1 .4 6 .3 7 .1 16.2 24.7 5.8 7.2 8.1 
SI (2) .2 (2) .9 (2) . 6 (2) .8 1 • (2) (2) • 1 2.8 1 .3 2.6 
EA (i.) .4 1 .9 1 .8 (2) .6 1 .4 2.3 (2) .4 (2) .2 (2) • (2) 
GS 2.3 3. 1 1.6 1 .6 3.5 4.4 1 • 1 1 .6 1 • (2) 
~3 B 1.7 (1) .9 (2) . 5 3 . 2 3.1 1 ,, 4 (2) .2 (2) .9 (2) • (2) 
AL 7 .. 2 2.8 1.3 3.6 2 .. 9 1 . 8 1 • 1 3.3 (2) • <2> 
AT 5.3 9.9 6 .7 4. 7 4 . 1 12.4 12) .6 6.9 2.8 
CH 1 1 .6 15.1 8.1 4.9 7.7 12.4 (2) .4 3.9 (2) • (2) 
FI (2) .8 11 • (2) 3.8 (2) . 8 3 . (2) 5.3 (2) .3 7.1 (2) .5 
UP 8.3 3 ..., • I 1 .9 1 . 7 9.1 21.8 3.6 3.7 9.8 
~3T 3.4 5.3 5.1 (2) .9 1 . 8 4.1 (2) .4 (2) .9 1 .1 
TH (2) . 3 1 • (2) (!) .. :~ (2) • (2) (2) .6 (2) .9 (2) .4 (2). 1 1.1 
EL 12.9 17.3 5. (2) 6 . 5 4.8 13.2 (2) • 1 3.3 (2) • (2) 
FL 26.7 3(2) .5 11.9 8.4 17.6 19 .8 (2) .4 H). 5 (2) • (2) 
CR 16.9 15.8 7.1 4.4 12.6 4.8 4.6 4.8 1 .9 
VO (1) • (2) 1 • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (0 • 12) (2) • (2) 
?~E 4.1 1.4 (2) .9 1.9 5.6 2 .. 1 (2) .9 (2) .6 (2). 1 
SA 1 .6 2.2 1 .9 1 ,., ..... 5.3 5.3 6.4 (2) .3 5.8 
1~10 (2) .4 (2) • (2) (2) .6 (2) . 2 2.-1 (2) • 1 (2) .7 (2) .3 2.4 
A 1'1 (2) . 3 (2) .4 (2) • (2) (2) . 4 1 .1 1 c:-. '-' (2) • 1 (2) • (2) () .8 
FO 4.3 5.7 3.4 1 .8 5.6 8.3 3.4 1 .3 4.5 
GI (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2). 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 1.7 (2) .12) 9.9 
GO (2) • (2) (2). 1 (2) • (2) (2) .3 (2) • 1 (2) .12) 2.8 (2) • (2) (2) .3 
TOTAL198.8 216.4 129.1 13 9 . 8 198.8 248.6 85.8 124.(2) 89.6 
± :;::D 4:3.0 64.0 '~1 :3. 5 '~1 2 . 0 5 1! . .. e 84.5 :39. 1 '7"7'.2 24.8 
N 2 (~) 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 8 
f 
/. lIJ~ Y 
°10 
c 
'TABLE c. ,_I " RELATIVE FF~E()UENC I ES OF BEHAVIOURS IN I NTF\ASPEC I F I C SAME-
SEX ENCOUNTERS. 
FEMALES l'1ALES 
G.p .p G.t . G.p .e G.s. G.p.p G.t . G.p .e G.s. G.v. 
('~D 9 '-.' · ~ 6.8 14.9 2(2) • (2) 8.3 9 " .- 11 .9 18.6 17.1 
XX (2) .5 (2) • 1 1 .4 (2) .5 (2) .5 (2) • (2) (2) .4 4.7 (2) • (2) 
DR (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (!) (2) .4 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .5 (2) • (2) 
AP 9.6 9.1 9 .::~ 1<2) • ~i 9.4 8.8 12.3 9. (2) 6.3 
!;:,N 8.2 5. (2) 7.3 8.8 11 .6 8.3 15.5 5.9 8.7 
EX 13.7 13.7 13.9 2(2) .7 15.2 14.7 15.8 14.5 8.1 
MA 4.5 5.3 4.8 ~3 . 1 8.1 9.9 6.7 5.8 9.1 
SI (1) • 1 (2) .4 (2) .4 (21.6 (21.5 (21 • (21 3 r:" . ~ 1 • 1 2.9 
EA (2) .2 (21.9 1 .4 (2) .4 (2) .7 (21.9 (21.4 (21.2 i11 • (2) 
G5 1 • 1 1 .4 1 .2 1 .1 1 .8 1 .8 1 .3 1 .3 1 • 1 
f:3B (2) .9 (2) .4 (21.4 2.3 1 0:::-.. '-' (21.6 (2) .. 2 (21.7 (2) • (2) 
~4L. 3.6 1 
,.., 
1 • (2) ,.., c ' 1 0::' (21. 7 1 .2 2.7 (2) • «(.) • ~1 L • ,_I .. '-' 
{;~T 2.6 4.6 0:::- ,.., ,_I .L 3.4 2. (l) 5. (2) (2).7 0:::- 0::-_I. ,_, 3.1 
CH ~; .8 7. (2) 6.3 3.5 3.9 5. (2) (2) .4 3.1 (21 • (2) 
r-':" I (2) .4 5.1 2.9 (21.5 1 .5 2.1 (2) .3 5.7 (2) .6 
UP 4.1 1 .7 1 1:.- 1 ~\ 4.6 8.8 4 " 3. (21 1 (21.9 . '-' .L .-
5T 1 .7 ,""\ c: .:. • ,_I 4. (21 (2) .7 (2).9 1 .7 (2) .4 (21.7 1 .3 
TH (2) • 1 (2) .5 (21. 1 (2) • (21 (21.3 (2) .4 (21.5 (21 • 1 1 .3 
[~L l t".: w",_' 8. (2) 3.9 4.6 2.4 5.3 (2) • 1 2.7 (2).0 
FL 13.4 14.1 9.3 &, • (2) ~:; .8 -, .9 (2) .4 8.5 (2) • (2) { 
CF~ 8.5 7.3 c:- c:.-.".' . ·N.' 3.2 6.3 1 .9 5.3 3.9 2.1 
VO ((! • (I.) (2) • ~-) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 0.(2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
() E 2 " 1 (2) .7 (1) .7 1 .3 2.8 «(.) • 8 1 • 1 (1) • ~i (2) .7 
bA '1 c-: 1 .U 1 ~:.- (2) .8 2.6 2 .1 7.5 (2) .2 6.4 · '-' II ,_I 
1'10 (~) . ~2 (2) • (2) (2) .4 (2) .. 1 1 .1 (2) • 1 (2) .8 (!'> .. 2 2. -1 
AM (!) .2 (2) " :':~ (?} ,, ((.; (2) • 3 (2) h 6 0.6 (I.) • 1 (2) • (2) (~) • [l 
F'O :2 .. 2 2: .. t.) 2.6 1 .3 2.8 3.:3 3.9 1 • (2) 5.(2) 
G1 (2) • (2) (2) . 0 (2) • (i) (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (> • (2) 2.(2) (2) • (2) 1 1 • 1 
[3 0 (2) • (2) (i) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) Of:~ (21. 1 (2) .(2) 3.3 (2) • (;,) () .6 
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Fig. 7. Behaviour profile for male G. ~etz~ (n = 16) 
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Fig. 9. Behaviour profile for male G. tyto~ (n = 16) 
Simi 'l arl y, FI occurred relatively less frequently than UP 
in {7.p.p.£(/E'ba., l,.lhi I e t.he reOJer·se ~'Jas true in 6.p.e .. I;·i lis. 
CH and 8T occurred at a similar relative frequency in both 
species, while TH was seldom identified. EL~ FL, and CR 
occurr'ed r·elati o . ..oe1:,' mor' e fr'equently in fema.le 6.p.pa.eba. tha.n 
i n f em:.. 1 e {7. p • ex iIi s: VO was absent in both species. The 
proportions of AE , SA, MO, AM, and FO were similctr in 
both species, and Gl and GO were absent. 
Comparison of female with male profiles of animals of the 
:oa.me s.p ec i es· r eOJea 1 '5 t: ha. t ma I es cof t: h r' ee sp ec i es (6. p. pa.eba..f 
6.p.e.!(·/Iis, and 6. t .. ~·· tQnis) per·formed r·ela.tivel>' les.:. of the 
behaviours associated with overt aggression and submission 
(i .e. behaviours AL - CR) and relatively more of the non-
aggressive behaviours (AD - S8 and AE - GO) . This trend 
was r'e oJer"5ed in LT. setzeri. Behaviours EL, FL, and CH 
l'Jer' e abs.ent in ma.le LT. va.l linus and occur·r·ed infreql.Jently in 
male6.p.exilis, l1Jhile G1 and GO, which wer'e absent in all 
f ema. I e p r' of i 1 es an din ma 1 e fr. p. pa.eba. .f fr. t .y-tonis arid 
B. setzeri, 
6. va.l I inus. 
Co C cur' red m 0 ref r e que n t 1 yin rna 1 e L7. P • ex iIi s .,:,. n d 
Comparisons of behaviour profiles between 
species and sexes are commented on in more detail 
discussion. 
4.5 MOTIVATIONAL ANALYSIS 
in the 
Weighted pair group cluster analysis (SIGSTAT Programme 
WPCLUS) was used to determine patterns of covariation of 
behaviours in each sex and species. Frequencies of 
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occurrence of behaviours in the individual encounters 
consti t uting a class of encounters were clustered. 
Behavi o urs which occurred less than 10 times (5 times in 
L'. Vd / / inus) ina 1 1 i n t r a -:. p e.: i fie sam e - s. e >: en C 0 u n t e r s· IAI ere 
not included in the cluster analysis. Transition 
frequencies were illustrated as flow diagrams representing 
the most common sequences of acts performed intra-
individually. Diagrams derived from the cluster analysis 
and transition frequencies are shown in Figs. H) - 27; 
transition frequency matrices are included in Appendix 3. 
Figures 10 and 11 are discussed to illustrate the value of 
the techniques of cluster analysis and transition frequency 
analysis in order to establ ish which behaviDurs are 
motivationally 1 inked. Figures 12 to 27 are included in 
Append i :.: 3. 
The first group of behaviours identified by cluster analysis 
consisted of MA, EA, FO, SN, and SA. In the transition 
diagram, four of these behaviours were linked in a 
sequence, while EA was a low-frequency behaviour which was 
followed by EX. SN was followed more frequently by EX than 
by other behaviours, therefore it is regarded as a 1 inking 
behaviDur between two groups of behaviour. Th i s wi 1 1 be 
referred to as the "se:·:ual" group o·f behaviours. 
The second group identified in th e cluster diagram includes 
va, CR, F-L, d EL T an - . hese are "submi ssi ve" behaviours, 
which are 1 inked in a s equence as seen in Fig. 11. VO was 
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Fig. 10. Cluster diagram for female G. tyto~ (n = 16) 
In all cluster diagrams, diameters of circles are proportional to relative 
frequencies of behaviours. Line lengths are proportional to similarities 
determined by weighted pair group cluster analysis. 
Fig. 11. Transition frequencies for female G. tyto~ (n = 16) 
In all transition diagrams diameters of circles are proportional to 
relative frequencies of behaviours. Line widths are proportional 
to transition frequencies. 
a low-frequency behaviour which occurred 
{r. t ,.vtoni s. In other species and sexes, 
most common group of submissive behaviours. 
only in female 
EL-FL-CR was the 
Aggressive behaviours formed the third group identified by 
cluster analysis, and included UP, FI, CH, AT, and AL. 
In the transition analysis, these behaviours occurred in a , 
sequence, with FI and UP forming 1 inking behaviours between 
the aggressive and submissive groups. The behaviour 5T, 
which succeeded the aggressive behaviours in the transition 
diagrams, was associated with AE and EX in the cluster 
analysis. 
The fourth group of behaviours is referred to as 
"e:-:p10ratory and sol i tary" behaviour. Three behaviours 
formed the most common members of this group: AD, AP, and 
EX but behaviours such as GS, 5B, XX and 51 also belong 
to this group. The transition diagram illustrates that EX 
was preceded by a variety of behaviours of all groups, and 
that it formed a 1 inking behaviour between these groups of 
behaviour. 
It should be noted that 1 inks between the exploratory and 
aggressive-submissive behaviours were weak, i.e. encounters 
tended to involve either predominantly aggressive-submissivE 
behaviour or predominantly exploratory-sexual behaviour. 
The following groups of behaviours were identified in seven 
out of nine cluster and transition diagrams, with some 
interspecific variation in the behaviours forming a group: 
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1. E:-:ploratory and sol itary behaviours: AD, XX, DR, AP, 
SN, EX, l'1A , SI, EA, GS, SB. 
~.\ Aggressive behaviours: AL, AT, CH, F I , UP, ST, TH .~ . 
3. Submissive behaviours: EL, FL, CR, VO 
4 . 8e>: ua 1 behaviours: AE, SA, MO, AM, FO, G I , GO 
Th r'Du g hout this thesi s , the grouping of behav i OUIMS as given 
,::,b ove is adhered to. 
In order to determine whether any of the sol itary or 
e x ploratory behavi ours were displacement activities , it was 
nec e s sary to c o mpare the i r frequency of occu~rence in 
" c on f 1 ict" encounters wi th an e:-: pected frequency based on 
thei r frequency of occurrence in "10w-conf1 ict" encounters. 
Information was available from a series of encounters 
c onducted after a nim a l s had been caged together 'for 
appro :.: un a tel y thr'ee weeks. These encounters were 
c haracterized by a lower level of interaction and a marked 
reduction in aggressive and submissive behaviours. 
Expected frequencies of occurrence of non-aggressive and 
non-submissive behaviours were generated according to the 
following formula: 
EF(i) = F ( i ) x TF - (TCA + S»~ 
TLC - ( T ( A + S»LC 
where EF(i) = expected frequency of behaviour i 
F(i) -- actua 1 frequency of i in low-conflict 
encounters 
Tc = Total no. of behaviours in high-conflict encounters 
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TCA + S)c = Total no. of aggressive and submissive 
behaviours in high-canfl ict encounters 
T Lc = T.:)ta.l no. of behaviours in low-conflict 
encounter~:; 
T(A+ S)LC = Total no. of aggressive and submissive 
behaviours in low-confl ict encounters 
Ex pec t ed frequencies were compared with actual frequencies 
b y means of x 2 goodness-of-fit tests appl ied to individual 
behaviours. Results are shown in Table 6; in males and 
females behaviours AD, SB, and AE occurred significantly 
more frequently than expected, while SN, S1, and GS 
occurred less frequently than expected. Females performed 
AP more frequent l y than expected, while this difference was 
not significant in males. Males performed significantly 
more MO, AM, FO and less GO than expected. 
4.6 DOMINANT/ SUBMISSIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
Intraspecific same-sex encounters in which one an ima 1 
clear l y 
identify 
to the 
dominated the other were compared in order to 
those behaviours in which the proportion relative 
total number of acts differed significantly in 
dominant and submissive animals. Figures 28 - 35 
illust rate the relative frequencies of all behaviours in 
summed encounters resulting in clear dominance. Male 
L1.p.e .. I(ilis v·Jer·e e>;cluded from this ana.l)/·:.is since dc.minance 
was not establ ished in any of their encounters. 
It is clear from Figs. 28 - 35 that dominant animals of all 
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TAE:LE oS EXPECTEDl AND ACTUAL FREQ UENCIES OF EXPLORATORY AND 
SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS IN MALE AND FEMALE G.P.PAEBA. 
MALES FEMALES 
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Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive female 
G.p. paeba (n = 10 encounters) 
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Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive female 
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Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive female 
G. tyto~ (n = 6 encounters) 
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Fig. 31. Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive female 
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Fig. 32. Behaviour profil es for domi nant and submissive male 
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Fi g. 33. Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive male 
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Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive male 
G. ~etz~ (n = 3 encounters) 
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Behaviour profiles for dominant and submissive male 
G. vall~n~ (n = 3 encounters) 
species and sexes performed a greater variety of behaviours 
than did submissive animals. Submissive behaviours formed 
a large proportion of the behaviour of submissive animals, 
while aggressive behaviours were seldom performed by 
submissive animals. Conversely, 
performed submissive behaviours. 
dominant animals seldom 
Some exploratory and 
sol itary behaviours were more frequently performed by 
dominant than by submissive animals, these differences 
tieing le '=' ~' rna.rked in rna.le 6.vallinus. 
Chi-square 2 X 2 contingency table analysis was used to test 
the nul 1 hypothesis that dominant and submissive animals 
did not differ in the frequency of occurrence of behaviours 
other than overtly aggressive behaviours. Behaviours which 
occurred 
dnalysis. 
less than fi ve times were excluded from this 
Two behaviours, AP and EX occurred significantly 
more frequently in dominant animals in seven out of eight 
<:;et s of resu 'l t s . Clear'ly, the aggressive behaviours AL, 
AT and CH and submissive behaviours EL, 
a lmost completely mutually exclusive. 
FL and CR were 
A scoring system was appl ied to the results of a I I 
intraspecific different-sex and interspecific encounters in 
order to determine the dominance/submissive relationships 
between different species and sexes. Dominance/submissive 
scores were calculated by summing the following total 
frequencies: 
(AT, AL and CH) :-: 2, 
42 
( A F' a nd E: X ) :-: 1 
(E L ~ FL a nd CR) x -2 . 
he l i':i t i ve frequ e ncies of behaviours in intraspecific, 
d i ff erent-sex en counters a re s hown in Figures 36 - 40 and 
Tab '! e "7. Inters peci fic e nc o unters are shown in Figures 41 
- 58 and Tables 8 - 15 (Appen d i x 3); dominance/ s ubmissive 
relat i onships are s h o wn in Ta ble 16. 
In int r a s pecific , different-sex encounters it is clear that 
t he domin a nt/submissive trends are not as clear as in Figs. 
2B Both ma les and fe males performed a variet y of 
beh a v i ours, but in three s pecies, females performed more 
aggressive behaviours and less submissive behaviours than 
mal €os·. The reverse was true in {;. s.etzeri rna. 1 e-fema Ie 
encounters, and very 1 ittle aggressive or submissive 
beh .:.-\,dour' IAlas· per' formed b y male and fem.:.-le B.(.Idllinus.. 
t'la 1 e B. p. Pdebd a.nd B.p.exi/is. performed more sexual 
behaviour than females did, but sexual behaviours formed a 
consistently low proportion of all behaviours in male-female 
encounters. 
In in terspec i f i ('" ""nCOI.Jn ter' s betvJeen L";. t,.~·· toni s. and G.pdebd, 
both males and females displayed a large proportion of 
exploratory and sol itary behaviours, and also a considerable 
of aggressive and submissive behaviours. 
Animals which behaved submissively, e • g. rna leG. t)·· ton i s. i n 
Fig. 44, were more restricted in the range of behaviours 
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TABLE 16 DOMINANCE/SUBMISSIVE RELATIONSHIPS IN INTRASPECIFIC 
DIFFERENT-SEX AND INTERSPECIFIC ENCOUNTERS. 
G. t. i G.p.p.i G.s.i G.s.iJ G.p.p.iJ G.t.iJ 
L'. t . vtoni s i vs 672 176 220 818 1100 
L'.p .p~eb~ i vs -9132 512 353 321 668 
a.setzeri i IJS -4113 -665 -194 31'? -418 
L'. setzeri iJ vs -219 -519 173 -693 -851 
6·.p .p~eb~ iJ vs -794 -559 1 358 -54 
a. t .. vtoni s iJ IJS -1533 -1134 3413 287 362 
(5 encounters of each type were staged) 
G. p. p. i G.p.e.i G.p.p.iJ G.p.e.iJ 
6.p .p~eb~ i '".os U30 321 464 
a. p • e.·'" iIi s i v s· 99 2413 8413 
a.p.p~eb~ iJ vs -559 -1813 246 
a. p • ex iIi s iJ '.) s· -303 -3~,1 ..,,--: . ...... 
(5 encounters of each type were staged) 
G.v.v.i G.v.v.iJ G.p.p.i G.p.p.iJ 
[;. (.I • (.I~ 11 in u s i I,) S 49 60 69 
[;. (.I • (.I~ 11 in u s iJ v<.:. 1 '? 138 194 
L-;. p. Pdebd1 i vs -17 -120 
L-;.p.pdebd1 iJ vs 26 -123 
(3 encounters of each type were staged: 1 encounter of 
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Behaviour profiles for male versus female G.p. paeba 
encounters (n = 8 encounters) 
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Fig. 37. Behaviour profiles for male versus female G.p. ex~~ 
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Behaviour profiles for male versus female G. ~~z~ 
encounters (n = 8 encounters) 
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Fig. 39. Behaviour profiles for male versus female G. vallin~ 
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Fi g. 40. Behaviour profiles for male versus female G. tyto~ 
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Behaviour profiles for male G. tyto~ versus male 
G.p. paeba encounters (n = 6 encounters) 
G.tytonla G.popo.a 
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Fig. 42. Behaviour profiles for female G. tyto~ versus female 
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Fi g. 43. Behaviour profiles for female G. tyto~ versus male 
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Fig. 44. Behaviour profiles for female G.p. paeba versus male 
G. tyto~ encounters (n = 6 encounters) 
illustrate the fact that males of these two s pecies were 
less aggressive toward s each other than females were, and 
this is also observed in Fiqs. 43 and L~4, which indicate 
that fema les of both species dominated males of both 
s pec ie<;,;" 
In Ci.p.pa.eba. G.setzeri encounters ( Figs. 4
<:: ._, - 48), 
e xploratory a nd $01 itary behaviours predominated, with 
1 itt le aggressive behaviour being displayed in all classes 
en c ou n t er' . an d f ern·",. 1 e G.setzeri beha.v ed 
submissively, despite the low level of aggressive behaviour 
displayed by their opponents. Female G.setzeri performed 
some aggressive behaviour towards male G.p.pa.eba., VJh i c h 
accordingly performed some submissive behaviour. Se:·:ua 1 
behaviours formed a low proportion of all behaviours, but 
were exhibited more frequentl y by male and female G. p. pa.eba. 
t h.:o<.n LY. se t zer i. 
Figur'es 49 - 52 illustrate enCClunters between L-:;.t .. vtonis and 
G.setzeri. These encounters were characterised by a high 
frequency of exploratory behaviours, little aggression, 
and submissive behaviour performed by both species. Male 
a. n d f ema. 1 e {;. se t zer i per' f clrmed mor' e s·u bm i ·:·s i ve beha'J i ou r 
than their opponents. Se:-:ua 1 behaviours were seldom 
per' for'med, .:o.nd more frequentl y b ;>' L-:;. t.ytonis tha.n G.setzeri. 
Encounters between male G. ua.//inus a.nd male a.nd fem.:o.le 
G. p • pa. eba. ( N • Ca. p e ::0 indicate that e xploratory behaviours 
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Behaviour profiles for male G.p. paeba versus male 
G. ~etzeni encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
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Fig. 46. Behaviour profiles for female G.p. paeba versus female 












































Behaviour profiles for female G. ~etz~ versus male 
G.p. pa~ba encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
G.p.poeba ~.aetzerf 
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Fig. 48. Behaviour profiles for female G.p. pa~ba versus male 
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Behaviour profiles for male G. tyto~ versus male 
G. ~etz~ encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
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Behaviour profiles for female G. tyto~ versus female 
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Behaviour profiles for male G. tyto~ versus female 
G. ~~z~ encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
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Fig. 52. Behaviour profiles for female G. tyto~ versus male 
G. ~~z~ encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
fr' equentl ~" ( Fil;l ·:;. 53,S., 54 ) . t"lale 6. (.Ia l linu'5 perf,::.r·med mor' e 
.~.I~ I~r·e ·= ~. i l.,Ie to e h a. I.) i Co IJ r' th.:O<.n 6.p.paeba a.nd no s.ubmiss.i '.) e 
be h.:3.') i o u r' ~ 
the c o n v erse wa s t r ue for L1.p.paeba. 
Sex ual behavi o urs, i n c lud in g GI , whi c h o cc ur red fre q uentl y 
i n i ntr·a·=.pecific 6.vallinu'5 encounter' s, l·<Jer·e seldom seen in 
int e rspecific encount e r s . 
Figur·es. 55 - 5:3 i 11 u ·::. tr·.:3te en c ounter' s beh<Jeen L1.p.paeba and 
6'. P • e .·\· i i i '5, and indicate that a wide variety of behaviours 
p e rformed by both s pec ies and se :-:es, although 
e:-: p 1 oratory and sol itary behavi o urs predominated. 
Aggressive and submissive behav i our was reduced in same-sex 
encounters , but occurred at a higher frequency in 
d iff erent - se:-: encounters. Sexual behaviour was displayed 
more f requently by males than by females. 
Domi nance/submissive relationships are discussed in Chapter 
c:-
o_I • 
4 .7 DOMINANCE AND BODY SIZE 
In order to test the null hypothesis that dominants and 
subordinates did not differ in body mass, mean mass of 
dominant animals was compared wi th mean mass of subordinates 
in intraspecific encounters. Results are shown in Table 17. 
The means did not differ S ignifi cantly in any species or sex 
(p ) 0 . 05, t-tes t ) . 
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Fig. 53. Behaviour profiles for male G. vallinU6 versus male 
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Behaviour profiles for male G. vallinU6 versus female 
G.p. paeba (N. Cape) (n = 1 encounters) 
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Fig. 55. Behaviour profiles for female G.p. ~X~ versus male 
G.p. pa~ba encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
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Fig. 56. Behaviour profiles for female G.p. pa~ba versus female 
G.p. ~xil~ encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
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Fig. 58. 
Behaviour profiies for female G.p. ~X~ versus male 
G.p. pa~ba encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
O.p.paella o.p •• xnr. 
~ 
.n ex ma .1 II ,. ab al at oh fI up .t til .1 f1 or vo a. M mo am fo ,I 
Behaviour profiles for female G. p. pa~ba versus male 
G.p. ~X~~ encounters (n = 5 encounters) 
,0 
TABLE 17: MEAN MASS OF DOMINANT AND SUBMISSIVE 
ANIMALS IN INTRASPECIFIC ENCOUNTERS 
(Mass is given in grams.) 
MEAt···j±SD 
~3PEC IES N DOMINANT SUBMISSIVE P 
6.p .pdebd ~ 6 28. 5±8'". 3 30.2±7.5 n I':' • 
L'.p.pdebd 9 1 (1 28.7±4.6 24. 5±4. 1 niSI 
6. p • e . .'·(j 1 i s ~ 5 2:3. 0±2. 7 24.4±2.3 n.s. 
6, t .ytoni s 9 ~ l 30.0±5.2 28.7±4.4 n .: . • 
6. t .ytoni s ~ 6. 28.5±3.7 30.7±6.0 n • 'S .• 
6.setzeri 9 3 49.0±7.5 51.0±7.2 n.s. 
6.setzeri ~ 4 36.8±5.4 42.3±7.5 n.s. 
L'. (.Id 11 inus ~ 3 413. 7±6. 1 38. 0±6. 9 n • -: .• 
were compared by means of weighted pair group cluster 
analysis in order to determine levels of similarity within 
the group. The resulting dendrogram is shown in Figure 59. 
Mal e and femal e L7.p·.p.aeb.a and LT. t .. ~· tonis formed one cl uster, 
V,It-. i 1 e rna 1 e and ferna 1 e LT. setzeri and fema 1 e LT.p. exi 1 i s formed 
C}. second group. Male LT.p.exilis and LT.(.'.al/inus differed 
considerably from either of these two groLlps. The 
significance of this clustering is discussed in Chapter 5. 
4.9 TERRITORIALITY 
Time spent in each area of the apparatus by each individual 
is shown in Table 18 and Figs. 60 - 70 (Appendix 3). The 
chi-squared goodness-of - fit test test was appl ied to the 
data to test the null hypothesis that all animals spent 
equal amounts of time in each section of the apparatus; for 
all individuals of all species the null hypothesis was 
rejected. The second null hypothesis to be tested was that 
each animal's movements were restricted to its original area 
and the common central area. Chi-squared analysis revealed 
that for 40 of the 48 animals, this hypothesis was 
rejected; results are shown in Table 19 (Appendix 3). 
Although animals did not maintain their originally-occupied 
areas, they did not move randomly through the apparatus. 
It was therefore decided to investigate the amount of 
overlap in time spent in various areas of the apparatus by 
different individuals. In order to calculate the overlap, 




G. P. E.o G. S.o G. P. E. ~ G. S. ~ ~T. o G.P.P . o U.~ u..,e.~ 
Dendogram derived from cluster analysis of relative frequenc i es of 
behaviours in agon i stic encounters. 
each observation period. Where two or more individuals 
util ized the same areas, the lowest figure was taken to 
represent the overlap. Overlap was analysed for all 
possible combinations of two, three and four individuals. 
Overlaps on separate observations were then summed, and the 
mean overlap for two and three individuals was computed. 
This was expressed as a percentage of the total observation 
time to facil itate comparisons. 
Repl icates of the same sex and species were compared using the 
t-test for significant differences between two means 
(Lehner, 1979). Differences were not significant, with 
the exception of the two replicates for G.p.paeba females. 
All other sets of data were pooled for repl icates of the 
same sex and species. Differences in the means for 
different sexes and species were tested using the t-test; 
results are given in Tables 20 and 21. 
Femal e {;. setzeri and G. t .ytoni s over 1 apped for si gn i f i can t 1 y 
less t i me than males of these two species. Mal e L-;.p.paeba 
shared 
which 
areas significantly less frequently than 
overlapped significantly less frequently 
G. t .. vtoni s, 
than male 
[i. st?tzt?ri. Since the two replicat~c_. ~f f~male L- b .. '-'.. l.p.pat? a 
differed significantly, they were not included in this 
analysis. 
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TABLE 2(2): MEAN OVERLAP IN AREA UTILISATION BETWEEN TWO, THREE OR 
FOUR INDIVIDUALS IN THE TERRITORIALITY APPARATUS. 
(Overlap is expressed as a percentage of the total 
observation time ±S.D. 
~PECIES SEX OVERLAP IN AREAS OCCUPIED TOTAL 
2 AI\lIMALS N 3 ANIMALS N 4 ANIMALS N TIME 
{l. f. .v ton i s ii 21 . 7±22. 'i 1 'J .... 5.3±7.0 8 o . 8± 1 . 1 .-, ..::.. 24013 
Lt. t ..... ··toni s ~~ 5~j .1±20.3 12 :33.2±16.9 8 22. '?±'7- • ,~ 2 2550 
{l.p .paeba i9 36.0±17.3 6 15. (1± 12.4 4 3.6 1 3600 
6.p.paeba 99 5.7±2.8 .... 4 0.6 1 1725 
('.p .paeba ~~ 17.4±19.:3 1 ~. ..::.. :3. 0±4. 1 8 0.5±e.7 2 2362 
L'. setzeri 99 2.5.1±31.3 12 8.2±9.2 8 3.6±5.0 2 24130 
L'.setzeri ~~ 68.4±11.e .5 5'7' . 5±7 . 5 4 54.8 1 21130 
** = difference~. in mean o,,-'erlap in the two ~.ets of female {J.p.pdeb.a. 
is significant «(2).(2)1 >- p >- (!10(2)(Z)1 , two-tailed t-test, 8 d.f>. 
TABLE 21: RESULTS OF T- TEST FOR COMPARISON OF MEAN OVERLAP 
BETWEEN SEXES AND SPECI ES . 
:;PECIES OR SEXES COMPARED 
6.setzeri ~~ & 99 
6. t .ytoni s ~~ & 99 
L'7.p .paeba ~~ & 6. t.ytoni s 
f'.p.paeba ~~ 8( 6.setzeri 
L'7. setzeri ~~ 8.: L'. t .. v ton is 
L'. setzeri 99 &: L'. t .y ton i s 
n.s.- not slgnlflcan t 
* = 0.05 > p > 0. 0 1 
** = 0.01 > P > 0 . 001 
*** = p < (2i. (2)(2) 1 
OVERLAP BETWEEN ,.., ..:.. 
I NDIVIDUALS 
T-STATISTIC D.F. 
3.1 805 .... 16 
4 .0605--- 22 
~~ 4.0605--- 22 
iJ~ 5.9691 ......... 16 
~~ 2 . 2,~89- 22 
99 13.3892"'·' 22 
OVERLAP BETWEEN 3 
INDIVIDUALS 
T-STATISTIC D.F. 
11 . 151 7--" 10 
4.91337--- 14 
4. '7' 037--- 14 
17.2398**411- 10 
2. '7' 224- 113 
13.71395"'·' 14 
. 
CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION 
5.1 ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOUR 
5.1.1. EXPLORATORY BEHAVIOURS 
The most common sequence of behaviours was AD (attend) --) 
AP (approach) -- ) SN (sniff noses) - -) MA (move away), each 
of these behaviours branching to EX (e>:plore) , which 
emerged as a linking behaviour between bouts of aggressive 
and submissive behaviour in all species except male 
f;. v,::U linus. The a1ter'nati'Je behaviour was sit (51), which 
VJ.as mo-=.t freq'Jently c,bserved in male L-:;.p.e}(ilis, B.setzeri 
and B.vdllinus. These groups also had the lowest level of 
activity. GS (self-groom), SB (sandbathe), XX (kick-
back) and EA (eat) were followed by AD or EX in those 
species where they were represented. S8 occurred most 
f r e que n t 1 yin B. setzer i f ema 1 e s , XX was performed most 
frequently by L'.setzeri males and B.p.exilis females. 
Comparison of actual frequencies with expected frequencies 
in L?p.pdebd r' evea1 ed that AE (approach elongate) and AD in 
both sexes and AP in females occurred significantly more 
frequently in the confl ict situations than expected. EX 
occurred more frequently than was expected, 
difference was not significant. 
5.1.1.1 AUDITORY COMMUNICATION 
bLlt this 
Since .:0.11 four specie-=. of L?erbillurus po?sess enlarged 
tympan i c bullae, auditory communication may be expected to 
play a role in social contacts. Vocal izations were heard 
48 
on 1 yin L1. t. ... ··toni S; ultrasonic communications were not 
recorded in this study. Tooth-chattering, as described 
for' R.:attus r.:attus, R.:a t t usn or (.I eg i c us (8a r net t , 1975) and 
for ~evera1 heteromyid rodents (Eisenberg, 
heard in species of the L1erbillurus genus. 
1963a) was not 
Drumming has been recorded in several species of heteromyid 
rodents (Eisenberg, 1963a) and may function in territorial 
defense and advertisement in bannertai1 kangaroo rats, 
Dipodom. ..... s spec t.:abi 1 i s (Rd.nda 11 , 1984 ) . Eisenberg (1963a) 
described foot-drumming as occurring by the repeated 
striking of one hindfoot against the substrate. In species 
clf the L'erbillurus genus, two distinct types of foot-
drumming were observed, although these rarely occurred in 
agonistic encounters. 6.p.p.:aeb.:a .. 6.p.exilis d.nd L'. t. ..... tonis 
performed foot-drumming by striking the substrate with the 
hindfeet d.1 ternateJ:;.' in short "r'olls", ~"hi 1e L1.setzeri ""'ere 
seen to "shiver" the hindquarters without prodLlcing an 
audible sound. L'.setzt?ri was the orlly species to drum in 
agonistic encounters, and did so more frequently in 
interspecific than in intraspecific encounters. 
5.1.1.2 VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
The initial orientation of animals towards each other 
indicated that vision was important in the identification of 
an opponent. Animals spent a large proportion of their 
total behaviour watching each other, this being 
particularly marked in L'.p.exilis and L'.setzeri. 
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Submissive animals seldom stopped watching their opponents, 
since during the crouch posture~ the animal's eyes were 
con s tantly directed towards the opponent. 
5.1.1.3 OLFACTORY COMMUNI CATION 
Olfaction has been found to contribute significantly to the 
co-ordination of the social behaviour of rodents (Eisenberg, 
1963a; Barnett, 1975) • The deposition of chemical 
substances which exert an influence on another animal's 
behaviour is achieved by perineal dragging, sandbathing and 
urination in heteromyid rodents (Eisenberg, 1963a) . Rats 
leave odour trails when they run regularly over a light 
surface (Barnet t, 1975) , and Mongol iar, gerbi 1 s (Nerhmes 
un9uicul~tus) have been found to mark objects by skimming 
them with a midventral sebaceous scent gland (Thiessen, 
1968; Roper Pol iOLldak is, 1977) • Bank voles 
':Clethrion,-im,.vs 91~reolus) leave urine troails in novel areas, 
which other voles react to (Johnson, 1975) • 
The deposition of chemical marking substances on a substrate 
as unstable as the sand dunes would seem to serve 1 ittle 
purpose in communicating information to other individuals. 
"Marking" by means of a perineal rLlb was identified in 
C,erbi 11 urus 
encounters. 
species, but did not occur in 
Similarly urination was identified, 
staged 
but 
e1 iminated from the repertoire of behaviours exhibited in 
encounters because it was impossible to adequately identify 
this act from the videotapes. 
Sandbathirlg occu!"!"ed in all Berbillurus species, and more 
f!"equent1y than expected in same-<::·ex B.p.pdebd encounte!"s. 
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Eisenberg (1963b) has suggested that sandbathing originated 
from a combination of stretching and perineal dragging, 
which in the primitive condition served to mark the nest or 
burrow . The presence of a communal sandbathing spot has 
been !"ecor·ded fo!" Oipodom . .vs ingens (Ei senbe!"g, 1963a), and 
locus specificity of sandbathing in heteromyid rodents has 
been observed (Eisenberg, 1967) . Sandbathing may be 
regarded a s serving a marking as well as a pelage-dressing 
function. The indications from the present study are that 
sandbathing may function as a means of chemi ca 1 
communication, however specific sandbathing loci have not 
been identified in the field fo!" {;.t .. ~·· tonis and L'.p.pdebd 
(Boyer, pers .comm .) . The incidence of sandbathing was 
hi ghes. t f o!" 6. setzeri fema 1 es and B.p .pdeb.a rna 1 es, while 
lowest mean number of s andbathing acts was recorded for 
B.p.e);"ilis males and females and {'.vdllinus males. These 
trends were noted in intraspecific d ifferent- se:-: 
encounters, however sandbathing occurred at a much higher 
fr·equency in male L'.(.Iallinus in these encounte!"s. 
It has been suggested that the pr.esence of oi 1 on the pel age 
reduces evaporative water loss, but excess oil needs to be 
!"emoved by sd.ndba th i ng ( Bo!"chel t et a1., 1976) • 
G.p.e)dlis inhabits a!"eas whe!"e wate!" is available (Asca!"ay, 
1984) and it was noted, although not quantified, that the 
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pelage did not become as oily as that of the other species. 
G.p.p.ilt:ba and G.t .. vtonis al~'la.y s. selected fine, dusty sa.nd 
for sandbathing in preference to any other substrate (Hamer, 
1985) • These observations indicate the need for further 
investigation into the role of sandbathing as a marking 
behav i our' in the Berbil/urus species. 
Naso-nasal contacts occurred frequently and sLlcceeded 
exploratory or approach behaviour. Males made naso-nasal 
contact with other males more frequently than with females, 
except in B.setzeri, where females made naso-nasal contacts 
with females more frequently than with males. B. va II inus 
performed more SN in different-sex than in same-'se:-: 
encounters. Sniffing of the facial area seems to be 
important in the identification of an opponent, however it 
occurred significantly less frequently than expected in 
same-se:·: encountelMs between "un-fami 1 iar" mal e and femal e 
G.p.paeba (p < 0.001). 
5.1.1.4 DISPLACEMENT ACTIVITIES 
Self-groominl] (88 ) was exhibited by all species, and has 
been 1 isted as a displacement activity in four species of 
laboratory rodents, where it is described as an abbreviated 
face wash (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963) . Although grooming 
wa.s seen in sta.ged encounters in L-:;erbillurus s.pecies, t his· 
occurred less frequently tha.n expected in G.p.paeba and is 
not considered to be a displacement activity in this 
species. 
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Displacement digging has been described in guinea-pigs 
(Grant & Mackintosh, 1963), and digging and kick-back has 
been described in connection with courtship behaviour in 
Perogna thus ':,pp. l NicrodipDdops ~, pp. and DipodDm,YS ':.pp. 
(Eisenberg, 1963a) . Eisenberg (1967) has classed this as 
a displacement activity in thes e genera. Kicking back (XX) 
in . ':,pecie ':. of the genIJs 6erbillurus ~'Jas per'formed most often 
while an animal watched its opponent, and occurred most 
frequently in male 6.setzeri. It may be regarded as a 
displacement activity in this genus. 
Displacement eating has been described as an abbreviated 
form of the normal activity in laboratory rodents (Grant ~I, 
Mack intosh, 1963) • Eating was rarely observed in staged 
encclun ters between members of the genu~, {;erbi !!urus, and 
the difference between observed and expected frequencies was 
not sign i f i ca,n tin rna 1 e 6. p. pa.eba. 
5.1.2. AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR 
Attacking was achieved by means of an attack leap (AL) or an 
attack (AT), and no cl ear differences were evident in the 
behaviour profiles. AT occurred more frequently than AL in 
most groups, 
{; • P • ex iIi s. 
exceptions being fema1 e {;.p.pa.eba. and mal e 
In transition frequency diagrams, it is clear that AT - AL 
- CH (chase) were closely 1 inked and terminated in CH or 5T 
(stop), both of which returned to exploratory behaviours. 
CH occurred more frequently in females than in males. 
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"Attack" as defined in this study appears to be similar to 
"rushing" described by Eisenberg (1963a) , in which an 
an ima 1 approaches the opponent and strikes at it with the 
forepaws and body. The part of the body to which an attack 
was directed was usually the flank, but in animals which 
were caged together, bites were found on the tail and rump. 
The result of an attack was that the opponent fled and was 
chased by the attacker, which then attempted to bite the 
retreat i ng an i ma 1 • If the retreating animal was caught, a 
fight ensued, as described by Eisenberg (1963a). Fights 
were usually followed by further chasing. The attack leap 
seen in the gerbils was similar to that described by 
Eisenberg ( 1963a) and the "attack" described by Barnett 
( 1975) . A bout of aggressive behaviour terminated in 
"stop" (sn after which exploratory activities were 
resumed. 
FI (fight) and UP (upright) were included in the aggressive 
group of behaviours in 6 cluster diagrams, wh i 1 e in ma 1 e 
{r. setzeri, UP - FI was 1 inked with CR. I n rna 1 e L':f. P • e .",· iIi s 
a.rld B.vdllinus, UP was associated with AD. UP occurred 
more frequently in males than in females, and was most 
frequent in male L7.(ldllinus vJhere it VJas of longer· duration 
than in the other species. It is clear from transition 
frequency diagrams that UF' and FI are ll· nl'l·ng beh . t·. aVlOLlrs 
between the aggressive and submissive groups of behaviours. 
The aggressive group of behaviours was absent in male 
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6.p.exilis and represented only by UP and AT in male 
L7. (.1.:11 lin us. 
The upright posture has been described for a large number of 
rodent species (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963; Eisenberg, 
1963aj Barnett, 1975) • In certain species, e.g. Nus 
musculus there is a distinction between an upright offensive 
posture, and an upright defensive posture (Scott, 197C!1) • 
TLlrner and Iverson (1973) described a IImutual upright II in 
voles and suggested that this posture appeared to be a 
mutual testing of dominance tendencies. Eisenberg (1963a) 
has stated that the angle of the body to the substrate 
enables the distinction between two functionally different 
uprights: the more vertical the ~nimal 's body is, the less 
likely it is to attack. Conversely, an angle of about 30 0 
to the substrate i ndicates that an animal 
attack. 
Scott ( 197(21) has reported that the upright 
may be interpreted in three ways : 
a) both rats are behaving defensively; 
b) both rats are behaving offens ively; 
c ) one rat is behaving defen s ively wh i 1 e 
attacking. 
is likely to 
postLlre in rats 
the other is 
In this study, no distinction was made between the 
offensive and defensive upr i ght posture. The upright 
posture in L7erbillurus species wa:. mor' e closely associa.ted 
with aggressive behaviours in cluster analysis, bLlt 
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occupied an intermediate position between aggressive and 
submissive behaviours in transition diagrams. The upright 
posture was succeeded by "move away" (l'1A) or "attend" (AD) 
more frequently than any other behaviour in most species and 
sexes. It was preceded by other aggressive behaviours more 
frequently than by submissive behaviours, thus it would 
seem, in this genus, to be an offensive act, after which 
the interaction terminated. This supports Turner and 
Iverson's ( 1973) suggestion that information relating to 
dominance tendencies is exchanged in the upright posture. 
Results from the testing of territorial ity indicates that 
males of three species were more tolerant of conspecifics 
than females were. Males performed more uprights in staged 
encounters than females did. 6. (.I.dll inus, tAJh i ch are 
reported to be gregarious (De Graaff, 1981) , had a high 
incidence of upright postures, and these were of longer 
duration than the upright of any other species. The 
correlation of the frequency of occurrence of upright 
postures with the social structure of rodents merits further 
investigation. 
"Threat" is an important component of aggressive behaviours 
in the rat (Barnett, 1975) and in mice, guinea-pigs and 
hamsters (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963). The descriptions of 
these postures as given by these two authors would seem to 
indicate that the behaviour referred to is not the same in 
both stUdies. In the rat, it is described as a "dance" 
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with the flank presented to the opponent, back arched and 
legs fully extended . No such act was seen in the gerbils, 
where the behaviour identified as "threat" appeared to be an 
intention movement of attacking, as described for the 
hamster (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963) . This behaviour 
o ccurred infrequently in gerbils. 
5.1.3. SUBMISSIVE BEHAVIOURS 
Escape leap (El) and flee (Fl) were closely associated and 
occurred more frequently in females than in males, with the 
e xception of Fl in [" setzeri, where the reverse was 
observed. These behaviours were not e:·:h ib i ted in 
male G.vdllinus, while onl y CR (crouch) was observed in 
L-; • p • e .·'i· iIi s. Submissive behaviours terminated in CR, which 
then returned to the investigatory group of behaviours. 
A submissive posture in which one animal 1 ies flat on its 
back after a fight has been described in R.rdttus and 
R.norvegicus (Bar'nett, 1975); several heteromyid rodents, 
where it is referred to as "defeat" (Eisenberg, 1963a) ; 
1963) • This and in rats and hamsters (Grant & Mackintosh, 
posture was not observed in this study. "Retreat", 
defined as a directed movement away from the opponent (Grant 
& Mackintosh, 1963), was seen in two contexts in this 
study and was termed "move away". In a sexual context, an 
an i ma 1 moved away from a "following" animal, and in 
e:·:ploratory behaviour, an an imal moved away after 
approaching, chasing or sniffing noses with an opponent. 
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A high intensity form of "move away" is "flee" (FL) which 
appears to be similar in form in al l rodents (Grant ~( 
Mackintosh, 1963; Eisenberg , 1963a) • However, included 
in the submissive behaviours and closely 1 inked with "flee" 
is the escape leap, a wild erratic jumping performed while 
being chased, as described for heteromyid rodents 
(Eisenberg, 1963a) . 
The "croLlch" (CR) postLlre described for mice, rats and 
gu inea-pigs (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963) approximates the 
c rouch seen in gerbil s . Eisenberg (1963a) describes a 
"withdrawal" posture in which th e body is rounded, eyes are 
half-closed and ears folded. The most striking feature of 
the crouch posture in gerbils was the flattening of the body 
a gainst the substrate and the complete immobil ity of the 
an ima 1 while eyes and ears remained directed towards the 
opponent. The white parts of the body were concealed. 
After a period of crouching , an animal resumed a more 
rounded posture and watched the opponent, 
cautious e xploration of the test arena. 
5 .1 . 4. SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS 
or it began 
Behaviours included in this group were follow (FO), sniff 
imogen i t a 'l region (SA) , mount (MO) and attempted mount 
(AM) . 
E>< • 
These were 1 inked with SN and terminated in MA or 
t1ale L1.s.etzeri did not display : .e>:ud.l behaviours, 
while these were identified in the cluster diagram for 
female L-;.s.etzeri, but did not form a clear sequence in the 
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transition diagrams. Approach elongate (AE) was associated 
with this group of behaviours in five cluster diagrams, and 
preceded SN in these five transition diagrams. The sexual 
group of behaviours included contact-promoting behaviours GI 
and GO in male LT.p.e.),;·ilis a.nd male LT. (.I.allinus. 
Sexual behaviours MO, AM, and FO occurred significantly 
more frequently than expected in male G.p.p.aeb.a, while MO 
occurred significantly less frequently than expected in 
femal e 6.p.p.aeb.a. 
Eisenberg (1963a) has distinguished between "foll owing, 
regarding "driving" and "chasing" in heteromyid rodents, 
these as a single behavioural continuum. "Follow" (FO) was 
seen in two contexts in this study: an animal sniffed the 
ano--gen ita 1 
moved away, 
region of the opponent and followed when it 
or follow occurred as a slow form of "chase". 
"Follow" ltJas closely associated with sniffing of the 
anogenital region, sniffing of the nose, and it frequently 
terminated in exploratory behaviour. In different-sex 
encounters, males performed this behaviour more frequently 
t h.,:.. n f em.,:.. 1 e·:; , ex c e p tin 6. (.I a I lin us. 
"Attempted mount" (AM) and "mount" (MO) were performed by 
males and females, but lordosis was not seen and copulation 
did not occur in staged encounters. The performance of 
"male" se:·:ual behaviours such as mounting has been recorded 
in female Dipodom.ys p.anamintinus during oestr'us (Eisenberg, 
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1963a). It l.'.Ja<;:. recojrded in females of all the 6erbilluru-s 
spec ie·::,;. 
Comparison of se:-: ua 1 behaviours between same-sex and 
different-sex encounters r' e\)ealed that male 6.p.pa.eba. and 
{7. p • ex j 1 i $ , d . ' to . tl mcr o "f"ollowl' ng" per' torme slgnl lcan >' 0 <; in 
different-se:,: encounters (c h i -"square 2 " i, 2 contingency 
table, p < 0.05). t"la 1 e {7, p , e.·'" iIi -s ex h i bit e d s i 9 n i fie ant 1 y 
mar' e SA a.nd At'1, while male 6.p.pa.eba. performed 
significantly more MO. In other species, differences were 
not signif icant (p :> (2) .(2)5) • 
Since the oestrus cycle was not considered in this study, 
and encounters were staged at different times of the year, 
it is not k nown whether these results were influenced by the 
female's oestrus condition. Changes in sexual behaviour in 
relat i on to the oestrus cycle have been described in the 
mong o::. 1 ian gerbi 1 , Nerione-s unguicula.tu-s (Surley, 1980) ; 
some heteromyid rodents (Eisenberg, 1967) and hamsters 
(Payne & Swanson, 197(2» • Although the condition of the 
external genital ia was noted at the time of the encounter in 
this study, this is not a reliable indicator of the stage 
of the oestrus cycle in some rodents (Measroch, 1953) • 
Attempts were made to obtain vaginal smears from female 
6erbi 11 uru-s spec i es, but these failed to reveal a clear 
c >/C 1 e. {'.-setzeri and 6.vdllinu-s failed to breed irl the 
'1 aboratory , and certain individuals of the other three 
species also failed to reproduce. Random selection of 
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females and random distribution of tests throughout the year 
may have diminished the influence of the oestrus cycle on 
the results. 
The contact-promot ing behaviours, "groom invi tat ion" (G1> 
and "allogroom" (GO), occurred rarely in all species except 
rna 1 e L'. (Jd II inus. and L'.p. @.,,·i lis.. "Grooming invitation" has 
been described as "submissive posture" in R. nor(.l@gicus. 
<Barnett, 1975) , in which an animal lies down on one side 
with the eyes closed or narrowed. This is often performed 
on the approach of another rat. In gerbils, the degree of 
rotation of the body varied, sometimes only the head was 
turned laterally, while at other times the whole body was 
rotated. Barnett (1975) regards this as a non-aggressive 
act which indicates that the animal performing the 
submis s ive act has not nor is about to attack the opponent. 
The for'm of Gl l.vas different in 6. (.Idllinus. and more closel), 
appro:·: imated "nosing" (Barnett, 1975) . "Crawl ing under", 
a.'::. described for' R.nor(l@gicus. and R.rdttUs. was not observed 
in L'@rbi II uru s. sp ec i €os. Grant & Mackintosh (1963) 
described II crawl i ng Linder" as assoc i ated wi th se>:Lla 1 
motivation, and occurring most commonly in laboratory mice. 
The close association of this behaviour with FO in 
6.p.@ .. ,,·ilis. a.nd VJith FO and SA in male 6.(.Idllinus. indica.tes 
that it is associated with sexual behaviours in these 
species. GI occurred more frequently in dominant than in 
submis:.ive male 6. (Jdllinus.. 
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The response to GI in male {I.p.exili::. VJas for the opponent 
to groom the animal performing the GI. GO was rarelj 
indicating that the behaviour named 
81 performs a different function in this species. Allo-
grooming has been described in rats (Barnett, 1975), some 
heteromyid rodents (Eisenberg, 1967) and as a component of 
aggressive behaviour in rats, mice, hamsters and guinea-
pigs (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963) . The aggressive groom was 
see n r' are 1)1 i n {I. p • e)( iIi ::. , and VJas not distinguished from 
allogrooming in the quantification of encounters. The 
animal performing the allogrooming also mounted the opponent 
frequently and then returned to exploratory behaviour. 
Eisenberg ( 1967) has suggested that grooming is important 
as a behavioural mechanism to ensure contact and famil iarity 
without fighting. 
The absence of GI and GO in encounters involving other 
species is not an indication of the absence of these 
behaviours in the repertoire of these species. In 
encounters recol~ded between "fami 1 iar ll mal e and femal e 
these behaviours occurred significantly more 
·f requent 1 y than in encounters between "strangers". These 
behaviours were recorded in the ethogram for all species, 
but were inhibited in encounters between "strangers". 
5.2 TERRITORIALITY 
Overlap in areas visited was significantly higher in males 
than in female~. of L1.setzeri and L7. t.ytonis. Ma 1 e L'. setzeri 
6 ? ... 
olJerlapped s,i9nificantl;>' mor'e tha.n male L1.t),·toni5, which 
t"1 .ad a hil~her I e'Jel of cllJer·lap than rna. I e L1.p.paeba. Femal e 
L1.5etzeri .~. nd {'.t .. vtoni5had similar levels of overlap. Since 
the tvKI s.et ·:; of d.at .~. for' female 6.p.paeba differed 
significantly, no comparisons were made between this group 
and any other group. Thus it would seem that males of 
{" 5e t zer i and L'. t .. vtoni s are more SCIC i a 11; .. , tal er'an t than 
females of these species, a.nd that mal e L'.p.paeba ar' e I es··:. 
tal erant of con ·: .pecifics. than mal e 6. t .. vtoni5 or male 
6. 5etzeri. 
Animals of both sexes and three species did not defend or 
remain in the areas in which they spent the first week of 
the test. However, they did not move randomly through all 
areas of the apparatus, thus it would appear that they were 
occupying a "home" area, but this was not always the area 
originally occupied by the animal. 
5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN SPECIES 
Two groups of species were identified on the basis of 
significant differences in levels of interaction. Male and 
fema.le L'.p.paeba and L";.t.ytoni5 were significantly more 
active than male and female L'.p.e)(ili5 and L";.setzeri and 
male L'.vallinu5. Within these two groups, 
interaction did not differ 
e x c e p t ion 0 f L"; • P • e .. \;' iIi s rna I e s , 
less active than females. 
significantly, 





Eisenberg (1967) has used the results of neutral encounters 
and encounters in a territorial box to separate study 
animals into "sol itary" or "tolerant" species. 
animals avoid close contact or engage in 
Solitary 
agonistic 
behaviour, while tolerant species perform more contact-
promoting behaviours such as allo-grooming. Indications 
fr' om the pre 'sent study are that male 6.v.:3l1inus are 
tolerant, ~'Jhile male and female 6.p.p.:3eb.:3 and L-:r.t.ytonis are 
Male and female 6.setzeri were intermediate in 
sol itar y -tolerant The behaviour of 6.p.e .. ,,·ilis 
a ppears to be sexually dimorphic, with females being 
sol itary while males are tolerant. A range of social types 
is thus exhibited by species o f this genus. 
The advantages of I i v ing in groups include, inter alia, 
i mproved protection against predation and enhanced abil ity 
to find food (Krebs & Davies, 1981). Costs associated with 
group 1 iving include increased conspicuousness, soc ial 
s tress and competition fo r food. Eisenberg ( 1967) has 
correlated the essentially solitary existence of heteromyid 
r ' oden t ·s (."Ii tI"l the fac t t ha. t the gen era Di podom,ys an d 
Ni crodipodops c .:3.che food, a characteristic which is 
f acil i tated by the presence of large, fur-lined cheek 
P C·IJ C he-=: . . A I I ':.p ec i es of the gen u s L-:rerbi 11 uru s ha'.' e been 
observed to hoard seeds in the laboratory, and food caches 
h.:3.ve been found :'11 the burr·ov.Js of L7. t.:vtoni s .• ['.p.p.:3eb.:3 and 
6. p • ex iIi sin the fie I d • The highly aggressive nature of 
L7;.t.,Vtonis and 6.p.p.:3eba may be related to their ha.bit of 
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caching their food; h oV .. let) er· ! L1. P • t?~. iIi s, 
tolerant, also caches food. Eisenberg (1967) notes that a 
sol itary existence is not always a concomitant of caching. 
The possession of different social systems by species of the 
--rr.::. --rIJ~ ~I._=-<:· b.:.""_rl ,je"'_.,-_r· it,ed in Pt?rom.yscus crini tus and ·:·d . 1_ '~t:' :· I ,_ ~ 
P. t?rt?mi cus, both of which are equally arid-adapted 
(Ei s enberg, 1967) . The adoption of different social 
s ystems in conspecifics depending on external factors such 
as population density and food availability has been 
described for many species (Krebs & Davies, 1981; Lott, 
1984) . What is selected is a "social predisposition", and 
this can be modified according to various factors (Lot t , 
1984) . The selective advantage of apparently differing 
socid.l s>'stem=. in congenerics of the genus LTt?rbillurus VJill 
remain obscure until more information on energy needs, 
food collection and recruitment rates is available. Some of 
this information should be provided · by Downs' study of the 
ecophysiologyof LTt?rbil/urus species, and Boyer's study of 
the ecolog>' of L'.p.p~t?b~ and L'. t .ytonis. 
5.4 MALE-FEMALE DOMINANCE 
Agonistic, territorial-type behaviour is common in rodents 
and was exhibited by eleven out of twelve species of 
Rhodesian rodents kept in captivity (Choate, 1972) . In 
this study, female gerbils of three species displayed more 
aggression and less social tolerance than males of their own 
spec i es. , vJh i 1 e one species, L7. s t? t z t?r i , produced 
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confl icting r esults: males were more tolerant than females 
in the territo~ial ity apparatus, but dominated females in 
intraspecific different-sex encounters. F ema 1 e L'. P • p.,a eb.,a .f 
6.t ...... ·tonis .and 6.p.e.'!\·ilis are thought to be solitary and 
competitively superior to males of these species, wh i 1 e 
ma.le and female L1.setzeri and L'.(.I.,allinus a.re gregarious. 
Support for this hypothesi s from the field is 1 imited. 
Christian (1980) r·epor· ted that female 6.p.p.,aeb.,a were more 
frequently trapped in areas with dense cover than areas with 
sparse cover where males were trapped. Competition for 
suitable nest-sites and areas providing better protection 
from aerial predators may result in females occupying more 
favourable areas. 
6.p.exilis in the Alexandria dunefield had large home ranges 
which overlapped considerably in males and less so in 
females (Ascaray, 1984) • Adult males moved significantly 
greater distances than females in the breeding season 
(Ascaray, 1984) • Adult females were found to be nesting 
with their subadu 'l t young ( Demp s t e r, LlnpLlbl. obs.> and adLllt 
males shared a burrow s y stem (W ingate-, pers. comm.). 
6.setzeri ( Downs & Perrin, per s. comm. ) and L'. (.I.,a II i nus ( De 
Graa f f , 1981) h a ve been reported to have interleading burrow 
6.v.,allinus is rep o r· ted to be gr'egar' ious ( De 
* Mr. L.R. Wingate, Kaff rari an Mus eum, P.D.Box 1434, King 
Will iam' s Town. 
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Graaff, 1981) • Nel ( 1975) has described the social 
strl.Jcture of {;.p.p.:aeb.:a in the ~<alahari Desert as "social, 
sol itary clustered", with individuals 1 iving in close 
proximity to others and with a fair degree of social 
tolerance and interaction. This classification was based 
on deductions made from trapping results, laboratory 
observations and comparison with findings in adjacent areas. 
Evidence for sexual dimorphism of social structure in 
rodents is provided in the 1 iterature for a range of species 
and habitats . Females of the sol itary heteromyid, 
D.p.:an.:ami n t inus, 
males (Eisenberg, 
performed more submissive behaviour than 
1963a) • However Agren (1979) reported 
th .3.t fema.le gerbil~. c,f the specie~. Neriones lib.Ycus were 
terr i torial while males had overlapping ranges of movement, 
and e x hibited a dominance hi e rarchy. Females were more 
aggressive than males in agonistic e ncounters in the field. 
Ps.:amm~"'m.Ys obesus, the leaf-eating Saharan gerbil, h.ad a 
terri toria 1 system with females occupying the best food-
sites . Males selected s i tes relative to the females' 
posit i ons (Daly & Daly, 1974) . Male striped field-mice 
(Rh.:abdom.}··s pumilio) e x hibi ted a dc,mina.nce hierarchy a.mong 
males, with 
territorially, 
a single dominant male which 
and several subordinate males 
behaved 
(Johnson, 
198(2) ; Brook s , 1974). Breed i ng f ema 1 es were terr i tor i a 1 , 
although there was seasonal fluctuation in territoriality. 
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Perrin (1981b) has suggested that the function of a~gressive 
behaviour may differ in males and females: males behave 
aggressively to ensure mate acquisition, dispersal and 
i nterspecific segregation. Female territorial behaviour 
may increase inclusive fitness by maximizing reproductive 
success. In the arid environment, females may be 
competitively superior to males in order to ensure access to 
sufficient food to supply the energy required for successful 
reproduction. In gregarious species, a communal food 
cache may reduce the intra- colony competition for food and 
intraspecific aggression is accordingly reduced. 
5.5 DOMINANCE/SUBMISSIVE RELATIONSHIPS AND INTERFERENCE 
COMPETITION. 
Results from interspecific encounters generally confirm the 
results of intraspecific encounters. Species which were 
most aggressive in intraspecific encounters dominated 
species which were less aggressive in intraspecific 
encOLlnters. Two groups of interspecific encounters between 
species which have been reported to coexist will be 
discussed separately, since the purpose of this section was 
to investigate dominance-submissive relationships in species 
which may be competing for certain resources. 
1. 6.p.pdebd - {Y. t .vtonis - 6.setzeri (South vJest Afr'iea) 
6. t . vtonis females dominated other' ""'exes -"'nd . ~ > "" sp ec 1 es. 
The greatest difference between dominant and submissive 
animals lJJas e:x:hibited in [f. t .ytoni$ male-female encounters. 
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I t is notable that male and female G.setzeri beha.IJed 
slJbmis.s. i'.)el ;.' in encounter's, w i th ma.l e and femal e G.p.p.aeb.a 
despite the lack of overtly aggressive 
behav i OIJ r' • B.p.p.aeb.a and B. t .. vtl..inis exhibited 
more exploratory and approaching behaviour than L";. setzeri. 
Exploratory behaviour was found to be directly related to 
aggr·essiveness - in /'1icrotus .agrestis (Perrin, 1'7'71), and 
occurred significantly more frequently in dominant than in 
s.ubordinate indi\)idua.ls of the L";erbillurus species (p < 
0.05, chi-squared contingency table analysis). 
Interactions between L";.p.p.aeb.a and L";. t . .vtonis vJere more 
active tha.n thclse involving G.setzeri. "Drumming" (DR) 
clccurr' ed mor'e fr'equentl y in L";.setzeri males and females in 
interspecific encounters than in intraspecific encounters. 
The function of drumming in this context is not known. 
The 1 inear dominance hierarchy suggested by interspecific 
encounters involving these three species is: 
1. G. t .. vtoni s fema 1 es 
2. Lo;;. P . Pdeb.£t f erna 1 e '~ 
:;:. 6. t .ytoni s ma 1 es· 
4. [f.p .p.aeba ma I es 
5. G.setzeri females 
'-' . G. se tzer i ma I es 
2. 6. vallinus - 6.p.p.aeb.a (H . Ca.pe ) 
B. (.I . v.a 11 inus males and females dominated ~ b ' ~I C ) <..?p.p.ae .a ~I 'j. ape 
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males and females. The grooming invitation posture (G1) 
exhibited in {J.v.:lllinus intraspecific encounters was 
infrequently performed in interspecific encounters. It was 
also noted that olfactory investigation (SN and SA) occurred 
less frequently in interspecific encounters. 
The impl ications of these results are that ecological 
segregation of the species studied may be partly achieved by 
aggressive interactions. Such separation due to 
interference competition has been recorded in several groups 
of coexisting rodent competitors. In coastal southern 
Ca 1 i f c. r' n i a , Rei throdon tom .. vs 
meg.:llotis c..nd Nus musculus coe: dst (8lc..ustein, 1980) • The 
but diets of these three species overlap considerably, 
competition for nest sites is considered to be more 1 ikely 
t .han competition for food. In staged 1 abor'atory 
encoun ter";:" Nicrotus c.:llit"ornicus dominated the other h"IO 
species. These results were supported by the observation 
t ha t I/Jh en Ni crl..; tus C.:l I forni cus became ex tin c t on a c er ta in 
p.3.tch, R.meg.:llotis and Nus musculus success.fully colonised 
the area. 
A correlation has been found between levels of aggression in 
':. taged encc,unter· :. and coexistence c.f mec.. d 0"",1 ' . Joles (Nicrotus 
penns.Y/(.I.:lnil..-us) and red-backed vol es (C/ethrionom..vs g.:lpperi) 
in spruce forest (Turner, Perrin & Iverson, 1975) • 
Aggression was low in winter, when the two species 
coexisted, but increased aggression was demonstrated at the 
7<1.) 
onset of the breeding season, IAlhen N.penns . .vl(.l.:tnicus 1 eft 
the forest. It was suggested that seasonal fluctuations in 
reproduction-related aggression were responsible for the 
coexistence or separation of these two species. 
Wol f f , Freeberg and DLleser (1983 ) have investigated 
interspecific territorial ity in two sympatric species of 
The two species studied were morphologically 
and ecologically similar. Behavioural trials were 
conducted in the home range of one of the animals, and it 
was found that dominance was site-specific and not species-
specific. Defense was strongest in the centre of an 
animal's home range and decreased towards the periphery. 
This imp 1 i es that the animals were territorial. 
Competitive coexistence in these two closely related, 
physically similar species was thought to be mediated 
through interspecific territoriality. 
It has been suggested that interspecific aggression between 
Perognd thus pdr(.lUS and Perom .. ~· scus mdnicu Id tus may resu 1 tin 
a narrowing of the niche breadth in the subordinate species 
in areas of sympatry (Ambrose & Meehan, 1977). Perogndthus 
12 staged 
the two 
found to be dominant in 11 out of 
1 aboratory encounters. Dietary overlap between 
species is reduced in areas of sympatry, mainly due to a 
shift in the diet of the subordinate species from mainly 
seeds to few seeds. Perogndthus pdr(.lUS is reported to be a 
s.pecial ist grani')ore, ~oJhile Perom,.vscus mdniculdtus is a 
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q en e r a l ist. This i s in a g reement with the findings of 
Bl austein and Risser ( 1976 ) that the specialist species 
Dip Ddom ..• ··s ordi i an d D. pdndmi n t i nus dom ina t ed the gen er'a lis. t 
: .pecies D.merridmi in I'le~}ada. 
Rose and Spevak (1978) found no evidence to support the 
hypothesis that competitive interference resulted in the 
i nvas i on of collared 1 emmi ngs ($yndp tOffl.YS cooperi) of an 
area prev iously occupied b y prairie \)01 es ( /'1icrotus 
ochrogd s ter) • collared 1 emmin.;ts (Dicroston.Y)( 
groenldndicus) (),Ier' e reported to be mor' e aggressi~}e tha.n 
mea.doV-.1 I.) Co 1 es (/'1i crD tus penn s ..... 1 (.Idn i cu s) nea.r Churchi 11 
Manitoba (Bank s ~( Fa;.: , 1968) . Experience seemed to have 
influenced the outcome of encounters, since animals from 
areas of sympatry were more aggressive towards each other 
than animals from areas of allopatry. This result was also 
not iced in areas of con tac t between Perognd thus lld(.lescens 
a.nd P.merridmi 01artin, 1984 ) . Martin (1984) has suggested 
that P.lld(lescens is a. s.pecialized species and that it has 
an included niche within the broader niche of the 
genera 1 i st. P.merridmi. I t is more aggressive than 
P.merridmi a.nd occupies the mor'e fal.) our·able habitat. 
To da t e, no informati on has been publ ished on the realized 
niches. of the specie ':' of the 6erbillurus genus. 6.p .pdebd 
is reported to be a " general i s t" , with a wider habitat-
niche br·ea.dth than ft'hdbdDm ..... spumilioand Tdterd brdntsii in 
the southern Kalahari ( Nel 1978 ) . I)Ja.s 
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domina.ted by G. t.ytonis in encounter~. obser"Jed in this study, 
thus G. t .ytoni s, which is more restricted in its 
distributicln than G.p.p.:Reb.:R, ma.y repr' esent the special ist 
species. Support for the hypothe'sis that L7f. t .ytonis is a 
special ist species must come from field studies of the 
habitat and food requirements of this species. 
The interactions betv"een L'Y.p.p.:Reb.:R and L'Y.setzeri and betvJeen 
G. t ,.v ton i s a.nd G.setzeri '-'Jere chara.cterized by mutual 
avoidance rather than aggressive interaction. Evidence 
f r' e,m k a r yolo g y (S c h 1 itt e r eta 1 • , 1984) and distribution 
(Boyer, pers.comm.; Griffin, pers.comm.) indicates that 
G.setzeri ma y have a different phylogeny from the other two 
species and that the three species are rarely syntopic. 
Behavioural differences rei:: !ll ting from differing phylogenies 
and habitats have resulted in a reduction in interaction 
It i s suggested that interference between the species. 
competition may not playa significant role in areas of 
contact beh·,leen L'Y.setzeri a.nd G. t ,.vtonis Dr L'Y.p.:Reb.:R. 
L";. vallinus m.;.. le~, per-for'med m':Jr e .:aggressive behaviour tot",ards 
LY.p.paeba than towa.r·ds cort '5pecifics of ei ther' sex. . I tis 
'5ug ';le<:,ted that G.(.Iallinu$ di~, place~. G.p.p.:Reba in ar·ea.s of 
s yntop y by mea ns of interference competition. The higher 
incidence of nason a sal and nasoanal contact in intraspecific 
encounters implies that olfactory communication is important 
in the identification and subsequent behaviour in these two 
species. Since the animals used in this study were all 
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trapped within an area of approximately one hectare, 
experience may have influenced these results. Due to 
past 
the 
small sample size, these results are tentative. 
5.6 BODY SIZE AND DOMINANCE 
Grant (1972) reports that in intraspecific encounters 
between rodents, the larger animal nearly always becomes 
dominant. Support for thi s hypothesis is provided by Payne 
and Swanson (1970), who identified body weight as the major 
·factor influencing the outcome of encounters between 
hamsters of the same and different sexes. 
In th is study, mean body mass of dominant and submissive 
animals did not differ significantly in intraspecific same-
sex encounters (p > 0.05, two-tailed t-test). The outcome 
of .:<.n encl:)unter betv .. leen member· ~. clf the 6erbillurus genl.J~. WCl.S 
not dependent on body size. 
Grant (1972) has further stated that in interspecific 
encounters between rodents, absolute body size becomes less 
important, but size relative to the maximum for that 
species is important. Interspecific encounters between 
three sympatric species of kangaroo rats revealed that the 
large~. t species (Dipodoffl.,vs panaminfinus) l-'.laS dominant IJJhile 
the smal lest species (D.merriami) was the least dominant 
(Blaustein 81. Risser, 1976) . It is suggested that 
interspecific aggression is one mechanism whereby ecological 
separation is maintained in these species. 
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Indi'J iduals. of the L1erbi//urus s.pecies used in this. stIJd /' 
were generally larger than the mean mass quoted from field 
studi es· (L1.p.paeba: 33. 9g± 1 (1 .2, n = 10. , , L1 • p • e.·'" i / is: 
30.7g±5.6, n = 9; 6. t .y toni s: 29.9g±4.9, n = 16 ; 
6. se t zer i: 44.7g±10.6, n = 14; G.vd//inus: 40.9g±8.9, 
n = 5; L1.p.pdebd (N.Cape ) : 27.6g±4.9, The 
assumption is made that all individuals were near the 
max imum body size for the species. However, dominance did 
not correlate with body size in Gerbil/urus species. 
L1.setzeri, the largest species, was dominated by the smaller 
G. t .. vtonis a.nd G.p.pdebd. BodY size ma y have been the 
deciding factor in encounters between the larger L1.vd//inus 
Grant's ( 1972 ) statement is only partially 
supported by these data. 
5.7 PHYLOGENY 
From the dendrogram derived from cluster analysis of 
behaviour profiles (Fig. 59), it is clear that the species 
and sexes separate into two groups. These two groups were 
also identified in the analysis of levels of interaction. 
{'.p.pdeba females ar' e most simi lar to a. t .. ~·· tonis ferna.le:., 
and the males of these twa species are also similar. 
L1.p.pdebd and L1. t .ytonis are considered to form one group. 
G.p.exi/is females and L1.setzeri females are most similar to 
6. setzeri fn:.. l es. , lAJhi Ie {'.p.e)(] /is a.nd 6.vdllinus ma.les ar'e 
the most divergent. 
The grouping of L1.p.pdebd-6. f.,vtonis in one gr' oup and 
7 &:::' '-' 
[;.setzeri-[;.(.Iallinus in another group is in agreement with 
the kar· :;.' 0 logy of the gr· ou p ( Sc h 1 itt er eta 1 , 1984) • 
HOt.·.le') er· , which are identical 
karyologically, differ s ubstantially in agonistic 
behaviour. These differences were consistent in levels of 
interaction and i n comparison of behaviour profiles. In 
in ter·spec i f i c in terac t i on~. , female and 
[;.p.exilis shared the same index of dominance, but male 
[;.p.e.~· ilis ~',H?re dc.mina.ted by female and m·~le [;.p.paebd, a 
resul t which was e :·:pected from the re'5ul ts of intraspecific 
encounters. 
[;.p.exilis e x ists as an isolated population, the limits of 
whose distribution are not precisely known. The habitat of 
this subspecies in the Alexandria · dunefield is markedly 
differ·ent from the ha.bi ta. t of [;.p.pdebd in the Namib Desert. 
The mean ma.ss of [;.p.exilis (32.4g, n = 181; Asca.ra)' , 1984) 
i ·: . gr·eater tha.n tha.t of {:;.p.paebd (22.2g±4.0, n = 177; 
Boyer, pers.comm.) in the Namib, but skull morphology is 
i.jentical (Schl i tter et .:i.l. , 19 :34 ) . 
On the basi s of results obta i ned in this study, it is 
~. ugge~. ted th .~t {;.p.pdebd e x hibi t~. a range of ~. ocial type~. 
f rom sol itary to social. Ev i dence indicates that although 
[;.p.pdeba fr()m the Namib Des.ert is highl y aggressi'Je in 
i n i tial contact s , animal s which have been caged together 
become tolerant and eng a ge i n c ontact - promoting behaviours. 
G.p.exilis fr·om the Ale )~ andr· ia dunefield exhibit le~. s 
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aggressive behaviour, with males exhibiting tolerant and 
contact-promoting behaviour even in encounters between 
"strangers". 
Analysis of agonistic behaviour has been used to elucidate 
the tax onomy of silk y pock et mice, genus Perogna, thus 
(M a rt in, 1984). 
E ise nberg (1967) 
Martin ( 19 84) found, in agreement with 
that t he s ame basic components were 
present in three species studied , but the relative 
frequencies differed. Perogna, thus f l~-'/vus and P.merr ia,mi 
were considered, on the basis of similarities in agonistic 
behaviour, to be conspec ifi c. However these two species 
exhibited more s i milariti es when individuals were from 
parapatric populati o ns than f rom allopatric populations. 
Con v er·sel :." , P.merria,mi and P.fla,vescens r·evealed gr·eater 
differences when individual s were from parapatric than from 
allopatric populations. Martin's (1984) study illustrates 
the fact that different populations ·of a single species may 
exhibit divergent behaviour patterns, but if these 
differences are insufficient to ensure premating isolation, 
the populations are still regarded as conspecific (Martin, 
1984) . Evidence for intraspecific variation in social 
systems according to environment, experience and other 
unknown factors has been reviewed by Lott (1984). 
Mayr ( 197(2)) has stated that a shift into a new niche or 
adaptive zone is almost without exception initiated by a 
change in behaviour. Structural adaptations are 
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secondarily acquired: this is illustrated by the existence 
of sibl in9 species which differ little in morphological 
features. 
The results obtained in this study, considered in 
conjunction with evidence from the karyology, ecology, and 
distribution of the subspecies , 
in the process of speciation 
indicate that stage 2 or 3 
<Diamond, 1986) has been 
r' ea.c hed, i.e. 6.pdebd is r·epr·e-:.ented in Southern Africa. by 
a number of subspecies which differ in food selection 
(Ascaray, 1984; Boyer, pers. comm.; Nel, 1978) and 
beha l.) i ou r' • 6.p.pdebd and 6.p.exilis differ 
morphologically in size and pelage colour. 
evidence from heterosexual encounters should 




succe-:.-:.ful reproducticln between B.p.pdebd and [;.p.e.,,·ilis. 
The evidence from comparison of behaviour profiles confirms 
the close relationship clf [j.p.pdebd and L7.t.ytonis. No 
evidence is provided fClr the separ'ation of {r. t.ytonis in a 
separate subgenus, as suggested by Petter (1983). These 
two species may represent stage 5 in Diamond's (1986) stages 
of speciation, i.e. the ~ister species have evolved in 
isolation and their distribution has expanded until they 
overlap in an area representing the 1 imits of their 
distribution. Morphologically, the species differ in the 
size of the tympanic bullae and in length of the hindfeet, 
but diets are similar (Boyer, pers. comm.). The close 
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• 
behav i oural similarities in these two species may reflect 
the similarities in their habitats. 
An alternative explanation could be proposed in terms of 
Branch's (1985) competitive el imination hypothesis: the two 
species evolved in sympatr y , l'·J i t h 6. t)··· ton i s be i n 9 the 
thus reducing competition by special ist sand-dune species , 
means of a niche shift in habitat selection. In areas of 
syntopy, 6. t .. vtonis is competi ti\)el y superior to 6.p.pdebd 
and may be expected to displace it. 
6.setzeri differs behaviour'all>' from 6. t . ...-tonis and 6.p.pdebd 
in many respects, including a decreased level of interaction 
and increased social tolerance, particularly amongst males. 
The p1 .acinQ of {f.setzeri in a s.epa.rate subgenus (tvleester .§:.i 
1986) is supported by these data. Th e p r' eli m i nar)' 
investig.:3.tions. into the agonistic behaviour of 6. (ldllinus 
indicate that it is widel y divergent in the behaviour 
profile, although 6. setzeri a.nd {f. (./d!! inus seem to share 
the characteristic of bein g socially more tolerant than 
{;.p.pd€!'bd or 6. t .ytonis. The individua.l:. of 6.setzeri and 
L7. Vd! / inus used in these encounters were from widely 
separated populations, and distribution maps indicate no 
o verlap in the distribution of the two species (De Graaff, 
Gr' i f fin, per' s· • c omm . :> • L'.setzeri is r' estr' icted to 
the g r avel plains nor th o f the Kuiseb River, wh i 1 e 
L7.(ldllinus o.cCIJr·s· on the consl:j 1idated soils fur· ther· s.outh 
([Ie Gra a f f , 1981) . 
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The evolution of social ity in these two species may be 
r'el a ted inter alia to the difficulty of burrowing in the 
hard substrate and 1 imited availabil ity of suitable nest-
:.ite·:;. 6.5etzeri 2!.nd 6. <.I.:allinu5 rna)' represent stage 4 of 
Diamond's (1986 ) stages in speciation and ecological 
s egreg a tion. The species are geographically isolated and 
are recognized as reproductively isolated species. However 
their distribution has not expanded so the two species are 
not sympatri c . Diamond (1986) has recognized that expansion 
of s i s ter species until they a re sympatric need not occur. 
In the o:a.: ·e of tr. v .:allinu52!.nd 6.setzeri it i ·:; ': "Jggested tha.t 
mOI'"'phological, k aryo 1 09 i cal and behavioural changes have 
oc C l.lr l'"' ed in allopatry. Further investigation into the 
e c olog y of these two species i s required to elucidate the 
level of ecological segregation between them. 
tr.(/.:a//inU5.:i.nd tr.p.p.:aeb.:a, V-J h i ch are knol.'Jri tCI be syntopic in 
the northern Cape (Erasmus, p e rs.comm.), may have reached I 
s tage 5 or 6 in Diamond's (1986) stages of speciation, i . e . 
the two species have evolved i n areas of allopatry and have 
subsequently expanded their distribution so that they now 
ol)er·l .:i.p in some ar·eas., IJJhi 1 e L7.p.p.:aeb.:a sti 11 occupie ':; areas 
of allopatry. Insufficient detailed information on 
is available to support or refute this distribution 
hypothesis, and the diets and activity patterns of these 
two species in areas of sympatry remain unknown. 
8(2) 
Huntingford ( 1984) has stated that comparative studies of 
behaviour can assist in unravelling the evolutionary history 
of the behaviour. Reconstructing the course of evolution 
of a particular behaviour is mos t s uccessful if atcurate 
phylogenies of the animals con c erned are available. In the 
genus 6erbillurus! sufficient detailed information is not 
a va ilable, and therefore the data provided can only suggest 
possible phylogenetic sequen c es which may bear only partial 
resemblance to the actual evolutionary events. 
The karyological and behaviour al differences between the 
6.p.paeba-6. ty·tDnis ';tr·o u p and the 6.setzeri-6.(.Iallinus gr·oup 
i ndic at e that the two group s diverged early in their 
evolutionary history (Qumsiye h, 1986) • In order to 
determine the ancestral behaviour type in a group of 
species, the behaviour p a ttern which is most widely 
distributed among the members is determined (Huntingford, 
1 '7'84) • In the s.pecies. of the 6erbillurus genus, "s.l:)l i tar>," 
and "tolerant" species are equally represented. Sol itary 
existence in rodents is regarded as a phylogenetically 
ancient trait (Eisenberg, 1967) , and is thus regarded as 
the ancestral behalJiour· type in the genus 6erbillurus. 
On the basis of its widespread distribution and "general ist" 
diet, 6.p.paeba is consider·ed to be most simi lar· to the 
.:..nces.tr·al type in the 6.paeba-LO:;. t .ytDnis taxon. B. t.ytDni s 
evolved as a specialist sand-dune inhabitant, which has 
become highly aggressive and less socially tolerant. The 
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P CI P U 1 21. t i .:. n 0 f {I. p a. e ba. VJ h i C h be c am e i sol a t: e din a 
comparatively favourable hab i t a t in the Alexandria dunefield 
rl.~. ';:. bec orne 1 ess .:O<.ggr· e ';:·';:· i ',1 e, lJ,lh i 1 e {;. pa.eba. in 1 es~· fav CIU ra.b 1 e 
habitats remained sol itary. 
:=;clcia.l h ' tc,]er·a.nt behaviour is a char·2t.cter· istic of {I.setzeri 
.:O<.nd {I . va.//inus, and it has already been suggested that this 
may be related to the nature of the substrate. The social 
systems of these two species warrant further investigation 
in order to elucidate the apparently differing levels of 
sociability exhibited by them. 
No e>:pl anation is offered for the apparent convergence in 
agonistic behaviour between female {I.p.exi/is and male and 
f ern·a 1 e {;. setzer i • Eisenberg (1967) has found that social 
tendencies in rodents are species-specific, with a range of 
social forms exhibited in some higher taxa, e.g. at generic 
or sub-fami 1 y 1 evel . 
agonistic behaviour, 
Convergence in social structure, 
general sandbathing, habitat, 
ecology, size, and reproduction has been demonstrated in 
6erbi /Ius na.nus <subfa.rni 1 y Gerbi 11 inae) and three species of 
the f2t.mi 1 y Heteromyi dae, viz. Perogna. thus pa.r(.Ius .• 
P. inorna. tus and P. /ongimembris. The similarity observed 
betlJJeen fern,a1e {;.p.e,li' i/is and L'T.setzeri may be a consequence 
of the reduction in aggression and hence a higher relative 
frequency of exploratory behaviours. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 
Agonistic behaviour was found to be similar in form in all 
four species, differences being noted in the relative 
frequencies of performance of the different acts and 
postures identified in encounters, and in the intensity of 
interactions. r1a.l e {, • P • e.:..-J 1 i san d 6. (.Idll inus were 
exceptions in that their behaviour profiles reflected a 
marked reduction in aggressive and submissive behaviour and 
an increase in sexual behaviour. 
Two sex and species groups were identified on the basis of 
inten~.ity of in ter.:3.c t i on: male and fema.le 6.p.pdebd and 
6. t . .vtonis were ·:.ignificantly mor' e active than male and 
fema.l e 6'. P • e .:..-J 1 is, 6. setzeri, a.nd ma.l e 6. (.Idllinus. 
{1. P • Pdebd an d 6. t .. ~·· ton is '/Jer' e ·a I ~. o lin k ed inc Ius t er ana I ys i ~. 
of behaviour profiles, while female G.p.exilis and male and 
female Lt.setzeri 1),lere closel :;.' linked in the dendrogram. 
r1.:3. I e 6.p.e.J.;·i!is and Cr. (.Idl !inus \.'Jere less closel>' I inked to 
other species. 
The te-:.ting of terr· i tc,r· i"';'. l i t :~' rel)eal ed that mal Eo B.p.p~eb~ 
were least tolerant of conspecifics, followed by male 
·:3.nd 6. setzeri, \.'Jhich were most tolerant. 
Re ·:.ul t~. f,x' fem.:'.l e G.p.pdebd wer' e incon-=. i~. tent; female 
6'. t .. vton i s (·"er·e less toler ant than 6. setzeri, thi ·:. 
difference was not significant. 
It is suggested that a range of social types is exhibited by 
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species of the genu:. {:;erbi//uru$, from {;.p.pa.eba. and 
6. t.ytoni$, which are thought to be sol i tary, through 
f ema 1 e 6. p • e.,,' i 1 i $ d . n d 6. $ e t z er i , semi-tolerant; and male 
{; • P • ex iIi $ and B. va. 1 / in U $ , tol er··~n t. This is supported by 
observations on burrow structures, which are interleading 
in B.$etzeri .~nd 6.va.//inu$and single in 6. p. pa.eba. an d 
6. t .yton i $. 
B.p. e .. ,,·j 1 j $. 
Simple and complex burrows are constructed b y 
Th e separ'a t i on clf 6. p. pa.eba. an d {;. t .. v ton i $ f r' om 
L>.$etzeri and B.va.llinu$ r' eflects the karyolog ~" of the 
': .p ec 1 e ':· : B.p.ex ili$ is kar y ological ly identical 
t 0 B. P • pa. eba. , but con l.) er·ges. (.'.!ith 6.$etzeri and L>.va./linu$ 
in relative frequencies o f occurrence of agonistic 
behaviours . It is suggested that habitat may influence the 
s·oc i a 1 structure of the species: 6.p.pa.eba. a.nd 6. t . .vtonj$ 
inhabit areas of soft sand where burrow construction i s 
faci 1 itated. Due to competition for th~ 1 imited food 
resources, the species are s ol itary, which is considered 
to be the ancestral social type in this genus. Two 
mechanisms have been proposed which may account for the 
evolution of these two species. 
1) {r. t .. vtoni$ evol ved in sympatry (J.Ji th B.p.pa.eba. a.s· a sand-
dune special ist which later evolved elongated hindfeet and 
enlarged tympanic bullae. As a special ist species, it is 
mor'e aggre·: .sive than the general ist 6.p.pa.eba. 
2 ) 6. t .. vtoni$ evollJed as an isolated populaticln in the sa.nd-
dunes which later diverged morphologically and expanded its 
distribution to overlap ~'Jith tha.t of L-:;.p.pa.eba.. 
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Habitat differneces are thought to account for the change in 
beha,',J i our in 6.p. exi lis. The cornpar'a, t i ',) e 1 ;.... abundan t 
availabil ity of water and food in the Alexandria dunefield, 
together with the availabil ity of nes t -s ites, has resulted 
i n a reduction in aggression and a trend towards increased 
sociabil ity. The two subspecies are thought to represent 
an early stage in the process of speciation since they are 
allopatric, but reproductive isolation has not been 
demonstrated. 
The e'Jolutic.n c.f sociality in 6.setzeri and 6.(.Ia.llinus is 
thought to be a result of their shift into the gravel 
plains, 
1 im i ted. 
where sites suitable for burrow construction are 
The trend towards sociality is more pronounced in 
6.va.llinus than in These two species may 
represent an intermediate stage in speciation, since they 
are allopatric with no overlap in their distribution. 
Reproductive isolation has not been demonstrated, but they 
differ karyologically in the number of autosomal arms. 
Intraspecific different-sex encounters revealed that females 
of four species dominated males, the exception being 
L-;.setzeri, where the reverse was observed. Female 
6.setzeri and G. t ,ytonis ~ .... ere less toler'ant of conspecifics 
than males of these species in the territoriality apparatus. 
It is suggested that interference competition may influence 
the di':;per":;ion .:.f 6.p.pa.eba. and 6. t ,}" tonis in ar' eas of 
syntopy, since encounters were characterized by a high 
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1 evel of interaction. Females of both species dominated 
males of both species, wh i 1 e in interspecific same-sex 
6. t .}··toni $0 was domi nan t . Females may gain 
access to better nest-sites and food supplies than males 
through their aggressive superiority. 
6. se t zer i -6. p. pdeb.:i and 6. setzeri -6. t.y-toni $0 encounters 
revealed a lower level of aggression and mutual avoidance 
respectively. It is suggested that this reflects a lack of 
previous experience since these species are rarely 
6.setzeri differs substantially behaviourally, 
morphologically and karyologically and it inhabits an area 
of hard consol idated gravel. Interference competition may 
not influence the dispersion of these species in areas of 
sympatry. 
6. (.Idllinus dominated 6.p .pdebd in encoun ter' s 
individuals trapped in the same area. Body size may have 
influenced the outcome of these encounters, since 
6. (.Idllinus vJer e 1 ar ger' tha.n LT. p. pdeba. Inter·ference 
competition may contribute to the ecological segregation of 
these two species. 
The interpretation of results obtained in this study will be 
facil itated when more information on the ecology, 
uist ri bution and ecophysiology is available. It is 
anticipated that this information for some species will 
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APPENDIX 1: Diagrams of acts and postures identified in 
agonistic encounters. 
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APPENDIX 2: Programmes 
10 REM program for entering information and calculating frequencies and 
20 REM sequences of acts 
25 DIM R$(5),C$(32),FREQ(32),AKS$(32),G(32),TF$(10),DES$(100) 
26 DIM TS$(10),NB$(3),L$(150),A(33,33),B(33,33),DSEQ$(100) 
27 DIM T(33),CP(33,33),S(33),EF(33,33),SP$(3),FR$(10) 
30 R$="efsqp" 
35 ESC$=CHR$(27):FF$=CHR$(12) 
40 DEF FNHOME$ =ESC$+"H"+ESC$+"J" 
41 DEF FNBOLDON$=ESC$+I(s10hu6B" 
42 DEF FNBOLDOFF$=ESC$+"(s10huB 
43 DEF FNULON$=ESC$+I&d3D" 
44 DEF FNULOFF$=ESC$+"&d @" 
50 PRINT FNHOME$ 
60 PRINT "e(nter data)" 
70 PRINT IIf(requency calculation)" 
90 PRINT "s(equences calculation)" 
130 PRINT "q(uit program)1I 
135 PRINT "p(rint a file)" 
140 PRINT "selection?"; 
150 INPUT A$ 
160 FOR 1=1 TO 5 
170 IF A$=MID$(R$,I,l) THEN GOTO 210 
180 NEXT I 
190 PRINT "invalid selection" 
200 GOTO 50 
210 ON I GOSUB 500, 3000,4230,230,5590 
220 GOTO 50 
230 PRINT "bye from data processing program" 
240 STOP 
500 REM subroutine for entering data 
510 PRINT 
530 PRINT "enter date (yy/mm/dd)", 
540 INPUT 0$ 
550 PRINT "date entered is ";0$;" Is this correct?(y/n)", 
560 INPUT ANS$ 
570 IF ANS$=ly" GOTO 580 ELSE 530 
580 PRINT "enter name of encounter", 
590 INPUT F$ 
600 PRINT "name entered is ";F$;" Is this correct?(y/n)", 
610 INPUT ANS$ 
620 IF ANS$=ly" GOTO 630 ELSE 580 
630 PRINT "Enter first animal's number", 
640 INPUT N1 
650 PRINT "enter second animal's number", 
660 INPUT N2 
670 PRINT "first animal's number is I;N1;" Is this correct?(y/n)" 
680 INPUT ANS$ 
690 IF ANS$=ly" GOTO 700 ELSE 630 
700 PRINT "second animal's number is I;N2;" Is this correct?(y/n)" 
710 INPUT ANS$ 
720 IF ANS$=ly" GOTO 730 ELSE 650 
730 PRINT "which animal is the dominant?", 
740 INPUT N3 
750 PRINT "Dominant animal is I;N3;" Is this correct?(y/n)", 
760 INPUT ANS$ 
770 IF ANS$=lIyll GOTO 780 ELSE 730 
780 PRINT IIWhat sex is animal II;N1; 1I?(m/f)lI, 
790 INPUT Sl$ 
800 PRINT IIWhat sex is animal II;N2;1I ?(m/f)lI, 
810 INPUT S2$ 
820 PRINT IIAnimal II;N1;1I is II;Sl$;1I and animal II;N2;1I is II; S2$; 
830 PRINT II Is this correct?(y/n)lI; 
840 INPUT ANS$ 
850 IF ANS$=lIyll THEN 855 ELSE 780 
855 RESTORE 2730 
860 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
870 READ C$(I) 
880 NEXT I 
890 PRINT IIWhat will this filename be?lI, 
900 INPUT N$ 
910 PRINT IIfilename entered is II;N$; II Is this correct?(y/n)1I 
920 INPUT ANS$ 
930 IF ANS$=lIyll GOTO 940 ELSE 890 
940 OPEN 1I01l,#l,N$ 
950 PRINT #1,D$;II,II;F$;II,II;N1;N2;Sl$;II,II;S2$;II,II;N3; 
960 GOSUB 1500 
970 GOSUB 2500 
980 W$=INKEY$ 
990 IF LEN(W$)=O THEN 980 
1000 PRINT W$ 
1010 IF W$<>IIj" THEN 1040 
1015 PRINT SUM,II II,K$,II II,W$ 
1020 PRINT#1,SUM;II,II;K$;II,II;W$;II,II; 
1030 GOTO 960 
1040 IF W$=II$II THEN 1070 
1050 PRINT IImistake! Re-enter data ll , 
1060 GOTO 960 
1070 PRINT#l,SUM; II, II ;K$; II, II ;W$ 
1080 CLOSE #1 
1090 PRINT IIbye from this subroutine ll 
1100 RETURN 
1500 REM subroutine to get number 
1510 PRINT IIEnter number"; 
1520 SUM=O 
1530 W$ = INKEY$ 
1540 IF LEN(W$)=O THEN 1530 
1550 PRINT W$; 
1560 IF W$<1I01l OR W$>1I9 11 THEN 1590 
1570 SUM = SUM*10 +VAL(W$) 
1580 GOTO 1530 
1590 IF SUM = N1 OR SUM = N2 THEN 1620 
1600 PRINT: PRINT lIerrorll 
1610 GOTO 1500 
1620 PRINT 
1630 RETURN 
2500 REM subroutine to get code 
2510 PRINT IIEnter code ll . 
2520 K$=II II ' 
2530 FOR 1=1 TO 2 
2540 W$=INKEY$:IF LEN(W$)=O THEN 2540 
2550 PRINT W$; 
2560 MID$(K$,I,I) = W$ 
2570 NEXT I • 
2580 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
2590 IF C$(I)=K$ THEN 2630 
2600 NEXT I 
2610 PRINT "Mistake! Re-enter code" 
2620 GO TO 2500 
2630 PRINT 
2640 RETURN 
2650 ON ERROR GOTO 2660 
2660 CONT$="Y" 
2670 IF ERR<>53 THEN 2710 
2680 PRINT "File not found" 
2690 CONT$="N" 
2700 RESUME NEXT 
2710 PRINT "Error number is ";ERR 
2720 STOP 
2730 DATA ae,ad,ap,sn,sa,al,at,fi,up,ch,el,fl,cr,st,ex,gs,ea,sb,dr,ma,mo 
2740 DATA ur,mk,am,ro,si,gi,fo,th,go,vo,xx 
3000 REM subroutine for calculating frequency of behaviours 
3015 RESTORE 2730 
3017 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
3018 READ AKS$(I) 
3019 NEXT I 
3020 PRINT "Which file do you wish to open?", 
3030 INPUT N$ 
3040 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
3045 FREQ( 1)=0 
3047 NEXT I 
3050 OPEN "I",#1,N$ 
3070 INPUT#I,D$,F$,Nl,N2,SI$,S2$,N3 
3075 IF EOF(I) GOTO 3190 
3080 PRINT FNHOME$ 
3090 PRINT "Filename is ";N$ 
3100 PRINT 
3110 PRINT "Date is ";0$ 
3120 PRINT 
3130 PRINT "Encounter is ";F$ 
3140 PRINT "Animals used were ";SI$;Nl;" and ";S2$;N2;" Dominant is ";N3 
3150 PRINT 
3160 PRINT "Is thi s the correct fil e?(y/n)"; 
3170 INPUT ANS$ 
3180 IF ANS$="y" GOTO 3210 
3190 CLOSE #1 
3200 RETURN 
3210 PRINT "Select an animal number ";Nl;" or ";N2;" or 999 (end subroutine)" 
3220 INPUT M2 
3225 IF M2=999 GOTO 3230 ELSE 3240 
3230 CLOSE #1:RETURN 
3240 WHILE NOT EOF(I) 
3250 INPUT#1,M1,C1$,S$ 
3260 IF M1<>M2 GOTO 3310 
3270 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
3280 IF AKS$(I)=Cl$ THEN 3300 
3290 NEXT I 
3300 FREQ(I)=FREQ(I)+1 
3310 WEND 
3315 CLOSE #1 
3320 PRINT "Do you wish to print these results?(y/n)";:INPUT ANS$ 
3325 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 3440 ELSE 3330 
3330 LPRINT FF$:LPRINT FNULON$;:LPRINT" Animal number ";M2," Date ";0$ 
3340 LPRINT 
3350 LPRINT" Type of observation ";F$ 
3360 LPRINT 
3370 LPRINT" Animals are ";SI$;Nl;" and ";S2$;N2; 
3375 LPRINT ".Dominant animal is ";N3 
3380 LPRINT FNULOFF$ 
3390 LPRINT" ACTION","FREQUENCY" 
3400 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
3410 IF FREQ(I) = 0 GOTO 3430 
3420 LPRINT" ";AKS$(I),FREQ(I) 
3430 NEXT I 
3440 PRINT "Do you wish to update the total frequencies file?y/n)" 
3445 INPUT ANS$ 
3450 IF ANS$="y" GOTO 3455 ELSE 3460 
3455 CLOSE #1:GOTO 3830 
3460 CLOSE #1:RETURN 
3470 RETURN 
3830 REM subroutine to calculate total frequencies 
3840 PRINT "Do you wish to initialize a file?(y/n)"; 
3850 INPUT ANS$ 
3860 IF ANS$="y" GOTO 3870 ELSE 3880 
3870 GOSUB 4100 
3880 PRINT "Whi ch fil e do you wi sh to update?" 
3890 INPUT TF$ 
3900 OPEN "I",I,TF$ 
3910 INPUT #1,N,DES$ 
3920 PRINT "File description is: ";DES$;". Is this correct?(y/n)" 
3925 INPUT ANS$ 
3930 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 3940 ELSE 3950 
3940 CLOSE #1:GOTO 3440 
3950 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
3960 INPUT #1,G(I) 
3970 IF EOF(I) THEN 3990 
3980 NEXT I 
3990 CLOSE #1 
4000 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4010 G(I)=G(I)+FREQ(I) 
4020 NEXT I 
4030 N=N+l 
4040 OPEN "O",I,TF$ 
4050 PRINT #1,N;DES$;","; 
4060 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4070 PRINT #1,G(I) 
4080 NEXT I 
4090 CLOSE #1:RETURN 
4100 REM FILE INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE 
4110 PRINT IIWhat name do you wi sh to give thi s fil e?1I 
4120 INPUT TF$ 
4130 PRINT IIEnter file descriptionll:INPUT DES$ 
4140 N=O 
4150 OPEN 1I01l,'I,TF$ 
4160 PRINT 'I,N;DES$;II,II; 
4170 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4180 PRINT #1,0 
4190 NEXT I 
4200 CLOSE 'I 
4210 PRINT TF$;II file initialized ll 
4220 RETURN 
4230 REM subroutine for calculating pair-sequences 
4240 RESTORE 2730 
4250 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4260 READ AKS$(I) 
4270 NEXT I 
4280 RESTORE 2730 
4290 FOR J=1 TO 32 
4300 READ AKS$(J) 
4310 NEXT J 
4320 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4330 FOR J=1 TO 32 
4340 A(I,J)=O 
4350 NEXT J 
4360 NEXT I 
4370 I=O:J=O 
4380 PRINT IIWhich file do you wish to open? II;:INPUT N$ 
4390 OPEN IIIII,I,N$ 
4400 INPUT '1,D$,F$,Nl,N2,SI$,S2$,N3 
4410 IF EOF(1) GOTO 4420 
4420 PRINT FNHOME$ 
4430 PRINT IIFilename is II;N$ 
4440 PRINT:PRINT IIDate is II;D$ 
4450 PRINT:PRINT IIEncounter is II;F$ 
4460 PRINT:PRINT IIAnimals used were II;SI$;Nl;1I and ";S2$;N2; 
4465 PRINT II. Dominant is II;N3 
4470 PRINT:PRINT Ills this the correct file?(y/n)lI; 
4480 INPUT ANS$ 
4490 IF ANS$<>lIyll GOTO 4500 ELSE 4510 
4500 CLOSE 'I:GOTO 4230 
4510 PRINT:PRINT IISel ect an animal number II;Nl;1I or II;N2; 
4515 PRINT II or 999(end subroutine)lI; 
4520 INPUT M2 
4530 IF M2=999 THEN CLOSE 'I:RETURN 
4540 N4=999 
4550 WHILE NOT EOF(I) AND N4<>M2 
4560 INPUT 'I,N4,Cl$,S$ 
4570 WEND 
4580 OLD$=C1$ 
4590 WHILE NOT EOF(I) 
4600 N4=999 
4610 WHILE NOT EOF(I) AND N4<>M2 
4620 INPUT 'I,N4,Cl$,S$ 
4630 WEND 
4640 IF N4=M2 THEN 4650 ELSE 4750 
4650 CODE$=C1$ 
4660 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
4670 IF AKS$(I) =OLD$ THEN 4690 
4680 NEXT I 
4690 FOR J=l TO 32 
4700 IF AKS$(J)=CODE$ THEN 4720 




4750 PRINT liDo you wish to print these results?(y/n)":INPUT ANS$ 
4760 IF ANS$<>ly" GO TO 5120 ELSE 4770 
4770 LPRINT FF$ 
4780 LPRINT FNULON$ 
4790 LPRINT II Animal number: I;M2;"Date: ";D$ 
4800 LPRINT 
4810 LPRINT 
4820 LPRINT II 
4830 LPRINT 
Type of observation: ";F$ 
4840 LPRINT II Animal s are 'I.;Sl$;N1; II and II ;S2$;N2; 
4845 LPRINT ". Dominant animal is ";N3 
4850 LPRINT FNULOFF$ 
4860 LPRINT II "; 
4870 FOR J= 1 TO 16 
4880 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
4890 NEXT J 
4900 LPRINT 
4910 FOR -1=1 TO 32 
4920 LPRINT II "; AKS$(I); 
4930 FOR J=l TO 16 
4940 IF A(I,J)=O GOTO 4960 
4950 LPRINT USING 11####" ;A(I ,J);: GOTO 4970 
4960 LPRINT II . II ; 
4970 NEXT J 
4980 LPRINT:NEXT I 
4990 LPRINT FF$:LPRINT II 
5000 FOR J=17 TO 32 
5010 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
5020 NEXT J 
5030 LPRINT 
5040 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5050 LPRINT II II;AKS$(I); 
5060 FOR J=17 TO 32 
5070 IF A(I,J)=O GOTO 5090 
II . 
• 
5080 LPRINT USING "####" ;A(I ,J);: GOTO 5100 
5090 LPRINT II ."; 
5100 NEXT J 
5110 LPRINT: NEXT I 
5120 CLOSE #1 
5130 PRINT FNHOME$ 
5140 PRINT liDo you wish to update a file?(y/n)";:INPUT ANS$ 
5150 IF ANS$<>ly" GOTO 5580 
5160 PRINT "Enter filename ";:INPUT TS$ 
5170 PRINT "Is this a new file?(y/n)";: INPUT ANS$ 
5180 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 5320 
5190 REM SUBROUTINE FOR INITIALIZING A FILE 
5200 PRINT "Enter file description ";:INPUT DSEQ$ 
5210 N=O 
5220 OPEN "O",l,TS$ 
5230 PRINT #l,N;DSEQ$;","; 
5240 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5250 FOR J=l TO 32 
5260 B( I,J )=0 ' 
5270 PRINT #l,B(I,J) 
5280 NEXT J 
5290 NEXT I 
5300 CLOSE #1 
5310 PRINT TS$;" file initialized" 
5320 REM SUBROUTINE FOR UPDATING AN ACCUMULATED SEQUENCES FILE 
5330 OPEN "IJI, 1, TS$ 
5340 INPUT #1,N,DSEQ$ 
5350 PRINT FNHOME$ 
5360 PRINT "File description is: ";DSEQ$; 
5370 PRINT" Is this the correct file?(y/n)";:INPUT ANS$ 
5380 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 5140 
5390 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5400 FOR J= 1 TO 32 
5410 INPUT #1,B(I,J) 
5420 NEXT J 
5430 NEXT I 
5440 CLOSE #1 
5450 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5460 FOR J=1 TO 32 
5470 B(I,J)=B(I,J) + A(I,J) 
5480 NEXT J 
5490 NEXT I 
5500 N=N+l 
5510 OPEN "O",I,TS$ 
5520 PRINT #1,N;DSEQ$;","; 
5530 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5540 FOR J=l TO 32 
5550 PRINT #1,B(I,J) 
5560 NEXT J 
5570 NEXT I . 
5580 CLOSE #l:RETURN 
5590 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT AGGREGATES AND AVERAGES 
5600 RESTORE 2730 
5610 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5620 READ AKS$(I) 
5630 NEXT I 
5640 PRINT "Do you wish to print a frequency file?(y/n)":INPUT ANS$ 
5650 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 5930 ELSE 5660 
5660 PRINT "Which frequency file do you wish to print?II:INPUT TF$ 
5670 OPEN "I",I,TF$ 
5680 INPUT #1,N,DES$ 
5690 PRINT FNHOME$ 
5700 PRINT "File description is: ";DES$;". Is this correct?(y/n)" 
5710 INPUT ANS$ 
5720 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 5730 ELSE 5740 
5730 CLOSE #l:GOTO 5590 
5740 FOR I = 1 TO 32 
5750 INPUT #l,G(I) 
5760 IF EOF(l) THEN 5780 
5770 NEXT I 
5780 CLOSE #1 
5790 LPRINT FF$ 
5800 LPRINT FNULON$;:LPRINT "Filename: ";TF$ 
5810 LPRINT 
5820 LPRINT "Number of animals tested: ";N 
5830 LPRINT:LPRINT "Description of file: ";DES$:LPRINT FNULOFF$ 
5840 LPRINT" ACTION","FREQUENCY","AVERAGEII,"REL. FREQ.(%)" 
5850 TOT = 0 
5860 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5870 TOT=TOT + G(I) 
5880 NEXT I 
5890 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5900 LPRINT" ";AKS$(I),G(I),CINT(G(I)/N),CINT(G(I)/TOT*100) 
5910 NEXT I 
5920 RETURN 
5930 PRINT"Do you wish to print a sequences file?(y/n)":INPUT ANS$ 
5940 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 7180 ELSE 5950 
5950 RESTORE 2730 
5960 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
5970 READ AKS$(I) 
5980 NEXT I 
5990 PRINT "Which sequence file do you wish to print?":INPUT TS$ 
6000 PRINT FNHOME$ 
6010 OPEN "1",1, TS$ 
6020 INPUT #l,N,DSEQ$ 
6030 PRINT "File description is: ";DSEQ$;" Is this correct?(y/n)" 
6040 INPUT ANS$ 
6050 IF ANS$<>"y" GOTO 6060 ELSE 6070 
6060 CLOSE #l:GOTO 5930 
6070 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6080 FOR J=l TO 32 
6090 INPUT #l,B(I,J) 
6100 IF EOF(l) GOTO 6130 
6110 NEXT J 
6120 NEXT I 
6130 CLOSE #1 
6140 LPRINT FF$ 
6150 LPRINT FNULON$; 
6160 LPRINT "Filename is: ";TS$ 
6170 LPRINT 
6180 LPRINT "File description is: ";DSEQ$ 
6190 LPRINT: LPRINT "Number of animals tested: ";N 
6200 LPRINT FNULOFF$ 
6210 LPRINT " "; 
6220 FOR 1=1 TO 32:T(I)=0:NEXT I 
6230 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6240 FOR J=l TO 32 
6250 T(I)=T(I)+B(I,J) 
6260 NEXT J 
6270- NEXT I _ 
6280 FOR J=l TO 32:S(J)=0:NEXT J 
6290 FOR J=l TO 32 
6300 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6310 S(J)=S(J)+B(I,J) 
6320 NEXT I 
6330 NEXT J 
6340 TOT=O 
6350 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6360 TOT=TOT+T(I) 
6370 NEXT I 
6372 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6374 FOR J=l TO 32 
6375 EF(I,J)=O:CP(I,J)=O 
6376 NEXT J 
6378 NEXT I 
6380 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6390 FOR J=l TO 32 
6400 EF(I,J)=T(I)*S(J)/TOT 
6410 IF B(I,J)<10 GOTO 6430 
6420 CP(I,J)= B(I,J)/T(I)*100 
6430 NEXT J 
6440 NEXT I 
6450 FOR J=l TO 16 
6460 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
6470 NEXT J 
6480 LPRINT 
6490 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6500 LPRINT II II;AKS$(I); 
6510 FOR J=l TO 16 
6520 IF B(I,J)=O GOTO 6540 
6530 LPRINT USING II####II;B(I,J);:GOTO 6550 
6540 LPRINT II .11; 
6550 NEXT J 
6560 LPRINT 
6570 NEXT I:LPRINT II SUMII; 
6580 FOR J=l TO 16 
6590 LPRINT USING II####II;S(J); 
6600 NEXT J 
6610 LPRINT FF$ 
6620 LPRINT II II; 
6630 FOR J=17 TO 32 
6640 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
6650 NEXT J 
6660 LPRINT II SUMII:LPRINT 
6670 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6680 LPRINT II II;AKS$(I); 
6690 FOR J=17 TO 32 
6700 IF B(I,J)=O GOTO 6720 
6710 LPRINT USING II####II;B(I,J);:GOTO 6730 
6720 LPRINT II .11; 
6730 NEXT J 
6740 LPRINT USINGII######II;T(I):NEXT I 
6750 LPRINT II SUMII; 
6760 FOR J=17 TO 32 
6770 LPRINT USING II####II;S(J); 
6780 NEXT J 
6790 LPRINT USING II######II;TOT 
6800 LPRINT FF$ 
6810 CLOSE #1 
6820 PRINT FNHOME$ 
6830 PRINT 1100 you wish to print conditional probabilities?(y/n)lI; 
6835 INPUT ANS$ 
6840 IF ANS$=lIyll GOTO 6850 ELSE 7190 
6850 LPRINT FNULON$; 
6860 LPRINT IIConditional probabilities of II;OSEQ$ 
6870 LPRINT:LPRINT IINumber of animals tested: II;N 
6880 LPRINT FNULOFF$ 
6890 LPRINT II II; 
6900 FOR J=l TO 16 
6910 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
6920 NEXT J 
6930 LPRINT 
6940 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
6950 LPRINT II II ;AKS$(I); 
6960 FOR J = 1 TO 16 
6970 IF CP(I,J)<10 GOTO 6990 
6980 LPRINT USING 1I####II;CP(I,J);:GbTO 7000 
6990 LPRINT II . II; 
7000 NEXT J 
7010 LPRINT:NEXT I 
7020 LPRINT FF$ 
7030 LPRINT II II; 
7040 FOR J=17 TO 32 
7050 LPRINT II II;AKS$(J); 
7060 NEXT J 
7070 LPRINT 
7080 FOR 1=1 TO 32 
7090 LPRI NT II II ;AKS$ ( I) ; 
7100 FOR J=17 TO 32 
7110 IF CP(I,J)<10 GOTO 7130 
7120 LPRINT USING II####II;CP(I,J);:GOTO 7140 
7130 LPRINT II . II; 
7140 NEXT J 
7150 LPRINT 
7160 NEXT I 
7170 LPRINT FF$ 
7180 PRINT FNHOME$ 
7700 RETURN 
10 REM program for storing information on territoriality 
20 DIM BOX$(4),T(4),F(4) 
30 PRINT "enter animal's number" 
40 INPUT A 
50 PRINT "enter date" 
60 INPUT D$ 
70 PRINT "enter original boxes occupied by this animal" 
80 INPUT 0$ 
90 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
100 READ BOX$(I) 
110 NEXT I 
120 PRINT "press box code when animal enters a box" 
130 INPUT BOK$ 
135 IF BOK$=le" THEN 340 
140 TIME$="OO:OO:OO" 
150 PRINT "press Z when animal leaves box or E if end of session" 
160 INPUT Z$ 
170 TYD$=TIME$ 
180 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
190 IF BOX$(I)=BOK$ THEN 240 
200 NEXT I 
210 PRINT "rewind and start again" 
220 GOTO 120 
240 LPRINT BOK$,TYD$ 
250 D1$=MID$(TYD$,4,1) 




300 T(I )=T( 1)+S 
310 F(I)=F(I)+l 
320 IF Z$=le"THEN 340 
330 GOTO 120 
340 LPRINT 
350 LPRINT "animal number: ";A,"date: ";D$ 
360 LPRINT 
370 LPRINT "boxes originally occupied by this animal: ";0$ 
380 LPRINT 
390 LPRINT "box","frequency","time(seconds)" 
400 FOR 1=1 TO 4 
410 LPRINT BOX$(I),F(I),T(I) 
420 NEXT I 
430 DATA a,b,c,d 
440 END 

















.. CE------ 6 c 
A 
APPARATUS FOR TESTING TERRITORIALITY 
A P par a t u sis mad e 0 f a 1 u m· i n i u m , wit h sid e s 1 0 c m h i g h • A 
perspex 1 id is fitted over the feeding area and tunnel s. nest 
areas are covered with gauze lids. 
Pair sequences of behaviours in intraspecific, same-sex 
"Preceding" a cts a re 1 isted on rows; 
"fo l lowing" act '::; on col umns . "Conditional probabil ities" ::::: 
transi t ion frequencies 
t ransition frequencies) • 
(See Chapter 3 for calculation of 
Number of animals tested = number 
of encounters X 2. Some individuals were used more than 
once in any class of encounters . 
Filename is: c:seqmpp 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.P.PAEBA 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae . 1 . 45 3 . . 2 4 4 10 1 8 2 
ad 13 4 58 22 4 2 1 3 3 20 3 96 3 
ap 2 17 8 107 19 2 3 6 19 2 10 2 54 3 
sn 11 7 7 26 3 5 15 13 6 44 7 79 7 
sa 1 2 13 2 5 2 2 7 2 
al 2 5 2 3 9 15 5 2 2 
at 1 4 2 19 9 22 · · 2 2 fi 4 4 2 · 16 8 2 8 · 3 . up 7 1 8 3 5 3 3 1 26 1 40 4 1 7 
ch · 11 3 1 8 42 1 18 2 · · · 14 21 el · 2 1 · · 3 3 · 10 50 4 fl 5 18 6 1 5 17 27 33 2 146 2 14 2 
cr 22 6 22 13 · · 1 3 7 66 1 · 50 4 st 1 5 5 1 1 · · 1 · · 10 · ex 36 108 119 59 1 5 3 5 7 5 15 15 7 19 
gs 4 6 6 8 1 1 4 10 
ea · 2 4 4 1 1 4 sb 2 4 11 1 3 · 18 1 dr · · · · · · · · · · rna 3 38 39 33 1 1 1 13 2 1 2 15 1 61 8 
mo 1 8 1 2 1 5 1 
ur 
mk · am 1 2 3 1 . 1 
ro · · 3 1 · 1 si 1 2 4 · 1 3 gi · · fo 3 1 24 23 1 7 · 1 9 · th 2 1 1 1 2 1 
go 1 
vo · · · xx 1 6 1 · · · 1 . · · · 4 2 SUM 88 257 297 369 84 47 65 48 146 123 76 281 201 28 475 56 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae · 6 2 88 ad 1 4 · 15 2 2 2 3 261 ap · 2 30 1 1 3 5 2 1 299 sn 2 5 · 90 4 4 · 2 31 1 · 369 sa 1 6 8 3 1 27 1 1 84 
al 1 1 47 
at 2 1 64 
fi 1 48 · up 1 26 4 1 3 1 146 
ch 1 1 · · 123 el 1 1 1 76 
fl · 1 1 280 cr 1 2 2 200 
st 1 2 1 28 · ex 11 22 29 1 1 3 1 2 474 
gs 2 3 6 1 1 1 1 55 
ea 6 22 
sb 1 8 49 
dr · · · · 0 rna 3 6 13 6 4 2 1 5 259 · mo 5 3 2 4 1 34 
ur 0 
mk · 0 am 1 3 1 5 18 ro · · 3 8 si 1 1 2 1 16 gi · · · · · 0 fo 2 9 6 · 1 1 1 89 th · 2 10 go 1 2 vo · 0 xx 1 16 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.P.PAEBA 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 51 11 
ad 22 37 
ap 36 18 
sn 12 21 
sa 15 
al 32 
at 30 34 
fi 33 
up 18 27 
ch 34 15 11 17 
el 13 66 
f l 12 52 
cr 11 11 33 25 
st 36 
ex 23 25 12 
gs 18 
ea 
sb 22 37 
dr 














































Filename is: c:seqfpp 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMALE G.P.PAEBA 
Number of animals tested: 20 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · 4 · 45 1 2 · 2 7 8 1 8 ad 22 5 75 17 11 6 · 1 5 14 20 6 · 137 8 ap 4 28 11 104 2 14 18 1 14 50 3 10 2 6 79 1 
sn 2 12 2 7 15 7 3 29 28 12 63 9 · 52 5 sa · 1 4 · · · 3 2 6 al · 11 2 · 21 4 3 16 47 4 17 1 3 3 at 6 4 · 13 3 5 13 46 1 1 4 3 fi 1 2 2 4 1 5 · 1 · up · 6 1 · 1 11 4 8 21 6 30 24 1 3 ch 1 20 27 1 · 31 50 9 14 4 3 2 33 27 1 el 2 7 1 1 4 · · 5 · 20 197 11 2 2 fl 11 34 7 5 10 3 6 25 1 118 23 244 4 33 . 
cr 10 · 5 7 48 · · · · 16 1 50 115 4 56 4 st 1 11 11 1 1 2 2 2 1 · 2 · · 25 1 ex 22 141 189 68 2 5 4 2 7 10 23 6 7 16 
gs · 13 7 4 2 1 3 1 9 1 ea 4 · 1 3 sb 6 7 1 · 13 6 dr · · · · · · · · · · . · · rna 5 29 10 10 · 10 1 1 10 3 4 6 23 6 51 mo · · 1 1 ur 1 1 1 · mk 2 
am 
ro · · si 1 1 1 
gi · fo 1 4 11 9 10 1 5 10 1 3 4 14 . 
th 1 2 1 1 
go 
vo · · . · xx 4 1 · · · · · · · · 1 2 1 5 1 SUM 82 353 378 326 31 143 105 16 165 232 257 533 337 66 539 45 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae · 1 3 82 ad 1 3 17 2 1 8 359 
ap 9 · 1 · 16 4 1 378 sn 57 1 19 1 324 
sa 2 2 11 31 
al 8 3 143 at 4 2 105 
fi 16 
up 35 · · 12 163 ch 1 1 2 2 2 231 el 4 256 
fl 5 2 1 1 533 cr 4 · 13 4 337 st 5 2 67 ex 7 19 5 3 1 2 539 gs 2 1 44 ea · 8 sb 1 34 dr · · · 0 rna 5 1 1 1 177 mo 1 5 8 ur 
3 mk 1 3 am 1 1 4 6 ro · 0 si 1 
gi 4 · · . . 0 fo 2 2 . 4 4 1 86 th 
5 go 
0 vo · 0 xx 3 ,n 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMALE G.P.PAEBA 
Number of animals tested: 20 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 55 
ad 21 38 
ap 28 13 21 
sn 19 16 
sa 
al 15 11 33 12 
at 12 12 44 
fi 
up 13 18 15 
ch 12 13 22 14 12 
el 77 
fl 22 46 
cr 14 15 34 17 
st 16 16 37 



















































Filename is: c:seqmt 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE GoTYTONIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 0 1 1 7 6 0 1 4 1 2 4 1 0 
ad 9 3 63 33 2 1 9 2 22 16 5 20 8 o 123 5 
ap 1 14 2 113 23 3 9 0 31 34 4 4 2 2 50 
sn 0 20 6 2 12 7 1 16 6 4 26 2 1 84 6 
sa 1 2 1 10 4 0 1 0 3 4 1 7 
al 1 2 1 2 1 1 7 7 3 0 1 
at 6 1 0 6 20 39 54 53 0 2 5 
fi 3 0 3 0 0 4 27 18 7 19 0 1 0 0 
up 0 55 4 9 2 7 12 0 23 27 3 57 10 5 19 1 
ch 0 33 4 1 1 2 99 2 22 1 0 1 0 16 7 1 
el 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 3 6 2 59 127 3 1 2 
fl 3 27 6 2 1 3 1 31 58 1 104 7 40 10 17 2 
cr 4 3 5 4 0 1 0 8 -23 1 0 16 4 
st 3 14 5 1 1 2 3 6 1 0 17 1 
ex 6 126 165 90 3 1 5 0 22 2 5 6 3 3 6 36 
gs 2 10 11 8 0 4 3 1 0 22 0 
ea 4 7 5 1 1 0 10 4 
sb 2 4 2 1 1 1 8 1 
dr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
rna 4 31 49 19 2 3 10 5 31 13 7 10 6 22 150 7 
mo 1 1 
ur 
mk 0 0 0 0 
am 1 3 2 2 
ro 1 1 
si 
gi 0 0 0 0 
fo 2 13 3 14 25 9 0 11 9 1 2 26 2 
th 1 1 3 2 5 
go 
vo 
xx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 33 360 350 332 84 28 198 84 348 198 211 316 76 66 576 71 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae 4 1 33 
ad 6 1 0 30 0 0 6 364 
ap 1 0 28 1 1 0 0 28 0 351 
sn 0 o 101 3 1 1 0 24 3 326 
sa 1 9 0 11 29 84 
al 2 28 
at 
0 
9 2 1 198 
fi 2 . 84 
up 100 1 13 348 ch 5 
0 
2 1 198 el 4 211 fl 1 
0 
0 1 0 1 316 cr 4 1 74 st 1 0 9 2 66 
ex 20 9 0 60 8 3 579 gs 3 4 2 70 ea 5 37 sb 1 1 
dr 22 






si 1 3 
gi 1 0 0 . 0 0 fo 1 4 1 0 8 1 132 th 2 
go 14 
vo 0 0 
Conditional probabil ities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.TYTONIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 
ad 17 34 




at 10 20 27 27 
fi 32 21 23 
up 16 16 
ch 17 50 11 
el 28 60 
fl 18 33 13 
cr 31 22 
st 21 26 
ex 22 28 16 


















































Filename is: c:seqft 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMALE G.TYTONIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · 1 · 6 2 · · · · 5 · 3 1 1 1 ad 5 4 50 8 . 1 7 1 2 7 13 18 6 · 74 8 ap 2 20 6 48 7 3 11 3 50 4 9 3 8 81 5 
sn 4 2 4 2 4 2 7 10 15 57 2 
sa 1 2 · · 1 2 1 6 1 al 2 1 · 14 · 20 1 4 · . at 2 · · 2 11 67 3 62 · · 2 4 fi 8 3 2 3 8 1 18 47 14 60 · 4 2 up · 6 · 6 . · 2 3 2 8 2 12 1 2 4 ch 3 12 2 3 1 21 99 11 3 9 1 · 2 51 20 el 2 2 1 · 2 14 2 2 12 219 8 4 fl · 15 6 2 4 4 64 8 1 139 13 201 6 20 . cr 3 13 8 4 1 · 1 1 · 58 98 2 · 43 3 st 8 19 1 3 2 2 7 1 2 · 1 26 1 ex 5 88 178 42 2 1 4 4 6 10 23 11 5 22 
gs 1 11 4 8 · 1 1 · 16 ea 3 7 2 2 · 15 sb 5 1 6 3 





ro · · · si 4 1 1 6 1 
gi 
fo 5 2 16 22 1 2 2 4 2 · 20 th 1 1 . 1 2 1 5 
go 1 
vo 
xx · · · · . · · · · · · · · · 1 . SUM 22 228 315 173 35 44 159 176 59 241 276 488 251 85 470 49 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae 1 · 2 · 23 ad 4 2 · 17 1 3 2 233 ap · 31 5 18 314 sn 1 41 · 23 174 sa 1 4 · 15 1 35 al 1 · 1 · 44 at 3 1 1 1 159 
fi 2 3 1 176 
up 8 1 2 59 
ch 2 1 241 
el 6 2 276 · fl . 2 1 1 1 488 
cr · 12 1 2 250 st 1 · 9 2 85 ex 15 12 · 32 2 3 5 470 gs 2 2 1 1 48 
ea 2 31 sb 15 dr 
7 · · 0 rna 3 2 5 181 
mo 0 ur 0 mk 0 am 5 6 ro · 0 si 1 14 n · · · · · 0 1 1 3 . 2 6 1 90 th 3 2 16 go 
1 vo . Pi 1/; 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMALE G.TYTONIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 
ad 21 32 
ap 15 16 26 
sn 33 
sa 
al 32 45 
at 42 39 
fi 10 27 34 
up 20 
ch 41 21 
el 79 
fl 13 28 41 
cr 23 39 17 
st 22 31 
ex 19 38 
















































vo 94 xx 
Filename is: c:seqmv 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.VALLINUS 
Number of animals tested: 8 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 1 
ad 1 2 7 17 10 4 · 17 1 · 1i i ap 4 16 1 3 
sn 10 . · 6 1 4 4 6 sa 7 1 4 2 1 7 
al · at 1 1 2 16 
fi · · · 4 · · · up 32 3 8 2 2 2 3 2 
ch 
el 
fl · cr 2 1 1 · 1 1 st 2 1 2 · ex 3 15 25 4 3 1 2 
gs 2 2 1 
ea 
sb 
dr · · · · · · · · rna . 11 9 3 · 3 · 10 2 6 6 mo 3 1 8 
ur 
mk · am 2 1 1 
ro · · · 4 si 8 2 1 2 3 · gi 8 · 7 12 15 2 fo 4 1 3 8 3 4 1 1 
th 3 · 4 1 go 1 
vo 
xx . · · · · . · · · · . · · · · · SUM 4 116 45 62 46 0 22 4 78 0 0 0 14 9 58 8 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae 1 · · 3 · · 5 ad 15 3 1 5 13 5 3 120 
ap · 1 · · 15 1 2 45 sn 10 · · 1 1 16 3 62 sa 4 4 5 1 3 5 2 46 
al · · 0 at 1 1 22 
fi · 4 up 12 3 3 5 1 78 ch 0 el 0 fl · 0 cr 4 1 3 14 st 4 9 ex 1 2 1 57 gs 2 7 ea 0 sb 0 dr · · . · 0 rna 1 2 4 6 2 65 mo 3 4 19 ur 0 mk 
0 am 1 1 6 ro . 4 si 3 . 2 21 gi · . . 9 6 . 5 1 9 2 76 fo . 3 1 1 6 36 th 1 9 go 3 4 vo 
0 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.VALLINUS 
Number of animals tested: 8 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 































ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx ae 




























Filename is: c:smpempe 
File description is: Total sequences for male G.paeba exilis fights. 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · 1 · 11 · · · · · · · · ad 4 5 13 38 5 4 1 · 15 2 1 2 15 20 3 ap 2 1 54 32 2 2 6 1 31 
sn · 35 1 4 32 1 8 1 19 2 56 1 sa 5 · 22 1 · · 3 1 · 30 3 al 1 1 1 9 1 1 
at · 1 1 2 3 1 · fi 1 · · · 1 · 1 · · up 16 2 8 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 
ch 1 1 1 · 1 1 el · · · 1 1 fl 3 1 1 1 
cr 2 14 2 15 2 4 5 
st 1 1 1 · · 1 · ex 2 23 96 39 6 4 2 7 
gs 4 2 4 2 5 · ea 2 · 2 1 sb 1 2 





ro · · · · · · · · si 1 14 1 5 7 2 1 2 5 
gi 3 · 18 fo 8 · 11 11 1 1 4 7 5 th 3 · · · go 4 1 2 4 2 10 4 
vo · xx · 4 · · · · SUM 10 156 150 216 107 17 9 4 57 6 2 6 74 7 202 20 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae 12 · ad 1 4 8 1 8 5 4 2 161 
ap · 12 1 1 4 5 154 sn 1 · 23 15 2 13 2 216 sa 2 10 3 1 8 9 9 107 
al 3 17 at 1 9 
fi · 1 4 up · 14 5 57 ch · 1 6 el 
2 fl · · 6 cr 17 8 69 · st · 1 · 2 7 ex 5 4 2 4 2 1 5 202 gs 1 18 ea 
5 sb 
dr 3 · · · · · 0 rna 1 1 1 1 1 1 84 mo 1 4 5 ur 0 mk 
am 1 0 
ro 1 
si 2 · · · 0 · 1 2 2 45 n 1 1 2 1 26 1 3 2 th · 54 1 2 1 7 go 4 3 4 38 vo n 
Conditional probabilities of Total sequences for male G.!2aeba exilis fights. 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 92 
ad 24 12 
ap 35 21 20 
sn 16 15 26 








cr 20 22 
st 


















ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am 
ae 

































Filename is: c:seqfpe 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMAL G.P.EXILIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · · · 10 . · · · · 3 · · · 1 ad 5 3 68 19 1 2 12 1 11 8 20 2 2 84 10 
ap 1 23 1 39 2 6 12 3 39 1 4 1 · 35 1 sn 16 2 18 1 1 · 4 7 7 · 52 4 sa 1 4 7 · · 1 1 · 10 al 2 1 1 · 10 3 1 1 at 6 · 1 2 8 30 1 40 1 · · 15 fi 6 1 · 2 1 · 8 12 5 12 1 3 up 2 1 5 2 4 9 1 
ch · 20 2 4 53 · 3 · · · 34 11 el · 2 · 2 1 4 61 5 · 3 fl · 25 1 22 4 · 45 6 70 16 1 cr 1 12 6 5 1 · · 5 47 1 · 15 st · 21 15 · 4 · 3 2 8 · · 24 1 ex 2 91 86 28 1 1 2 3 4 3 6 5 2 2 6 . 
gs · 11 1 4 · · · 4 · ea 3 1 7 1 1 1 · 10 1 sb 3 1 2 1 1 
dr · 1 · · · · · · · · · rna 1 25 5 8 1 2 3 2 6 21 4 7 1 




ro · 2 · 1 si 4 1 1 2 
gi · · fo 3 6 1 10 6 6 1 2 3 1 2 10 
th 2 
go 
vo · · xx · 10 3 · · ; · · · · · · · · 9 1 SUM 14 298 193 148 30 21 107 60 30 130 80 191 114 82 283 25 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae · 14 ad 2 2 23 1 2 · 10 . 12 300 ap · 9 5 · 9 2 · 193 sn 3 · 18 · 2 · 13 1 1 150 sa 1 1 4 30 
al 1 1 21 
at 1 2 107 
fi 7 2 60 
up 4 2 · 30 ch · 2 1 130 el 2 80 
fl · · · 1 191 cr · 17 1 111 · st · · 1 3 82 ex 18 3 12 1 4 2 282 gs · 2 2 1 · 25 ea 1 1 1 28 sb 8 dr · · 1 rna 2 3 3 6 100 mo 1 1 9 ur 0 mk 
0 am 0 ro 
3 si · 
g; 1 9 · · 0 fo 2 1 54 th · 1 3 go 
0 vo () 
Cond iti ona 1 probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR FEMAL G.P.EXILIS 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at f i up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 71 
ad 23 28 
ap 12 20 20 18 
sn 11 12 35 
sa 33 
al 48 
at 28 37 14 
fi 20 20 
up 
ch 15 41 26 
el 76 
fl 13 12 24 37 
cr 11 42 14 
st 26 18 29 



















































Filename is: c:seqms 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.SETZERI 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · . . 3 · 1 1 · · 1 1 . 1 ad 3 2 75 16 3 4 1 2 3 2 42 8 · 86 13 
ap 16 2 45 8 19 3 5 5 14 · 35 
sn · 11 1 1 6 1 3 1 7 3 1 55 sa . · · · · 2 al 2 1 9 8 5 15 1 8 · 1 at 5 . 8 8 46 10 22 · 1 2 4 fi 6 1 . 10 25 6 19 5 2 8 17 1 . 
up 3 2 1 7 11 2 7 9 5 1 2 
ch · 14 3 22 1 2 · . . 5 8 el · 5 2 · · 1 1 39 1 · 2 fl 1 57 4 8 · 15 2 · 31 2 23 1 8 1 cr 1 5 2 2 4 · 12 9 -3 11 3 · 10 2 st 2 2 · . · · · · 1 . · 5 1 ex 5 109 66 38 2 2 7 1 4 11 2 2 1 3 
gs · 11 2 2 1 3 ea 1 1 · · 1 sb 5 1 1 1 3 1 




ro · · · si 3 1 4 · 10 2 gi · · fo 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 5 
th 1 
go 
vo · · · . . xx · 61 14 1 · · · · · · 3 3 · 6 1 SUM 10 360 178 118 4 53 110 114 59 62 53 168 76 14 282 25 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae · · · 1 1 10 ad 1 5 5 28 2 1 59 361 
ap 11 1 5 8 1 1 179 
sn · 19 1 4 3 1 118 sa 1 1 4 
al 1 1 1 53 
at 2 1 1 110 
fi 14 114 
up · 9 59 ch 3 4 62 · el · · 1 1 53 fl 1 1 1 12 168 
cr 2 5 4 75 
st 1 2 14 · . ex 2 1 · 14 1 6 3 2 282 gs 3 1 1 1 25 
ea 3 
sb · 2 14 dr 1 · · 9 rna 1 1 1 2 115 · mo 2 1 4 ur 
0 mk 0 am 0 ro 
si 0 
gi 20 · 0 fo 1 . 
th 1 
1 20 
2 go 0 vo n 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR MALE G.SETZERI 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 
ad 21 12 24 
ap 25 11 20 
sn 47 . 
sa 
al 28 
at 42 20 
fi 22 17 15 
up 19 
ch 23 35 
el 74 
fl 34 18 14 
cr 16 15 13 
st 

















xx 65 15 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go YO xx 
ae 































Filename is: c:seqfs 
File description is: TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR F G.SETZERI 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae · 3 · 11 · · · · · 1 · 2 5 ad 15 7 72 36 2 3 11 1 7 6 10 "4 1 176 9 
ap 2 24 4 82 8 4 5 1 17 2 6 59 
sn 1 23 3 4 2 2 4 1 1 5 5 94 1 
sa 1 2 1 · · 11 al 15 1 9 4 · · 14 2 2 3 4 at 9 14 7 6 4 30 2 
fi 3 2 · 1 5 1 . up 6 1 3 2 3 1 1 
ch 8 3 · 16 36 5 2 · · · 3 5 · el 7 2 · 1 · 11 75 4 2 1 fl · 13 1 6 7 60 4 39 2 1 cr · " 9 3 6 · 1 · 13 25 · 9 st 2 2 1 1 · · 2 1 4 · ex 10 221 117 38 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 7 10 
gs 9 2 3 8 
ea · 2 2 1 4 sb 1 26 9 1 1 9 
dr · 2 2 1 · · 1 · · 1 · · 1 · rna 1 31 7 6 1 1 2 2 3 1 6 2 41 1 
mo 1 2 
ur 
mk · · · am 1 1 1 2 
ro · · si 6 1 · 2 2 gi 1 1 
fo 7 5 3 1 1 1 7 
th · go 1 2 
vo · · · · xx 5 2 · · 1 · · · · · · 1 · 2 · SUM 30 440 231 196 19 57 75 12 27 79 104 134 70 15 457 24 
ea sb dr rna mo ur mk am ro si gi fo th go vo xx SUM 
ae 1 · · 4 · · 3 30 ad 2 23 6 21 1 1 6 1 12 · 7 440 ap · · 15 1 · · 3 1 234 sn 4 · 34 3 1 5 2 195 sa 1 1 2 19 
al 3 57 
at 3 75 
fi · · 12 
~~ 7 3 27 · 78 el 1 104 
fl · 133 Cr 1 3 1 71 
st 2 15 · ex 5 18 · 16 2 1 1 2 459 gs 1 1 24 
ea 9 
sb 1 1 1 50 
dr · · · 8 rna 2 4 1 2 114 
mo 3 
ur 0 
mk · 0 am 1 6 
ro · 0 si 1 12 
gi · · · 2 fo 1 1 1 1 29 
th · 0 go 1 4 vo 0 
Conditional probabilities of TOTAL SEQUENCES FOR F G.SETZERI 
Number of animals tested: 16 
ae ad ap sn sa al at fi up ch el fl cr st ex gs 
ae 37 
ad 16 40 
ap 10 35 25 
sn 12 48 
sa 58 
al 26 25 
at 19 40 
fi 
up 
ch 21 46 
el 11 72 
fl 45 29 
cr 18 35 
st 



















































Cluster diagrams and transition diagrams for intraspecific, 
same-sex encounters. Diameters of circles are drawn 
proportional to relative frequencies of behaviours; line 
length s in cluster diagra ms are proport i onal to similarities 
determ i ned by weighted pa ir group cluster analysis; line 
wid ths in transition dlagrams are drawn proportional to 
transition frequencies. 
Fig. 12 Cluster diagram for male G. tyto~ (n = 6) 
Fig. 13. Transition frequencies for male G. tyto~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 14. Cluster diagram for female G. p. paeba (n = 20) 
Fig. 15. Transition frequencies for female G.p. paeba (n = 20) 
Fig. 16. Cluster analysis for male G.p. paeba (n = 16) 
Fig. 17. Transition frequencies for male G.p. paeba (n = 16) 
Fig. 18. Cluster diagram for female G.p. ex~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 19. Transition frequencies for female G. p.ex~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 20. Cluster diagram for male G. p. ex~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 21. Transition frequencies for male G. p. ex~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 22. Cluster diagram for female G. ~etz~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 23. · Transition frequencies for female G. -6e.:tzvU (n = 16) 
Fig. 24. Cluster diagram for male G. ~~z~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 25. Transition frequencies for male G. ~~z~ (n = 16) 
Fig. 26. Cluster diagram for male G. va.Le.iY1.u.6 (n = 8) 
Fig. 27. TranSition freqUencies for male G. valtinu. (n " 8) 
Relative frequencies of behaviours in intraspecific, same-
sex encounters resulting in one animal dominating the other; 
in intraspecific different-sex encounters; and in 
i n terspecific en c ounters . 






























ENCOUN TERS WITH OTHER SEXES AND SPECIES. 
G . p.p G.p.p. G.p.p. G.t. 
~ dom ~ S IJ b ~ ~ 
1 (2) .3 
(2) .8 




6 ') . ~ 



















(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
6 
8.2 
(2) • 1 
(2) • (2) 
7. 9 
9.6 
11 • (2) 
8 ') .~ 
(2) • 1 
(2) .3 
1 • (2) 
(2) .8 
(2) .7 









(2) • (2) 
3.9 
1 .9 
(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
1 • 1 
(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
6 
5.7 
1 • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
9.4 












(2) • <2) 
4.8 
16 . 8 
9. (2) 






(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
8 
9 .5 
(2) • (2) 









(2) • (2) 
(!) .5 
1.1 
(2) • (2) 
2.1 
<2) .8 










(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
t:" ,_, 














(2) • (2) 








(2) • (2) 
3.7 
1 • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
1 .5 
(2) .6 











(2) • (2) 
















(2) • (2) 
2.9 
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(2) .9 










(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
1.9 
0.).2 




(2) • (2) 
4.9 
1 • 1 
1 .3 
4.4 
(2) • (2) 






(2) • (2) 
12.5 
1<2) • (2) 
13.9 
7.6 










0.) • 1 
(2) • (2) 
(2) • (2) 
1 .4 




(2) • 1 
4.6 






(2) • (2) 
9 • '::~ 
6.8 
11 .8 
7 '-, . .-:: 




(2) • 1 
(2) .9 
(2) • (2) 
(2) .6 
(2) .6 










(2) • (2) 
(!J • 1 
0:::-
,_I 
TABLE 9 RELATIIJE FREQUENCIES OF BE HAl) lOURS FOR FEMALE G.P.PAEBA I 
ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SEXES AND SPECIES. 
G.p.p. G.p.p. G.p.p. G. t . G. t . G.s. G.s. G·E·e. G·E·e. 
9 de,m 9 sub ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 
AD 11 • (21 7.3 9.3 9.5 2(2) .6 21.1 2Q) .5 9.4 13.1 
XX (21.5 (2) .4 1.8 (2) • (21 (21 • (2) 1.7 1.8 1.9 7.8 
DR (2) • (21 (21 • <2) (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • <21 (2) • (21 (2) • (2) (2) .6 3.4 
AP 16.7 2.3 7.1 3.9 11.9 13.1 13.7 15.6 12.9 
SN 8.1 8.2 4.6 8.7 8.4 5.2 3.2 9.5 7.9 
EX 18.7 8.5 11 .4 9.7 2(21.7 27.2 25.6 2(21. (21 15.2 
MA 4.9 4. QI 8.8 4.4 7.5 6.8 5.4 6.6 7.8 
SI (21 • (21 (2) • 1 (2) .5 Q) .4 (21.6 (21 • <21 <21 • (21 (21.3 (2) .2 
EA (2) .3 (21 • <2) (21.5 (21 • (21 (2) .3 (21.4 1 .2 (2) .6 (21.6 
GS 1 .5 (21.8 1 .7 (2) .7 2.7 1 • (21 3.3 1.4 5.7 
S8 1 • (21 (L7 (2) .6 1 • 1 1.6 1 .9 3.8 1.7 3.3 
AL 5.1 2. (21 4.(21 (21 • (21 2.5 1.6 2.2 <21.7 3.4 
AT 4.9 (21.3 5.7 (~I • (21 2.3 2.7 2.7 1.8 4.5 
CH 11 .1 (2) .5 9.6 (21 • (21 1 (21.7 4.4 3.3 1 .5 5.5 
FI (21.4 (21.4 1 .6 (2) .8 (21.5 (21.4 (21.5 2.3 1 • 1 
UP 3.9 4.4 4.9 (21.9 QI.4 (21.6 (21.5 2.3 1.1 
5T 2.8 (21.5 4.7 1.1 3.9 (21.7 QI.5 (21.4 1 • QI 
TH (21.2 (21 • (2) (21.8 (21 • (21 (21.2 Q) • 1 (2) .3 (21.3 QI • (ll 
EL (21.9 12.1 5.7 13.5 1.1 1 .3 1 .4 5.4 QI.6 
FL 1 .1 25.9 8.1 21.7 1 • (21 1.3 2.8 c: c: ,_I. ,_I (21.3 
CR (Z) .5 16.5 6.4 14.2 <21 .3 (2) .2 1 • (21 4. (2) <21 • <21 
VO (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (2) • (21 (2) • (2) (2) • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (ZI • (2) (!I • (21 
AE 1 • 1 3. (21 (21.8 0:::- 0:::-,-' • ,_I 1.3 c: ,.., ._1 .... 5.1 1.4 (21.8 
SA 1 • (21 (21.6 (21.6 (2) .9 (21.4 (ZI .2 (2) .8 2.1 (2) .6 
MO (21.2 (2) .2 (21 • (ll (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • <2) 1 .2 1 • (2) 
AM (2) .2 (2) • 1 (21 • (2) (2) .9 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (21 • (21 (2) .6 (2) • (21 
FO 3. (21 1.3 (21.8 1.8 1.2 2.6 (21.3 2.9 1.8 
GI (21 • (21 (21 • QI (21. QI (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 QI • (21 
GO (21 • (21 (21 • QI (21 • (2) (21 • (21 (21 • (21 QI • (21 (21 • (21 (ll • (21 <21.3 
N HI HI 8 0:::- 6 c: c: c: 0:::' '-' '-' '-' '-' ,-' 
TABLE 10 : RELATIVE FREG!UENCIES OF BEHAlJ lOURS FOR MALE G.TYTONIS 
IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SPECIES AND SEXES. 
G • t . G . t . G . t . G·e ·e· G·e·p· G.s. G.s. 
~ d':Jm ~ sub 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 
AD 7.2 112) .4 8.1 6.4 9. (2) 14.1 11.7 
XX (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
DR (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
AP 9.6 8. (2) 4.3 18.1 8.5 23.5 23.2 
~3N 7.9 7.8 5.3 2.9 6.6 5.9 5.6 
EX 15.4 12.1 1 (2) .3 25.7 12. (2) 29.7 29.8 
MA 11 .7 8.3 4.1 13. (2) B.2 6. (2) 7.5 
SI (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .12) (2) • (2) 
EA (2) .5 (2) .6 1.2 (2l. 1 (2) .3 1.6 (2) .7 
GS 2.4 (2) .8 1.6 1 .2 (2) .6 1.1 1.7 
SB 12).7 (2) .5 (2) .5 (2) . 2 (2) .3 (2) • (2) (2) .6 
AL 1 .3 (2) .3 (2) .2 (2) .3 (2) • (2) (2) • (!l (2) • 1 
AT 112) • 7 (2) • 1 (2) .5 (2) .7 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • 1 
CH 1 (2) .7 (2) • (2) (2) .6 2.1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
F1 2.3 2.2 2.7 (2) • (2) (2) .4 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
UP 8.3 112).3 3.8 2.2 (2) .3 12) .2 1.9 
5T 1.9 1 .4 12) .3 12).8 12) .9 Q).7 1 • (2) 
TH (2) .5 (2) .3 (2) .2 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) Q) .3 
EL (2) .2 11 .1 22.3 1 .1 25.6 1.1 Q).9 
FL (2) .4 16.3 24.2 3.4 2(2) .2 6 ? ..... 1.3 
CR (2) .2 3.8 6.6 (2) .2 4. (2) 1 .7 12) .12) 
va 12) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (l) (2) • (2) (2) • (l) Q) .12) 0.(2) 
AE (2) .5 1.2 (2) .3 3.8 (2) .5 (2) .6 Q) .6 
SA 2.6 1.6 (2).9 2.9 1 • (2) 1.7 3.2 
MO (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • Q) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 0.(2) 
AM 1 • (2) (2) .3 (2) • (2) 12) .12) 0.(2) (2) • 1 (2) .1 
FO 4. (2) 2.3 2.(2) 1.5 1.5 5.7 9.6 
GI (2) • (2) (2) • (!l (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (!J (2) • (2) 0.12) 
GO (2) • (2) (2) • Q) Q) • (2) (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
N 7 7 8 C" 0_' 6 c:-0_' c:-0_' 
TABLE 11 : RELATI\JE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURS FOR FEt1ALE G.TYTONIS 
IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SPECIES AND SEXES. 
G • t • G.t. G. t • G'E'E ' G'E ' E' G.s. G.s. 
9 dam 9 sub ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 
AD 8.2 5.3 9.4 8 . 5 9.3 23.3 18.7 
XX (2) • (21 (21. 1 (21.4 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21 • 1 12) • (2) 
DR (2) • (2) (21 • (2) (2) • (21 (2) • (2) (21 • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .12) 
AP 14.9 2.4 12.8 19.1 15.1 19.<21 21.1 
SN 3.4 3.2 5,,6 9.6 8. (21 6.4 5.4 
EX 16.8 7.6 16. (2) 22.4 2(2) .4 22.5 28.8 
MA 2.2 '+.8 8. (2) 7.8 8.5 8.8 5.1 
SI (2) .8 (2) • 1 (21.1 1.6 (2).2 (2) .12) (2) • (2) 
EA (2) .6 (2) • (2) (2).9 (2) .8 (2) .4 (2) .8 Q) .8 
GS 1 .6 (2) .8 1 .6 2.3 (2) .9 1.5 (2).7 
SB (2) .9 (2) • (2) (2). 7 (2) . 8 (2) .8 (2) • 1 (2) • (2) 
AL ,.., t:" ..::. • ,_I (2) .6 3.2 1 • (2) (21.7 (2) .4 (2) .4 
AT HI.2 (2) .9 8.7 4. 7 H).3 (21 • (2) (2) .4 
CH 16.4 (2) .5 12.(2) HI.6 8.7 (21.3 (2).4 
FI 6.2 5.8 2.8 (2) .8 1.8 (21 • (2) (Z>. 7 
UP 1 .5 1 .8 3.1 (2) .8 2.7 <!I .3 1.1 
ST 5. (21 «(.1.5 4.8 3.4 4.7 (2).7 (2) .6 
TH (2) .5 (2) .3 (2) .2 (21.8 (2).7 (21. 1 (21 .121 
EL 1 .3 16.4 1 • 1 «(.) • 1 (2) • (2) 2.2 3.2 
FL 1 .3 3(2) .8 2.121 1 .6 (2) .5 5.7 6.1 
CR (2) .5 16.2 1 .7 (2) .4 (2) • (2) 1 .6 1.8 
VO (21 • (21 1 .1 (2) .7 (2) • (2) (2) • <!) (2) .12) (2) • Q) 
AE (2) .8 (2) .5 (2) .6 1 • <2) (2) .4 (2) .8 (2).3 
SA 1 • 1 (2) • (2) 1 .12) (2) .4 (2).9 (2) .4 (2) .4 
/"10 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • 1 (2) .3 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
AM (2) .3 (2) • (21 (2) • 1 (2) • (21 (2) .5 (2) • (2) <21 • 1 
FO 3.2 (2) • 1 2.4 1.1 3.6 5. (2) 4. (2) 
G1 (21 .121 (2) • (21 (2) • (21 (21 • (2) <!) • (21 (21 • (2) (21 • (2) 
GO (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (21 • (21 (2) • (2) (!) .5 (2) • (2) Q) • (2) 
N 6 6 8 0::-._1 5 5 0::-._1 
TABLE 1 .. ~ • _. RELATI,,'E FREQUENCIES OF BEHA,,' lOURS FOR t'lALE G.SETZERI 
IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SPECIES AND SEXES. 
G.s. G.s. G.s. G·8·8· G·8·8· G . t • G.t. 
~ dom ~ sub ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 
AD 14.121 17.4 27.3 18.6 28.8 19.1 27.1 
XX 2.5 3.1 3.8 3.1 8.1 4.3 4.6 
DR 121 .121 QI.5 1.4 2 . 5 3.2 2.1 4.3 
AP 11 .4 8.2 9.4 5.1 3.5 4.121 6.2 
SN 4.4 5.121 3.1 5.4 3.5 4.7 4.2 
EX 13.8 9.6 13.9 8.1 2.2 5.9 8.9 
MA 7.3 6.4 7.7 7.9 5.1 9.3 14.7 
SI 121 • Q) (!) .2 1 .1 (2) .8 1 .121 (2) .3 121 .121 
EA I!l. 1 (21 • (21 (21 . 4 (21 • 1 (21 • (2) (21 • (21 (21.2 
GS (2) .5 (21.5 (21.9 (21.5 1 .3 (21.6 1.6 
SB (21.9 121 • (21 1.1 (2) .7 (2) • 1 Q) .5 (21.3 
AL 5.1 2.3 2.9 (21.5 (21.7 (21.2 (21.6 
AT 14.6 (2) • (21 2. (2) (!l. 1 (2) .3 (21 • (21 (!l. 1 
CH 8 S' .- (2) .121 4.8 (2) • (2) (2) • 1 (!) .2 (2).9 
FI 7.6 8.7 Q).9 Q) .5 (2) .6 (2) • (2) (21.6 
UP 3.6 4.9 1 .121 (2) .8 (21.6 (2) • (2) (2) .8 
ST 1 S' . - (2) .3 1 .2 Q) • 1 (2).6 (2) .8 1 • (2) 
TH (2) . 3 (2) • (2) (2) .5 I!l. 1 (2) .3 (2) • (2) 0. (2) 
EL (2) .4 4.9 2.4 8.4 5.4 5.6 3.8 
FL 1 .9 17.1 8.8 2 2 .7 26.1 24.7 HI.8 
CR 1.1 9.2 3.1 12 . 7 8.5 16.8 7.3 
VO (21 • (2) (2) • (21 (21 • (2) (2) • (21 (21 • (2) (2) • (2) QI • (2) 
AE (2) .3 (2) .3 (21.7 (21.5 (2) • 1 (2) .8 (2) .3 
SA (2) • (2) (2) .2 (2) .2 (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
MO (2) .3 (2) • (2) (2) • (21 (21 • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (21 12) • (2) 
AM (2) • (2) (21 • (21 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2i • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
FO (2) .5 1 .4 1 .6 (2) .4 (2) • (21 ' (21 • (2) (2) .6 
Gl (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (21 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
GO (2) • (2) (2) .121 (2) • Q) (2) • (2) 12) • (21 (2) • (2) (21 • (2) 
N 3 3 8 C" ,_I C" ,_I C" ,_I 5 
TABLE 1 'J • ..., . RELATI"IE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURS FOR FEMALE G.SETZERI 
IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SPECIES AND SEXES. 
G.s. G.s. G.s. G.~.p. G.~.~. G.t. G . t . 
9 darn 9 sub i! 9 i! 9 i! 
AD 15. (2) 16.3 19.2 19.6 2(2) .8 26. (2) 18.9 
x·x (2) .2 (2) .4 (2) .6 (2) .9 2 .. (2) (2) .2 1.4 
DR (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .2 2.8 2.5 1 .9 1 • (2) 
AP 11 .4 7.7 9.1 7.5 8.6 8.2 4.8 
5N 8.3 7.7 2 .. 9 4.7 9.7 5.1 4. (2) 
EX 18.9 13.5 13.8 7.1 18.7 13.5 15.7 
MA 5.6 3.2 4.4 9.8 13.5 6.4 11.9 
SI (2) .6 (2) • 1 (2) .6 (2) .6 (2) .3 (2) • (2) (2) .8 
EA (2) .5 (2) • (2) (2) .2 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .2 (2) • (2) 
GS 1 .2 (2) .4 (2) .8 (2) .9 (2) .7 (!l. 7 (2).9 
58 1 .7 (2) .8 2.1 1 .3 1.8 (2) .4 1.9 
AL 6.6 1 • (2) " C" ..::. .0_1 2.6 3.7 0.9 1.4 
AT H) .4 (2) .6 4.5 (2) .3 2.2 (2) • (2) (2) .3 
CH 11 .9 (2) • (2) 4.9 (2) • (2) 3.1 (2) .. 2 <2) • (2) 
FI (2) .9 (2) .8 (2) .8 (2) .4 t!) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
UP 2.(2) 1 .8 (2) .8 (2) • (2) 1.7 (2) .2 (2).5 
ST 1.5 (2) .6 <2) .2 (2).2 1.9 (2) .5 2.(2) 
TH (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (l) (2) • (2) 
EL (2).2 13.6 7.4 i (2) • (2) 3.5 12.8 9.6 
FL (2) • (2) 17.8 13.9 18.8 2 .. 9 15.9 14.7 
CR (2) • (2) 8.7 9.2 11 .8 (2) .4 5.7 9.4 
va (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (l) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (21 (2) • (2) (2) • (l) 
AE 1 .. 2 (l) .8 1.7 (!~ .. 2 (l) .6 1 • (2) (2) .2 
SA (2) .3 1.4 (2) • <2) (2) • (2) (2) .4 (2) • 1 t!) • 1 
MO (2) .. 2 (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • <2) (2) • (2) <2) • <!) 
AM (2) .3 (!l. 1 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
Fa 1 .. 2 1 .9 (2) .2 (2) .4 1 .(0 (2) • (2) (l) .3 
Gl (2) .2 (2) • 1 (2) • (2) (2) • <2) (2) • (2) (0 • (2) (2) • <2) 
GO (2) .2 (2).3 (2) • (2) (2) • (Z) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
N 4 4 8 5 c--..' c-,_I C" ,_I 
TABLE 14 : RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURS FOR G .VALLINUS 
AND G.P.PAEBA IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SPECIES AND 
SEXES. 
G. v. v. vs G.~.~. ~ vs G.~.~. i vs 
G.v.v. G.v.v. G.v.v. ~'E!'E!' G'E!'E!' G.v.v G.v.v. 
~ dam ~ sub i ~ i ~ i 
AD 14.4 19.4 22.6 27.9 27.8 13.6 18.9 
XX (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • Q) (2) .12) 
DR (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .4 12) • (2) (0. (2) 
AP 1 (2) • 1 2.7 2.7 11.6 15.6 8.3 5.3 
SI\I 9.2 11 .7 14.2 6.3 6.5 5.8 7.6 
EX 9.8 7.7 4.(2) 6.6 H).3 15.2 11.4 
MA 8.9 9.12) 5.8 1.6 2.7 8.3 9.8 
SI (21.9 5.4 4.9 (2).9 3.8 (2) .6 (2) • (2) 
EA Q) • Q) (2) • (2) (!J • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .4 12) • (2) (2) • (2) 
GS 1.8 (2) • (2) 2.2 1.9 2.7 1.4 1.5 
SB Q) • Q) (2) • (2) 2.2 (2) .3 (2) • (!J (21.121 12) • (2) 
AL (2) • (2) (2) .12) (2) • (2) 12).3 (2) .8 (2) .6 12).7 
AT 6.1 (2) • (2) 4.9 H) .7 8.(21 0.3 (2) .12) 
CH (2) • (2) (21 • (2) (2) • (2) H).3 4.6 (2) • (9 (2) • (2) 
UP 8.9 12.6 4.9 7.2 3.(21 7.2 3.4 
F I (21.6 (2) .9 (21 • (21 2.5 1 • 1 2.2 1.1 
ST 12) .9 1 .4 (21 • (2) 3.4 1.1 2.5 3.(2) 
TH 1 .8 (2) .5 (2) .4 2.2 1 .9 (2) • (2) (21.4 
EL (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 7.8 11 • (2) 
FL (2) • (2) (21 • (21 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (21 13.9 9.8 
CR (2) • (2) 6.8 4 • (21 (21 • (2) (21 • (2) 8.(2) 11 • (2) 
VO (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) <2) • (2) 12) .12) 12) • (2) (2) .12) 
AE (21.3 (2) .9 1.3 (2) .3 1.9 .., .., ..:.. . .:.. 3.4 
SA 7.4 4.5 5.8 (2) • (21 1.1 (2) .8 1.1 
MO (21.9 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) .3 (2) • (2) 
AM (2) .9 (2) • (2) (2).9 (21 • (2) (2) • (2) 1.1 <2) • (2) 
FO 4.9 6.8 4.(2) 6.(2) 3.(2) (2) • (2) (2) .4 
81 1 1 • (2) 9.5 14.6 (2) • Q) 3.4 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 
GO (2) .9 (2) • (2) (2) • (2) "(21 .12) (21 • (2) (2) • Ql (21 • (21 
N 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
TABLE 15: RELATIVE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOURS FOR MALE ANI 
FEMALE G. P. EXI LI S IN ENCOUNTERS WITH OTHER SEXES AN[ 
SPECIES. 
G.P.EXILIS t1ALES ll'-O -/.0 • G.P.EXILIS FE~1ALES VS. 
G.p.e. G.p.p. G.p.p. G.p.e. G.p.e. G.p.e. G.p.p. G·e·e· 
i ~ i i dom 9 sub ~ i ~ 
AD 7.7 18.8 14.9 15.9 12.7 8.6 21.8 24.5 
XX (2i .2 (21.4 (21.3 1 ? .- (21.5 (21.5 1.7 .:..2 
DR (21.4 (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (Ll (21 • (21 (21 • (21 (21. QI (21 • (21 
AP 5.2 6.6 6.1 13.5 C" ,., ._1 • ..:... 9.5 6.2 6.8 
SN 8.1 HI.5 9.9 3.2 3.5 6.5 9. (21 8.5 
EX 7.5 HI.7 12.8 14.7 9.1 1121.8 16. (21 12.9 
MA 6.5 16.1 8.8 2.(2) 6.8 11 .6 12. (2) 11 .2 
SI 1 .5 2.4 (21.2 (21.4 (21 • QI QI.8 1.4 ,., 0:;0 .lIZ- . '_' 
EA (2) .6 1 • 1 (2) .3 1.4 (21.5 (2) .8 (2) .4 1 ? . -
GS (2) • 7 (21.9 <2) .7 1.1 (2) .5 (2) .7 1.4 2. (2) 
S 8 «() • (21 «() • (2) (ZI • Q) (2). 7 (2). 1 QI.3 (2) .6 1 ,., . ..:.. 
AL 2.5 1 .5 (21.2 2. (2) (2) .5 5.4 1.7 1.1 
AT 1 • (2) (2) .4 (2) • (2) 12.1 (2) .8 1<2).3 3 ? .- 4.2 
CH 1 .5 (2) .2 (21 • (2) 15.1 (2).5 7.3 1.7 5.4 
FI 4.9 2.1 1 .7 3.6 4. (2) 4.6 2.3 Q) .8 
UP 9.3 6.(2) 1.9 1.7 1.9 8. (2) 1.8 (2).9 
ST 1 • (2) (2) .2 Q) .2 7.1 2.7 3.5 1 .7 6.3 
TH (2) .2 (2) .6 (2) • (2) (2) .2 (2) • 1 (L2 (2) .4 (2) .5 
EL 6.2 (2) • (2) 6.6 (2) .2 1 (2) .4 (2) .3 1 .9 (0.2 
FL 11 .2 3.4 14.4 (2).7 24.6 2.2 4. (2) (!) .2 
CR 7.3 5.3 14.9 (2) • (2) 13.8 1.9 4.8 1.7 
VO (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) (2) • (2) Q) • (2) (2) • (2) <2) • (21 
AE (21.5 (21.8 (2).5 (2) .2 (2) .5 12) .4 1.2 (2) .9 
SA 4.6 4.3 2.1 (2) .5 (21.3 1.9 0.8 0.3 
MO (2) .4 (21 • (2) (2) • (2) Q) .(2) (2) .<2) (2) • (2) <2) • 1 (2) .2 
AM (2) .7 (2) • (2) (21 • (2) QI • (2) (2) • (2) (ZI. 1 12) • 1 (21 • (21 
FO 8.9 5.1 2.4 2.1 12) .9 3.2 3.6 2.9 
Gl (2). 4 2.6 1 ,., (2) • (2) (2) • (2) 12) .3 <Z) .3 121.(2) . ..:.. 
GO 1 • (2) 12) • (2) 12) .12) 12) • (2) (2) .12) (2) .3 Q) .Q) Q) • (2) 
N 8 c:-0_' c:-0_' 5 C" 0_' 8 5 5 
Results of observations in territorial ity apparatus. 
! 
TABLE 18: TIME SPENT IN EACH AREA OF THE TERRITORIALITY APPARATUS. 
TOTAL TIME IS GIVEN IN SECONDS: THE ACTUAL TIME SPENT IN EACH AREA 
IS EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL OBSERVATION TIME . 
• 0 _____ 0 ______ 0 _ 0 _____ 0___ 0____ _ .0 0 _______ _ 
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I = first experiment 










































































































































































TABLE 19: RESULTS OF CHI -SQUARE TEST FOR THE NULL 
HYPOTHESIS THAT EACH ANIMAL OCCUPIES ONLY ITS ORIGINAL 
AREA AND COMMON CENTRAL AREA. 
------- ---_._-_._---------------
SF'Eel ES . ~ NO • OF ACTUAL E)< PECTED ) :: 2 
SEX ANIMAL TIME TIME 
-------------
6. t ..... ·· tDnis 42 1592 ...... 2100 122. t.5 
f ema 1 e ':· 47 1149 ...... 21013 4313.21 
I 1(1 1288 ........ 2100 313.59 
t:" 
'-' 2100 21013 13 
4(2) 2(209 27(2)(2) 142.6(2) 
II 1 1 27(2)(2) 27(2)(2) (2) 
7 1150 ...... 2700 :3:39.24 " 
10 204:::: ...... 27013 157.20 
B.p.paeba 31 2083 2 1013 £1.13 
fern.:.. 1 e ': . ~ .? ._1 .... 1588 ...... 2100 124.59 
I 27 6 (Z)(2) 6 (ZH2) (2) 
--. 'J ..:a .... 1621 ....... 2100 1(19.03 
15 67'7' ........ ~:6(113 2369.26 
II 18 2'2113 ........ ~:: to 0 0 ,599.16 
23 2004 ...... 360 0 713 7.12 
21 2700 ......... 360 0 224.75 
[f.setzeri '7' 121 ......... 210'21 1864.133 
females 8 2(2)89 21 (2H2) (2) .(05 
I 1 1 13 ...... 2100 21130 
12 0 ........ 21 (Hi 21130 
'7' 623 ........ 2700 1596.98 
II 8 ~ ~ "? ........ '- 0 .. 2700 1684.28 
113 687 ....... 27013 151313.136 
12 : ::58--- 27130 213313.613 
L"T" t . .v tDni s 3 17' 836 ......... 3130(1 15613.24 
rna 1 e<::. 41 931 ....... 313130 1426.23 
I 38 990 ...... 30130 1346.133 
1 .? 
"- 15'7'4 ...... 31)00 658.48 
37 585 ........ 21 (113 11392.24 
I I 41 1518 ......... 2100 161 • 132 
12 1070 ......... 2100 504.70 
6 942 ........ 2100 638.00 
[f.p .paeba 2:3 1770 1800 0.48 
males 29 18(2H2) 18(2H2) (2) 
I 34 551"'''''' 151313 599.77 
48 :365· ....... 1800 1143.22 
19 0""" 3000 30130 
I I 17 11134 ........ 30130 1197.64 
28 1 ,~22 ...... - 30013 632.50 
30 1308 ...... 30130 953.72 
L7. setzeri 7 21382 21130 0.15 
males 13 ...... 2100 211313 
'=' ....; 106""- 2100 1892.40 
,5 3133· ....... 211313 1536.86 
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Fig. 61. Female G.p. paeba II 
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Fig. 62. Male G.p. paeba I 
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Fig. 63. Male G.p. paeba II 
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Fig. 64. Female G. tyto~ I 
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Fig. 65. Female G. tyto~ II 
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Fig. 67. Male G. tyto~ II 
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three species of Namib Desert rodents (paper 
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Fi gure 11 
Growth in mass of §.. paeba (-; n = 21), G. 
tytonis ( ..... ; n = 16) and P. coll inus (- .~; 
n = 19). -
Growth in head-body 1 ength of G. ppeba (-; n = 
6), §.. tytonis ( ..... ; n = 11) and _. coll inus 
(_ ._; n = 11) • . 
Growth in tai 1 1 ength of §.. paeba (-; n = 6) 
G. tytoni s ( ..... ; n = 11) and P. coll inus (_._; n= 11). -
Growth in hi ndfoot 1 ength of §.. paeba (-; 
n = 6), G. tytonis ( •.•.• ; n = 11) and P. 
coll inus r-- . -; n = 11). 
Relative birth mass versus adult mass for seven 
Cricetid rodents. 
Relative growth rate in mass versus adult mass 
for seven Cricetid rodents. See text for 
calculation of growth rates. 
G. paeba 13-day-old pup. 
G. tytonis 20-day-old young. 
P. collinus female with nipple-clinging 
young. 
"Mouth-licking" in f. collinus. 
§.. tytonis female brooding young. 
Dept. of 
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MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR AND NEONATAL DEVELOPMENT 
IN THREE SPECIES OF NAMIB DESERT RODENTS 
EDITHR.DEMPSTER AND M.R.PERRIN 
Zoology, University o ·f Natal, 
Pietermaritzburg. 
P.O.Bm: 375, 
LYerbi II urus paeba paeba .• {r. t .. }.··toni s and Pe trom.Yscu s 
collinus inhabit arid areas of southern Africa. Seven litters of 
e .~. ch of the 6erbillurus spec i e '~ .:<.nd eight 1 i tter:· of 
P.collinus were bred in the laboratory; aspects of maternal 
beh a viour and development o f neonates are reported in this paper. 
Maternal behaviour involves brooding the young, grooming them and 
ingesting faeces and urine. P. collinus mothers defend their 
young, ~o.)herea. ",. 8. paeba a.nd {7. t .. vtonis do n.::.t. 
P.collinus has a smaller litter size and the young are more 
pr·ecocia.l a.t birth tha.n young of L7. paeba or· L'. t .ytonis. Growth 
r'ate ':' relative to adul t ",.ize ar' e ':,lowest in L'. t .. vtonis for all 
ph >" :,i cal parameters measured. P.collinus has the highest 
relative growth rate in head-body and hindfoot length, while 
L7.paeba i ncr' eases most rap i dl ::-, in ma:·s and tai 1 1 ength. Rate of 
physical and behavioural development is highest in P. collinus, 
intermediate in {;. paeba and lOI,J,lest in L7. t.ytonis. Young of P. 
co/linus nipple-cl ing from birth, but those of {" paeba and L;. 
tytonis do not. In comparison with other members of the 
subfamily Gerbillinae, L7. paeba paeba .:<.nd L7. t .ytonis a.re more 
pr·ecocial at b i r' t h than Tatera /eucogaster .• T. brantsii or 
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{ies/Tlodi Ilus duriculdris ~ and the las.t thr' ee species. ha.',}e 1 Ol.'Jer 
relative r a tes of growth i n a l l ph ysical para meters measured. 
6.pdebd exilis differs. freorn 6. Pdebd Pdebd in ha.ving >'oung 
which nipple-cl ing , s maller li tter s i ze, and relativel y longer 
tail a nd h i ndfoot mea suremen t s at b i rth . 
6. Pdebd and 6. t .. v tonis a.r·e r'-selected in term':· of 
repro duc tive strategies, indi cat i ng that they perceive the desert 
environment as being unfavoura ble. P. 
be more arid-zone adapted than the 
collinus is considered to 
6erbillurus s.pec i es, as 
I~e+ I ected in its more K-sel e cted reproductive strategem. 
Nipp1e-cl inging is associated wi th surface-nesting animals which 
are more exposed to predation t han burrowing animals. 
SAMEVATTING 
6erbi II urus Pdebd Pdebd .r Cr. ty·toni S en Petro/Tl.YSCUS coIl inus 
bewoon droi streke van suider Afri ka. Sew~ werpsels elk van die 
{,erbillurus s.pes.ies en a9t werpsels ~}an P.co/linus is in die 
laboratorium getee1 asp ek te van moederl ike gedrag en 
ontwikkeling van pasgeborenes word in hierdie artikel berig. 
Moederl ike gedrag behels broei van kleintjies, hulle versorging 
en opname van faeces en urine. P.collinus wyfies verdedig hulle 
kleintjies, in teenstell in9 met d!e van L'.pdebd en 6. t .ytonis. 
P.collinus het ' n kleiner werpsel en die kleintjies is meer 
jonkselfstandig by geboorte as die kleintjies van C'.pdebd of 
6. t.}··toni s. Groeitempo r' e 120. t i ef tot volwasse 9rootte 
::.tadigste in 6.t .. vtonis vir aIle fisiese pa.rameters gemeet. 
P.collinus het die hoogste rel a tiewe groeitempo in kop-liggaam en 
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agtervoet lengte, ter\J,lyl 6.pdebd die vinnig~. te in ma~· sa en stert 
1 engte toeneem. Die tempo van fisiese- en gedragsontwikkel ing 
is die hoogste in P.co//inus, in termedi ik in 6.pdebd, en die 
1 aagste in 6'. t.,vtoni s. I( leint,jies van P.co//inus ~(lou aan In 
tepel vanaf geboorte, 
,-
maar nie dIe van {'.pdebd en L";. t .,vtonis nie. 
In teenstelling met ander lede van die subfamil ie Gerbillinae, 
1<= 6.pdebd Pdebd en 6.t.ytonis meer jonkselfsta.ndig by geboor·te as 
Tdterd /eucogdster .r T.brdntsii of Desmodi//us duricu/dris, en 
laasgenoemde drie spesies het laer relatiewe groeitempo's in alle 
fisiese parameters gemeet. {'.pdebd e.~·i/is verskil van L";.pdebd 
Pdebd daar' in dat hulle kleint.jies het wat tepel-~( lclu, In 1.<1einer 
werpsel , en relatief langer agtervoet en stert afmetings by 
geboorte het. 
6.pdebd en L";. t.ytoni sis r-sel ek t i ef in terme van 
reproduktiewe strategi~, wat aandui dat hulle die woestyn 
omgewing as ongunstig waarneem. P.co//inus word beskou as beter 
aangepas . by droe ,::.treke as die 6erbi//urus spesie'E., soos gesien 
kan word aan hulle meer K-selektiewe voortplantingstrategie. 
Tepel-klou word geassosieir met diere in bo-grondse neste wat 
meer aan predasie blootgestel is as grawende diere. 
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I t-HRODUCT ION 
La ck of water, scarcity of food and extremes of temperature 
are a f ew of the adverse environmental conditions experienced by 
desert animals. These unfavourable conditions must be overcome 
before breeding, with it s as s ociated additional physiological 
stress on the fema le, can be s u c cess fully achieved. Young must be 
protected from the hostile environment and from predators until 
the y a re able to s u r v ive ind e pendentl y . A knowledge of the 
season a lity of bree ding and numb e r s of young per litter can be 
ga ined f rom trapping animal s a t regular intervals in the field. 
Th i s i nforma tion can b e supplemented with studies on the maternal 
behaviour and development of the young, a subject which in 
rodents , is best studied in the laboratory. A comparison of the 
reproductive strategies adopted by different species in similar 
e nvironments can reveal s ignificant d i fferences, which may be 
related to the phylogeny of the species, and/or to the 
demography of the populations from which they have come. The 
plasticity of reproductive strategies within a species, genus or 
sub f amily can be elucidated by comparing these strategies in 
separate populations of one species, between species, or between 
genera . 
In this st.udy, the maternal behaviour and neonatal 
development of three species of rodents which inhabit the Namib 
Desert are described and compared with information of other 
species belonging to several g e nera within the family Cricetidae, 
and wit.h similar information on a n isolated population of one of 
the species. 
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6erbi 11 urus paeba paeba, the pigmy ha i r' y-f OCI ted gerbi 1 , is 
known to occur throughout the arid and semi-arid areas of 
Southern Africa (De Graaff, 1981). It is generally not found in 
the central or western parts of the Namib dunefield, where 
{" t .. vtoni s is (Boyer,pers.comm.*) . An isolated 
pop IJ 1 a t ion , 6. P • e .. \"1· 1 i s CII: C IJ r' ":. i nth e Ale x and ria dun e of i e 1 d nor tho of 
Port El izabeth. The ecology of this subspecies and its neonatal 
delJ e 1 opmen t has been described b y Ascaray ( 1984) • 6.p.paeba ha:. 
been kept in the 1 aboratot~y , and its general behaviour and 
breeding has been described (Stutterheim ~I, Skinner, 1973) . 
Hallett and Keogh ( 1971 ) were unsuccessful in breeding 
{'.p. coombsi in the laboratory, while Els (1984) examined the 
histolog>' of the reproductive tract of 6.paeba. This species 
exhibits large fluctuations in population density in the Southern 
Kalahari and inhabits a wide range of habitats (Nel & Rautenbach, 
1975) • In the Namib Desert, Christian (1979) found that L'7.paeba 
was a seasonal breeder, and that provision of extra drinking 
water extended the breeding season: beyond that of a control 
group. 
t.,vton is, the dune hairy-footed gerbil, has only been 
found on the shifting red sand dunes south of the Kuiseb River 
(Boyer' , per": . . comm.; De Gra.aff, 1981). Both L';.paeba and L';.t.ytonis 
a. reb i p e do. 1 sal tatorial rodents, bu t L';. t. ... ·· toni s has longer 
hindfeet and toe:. than B.paeba. This species ha.s not previolJsly 
been kept in the laboratory, and is poorly represented in the 
1 iterature. 
* Mr. D . Boyer, DERU, P.O. Box 1204, Walvis Bay 9190 
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The pigmy rock mouse, Petrom.yscus colI inus, i nha.b its ar ea.s 
where rocks and boulders predominate throughout the South West 
arid zone 
P.collinus 
([Ie Graaff, 1981). Withers (1983) reported that 
is a seasonal breeder, and suggested that only one 
litter consisting of two to three young is produced per year. P. 
collinus can survive on a diet of air-dried seeds and has a low 
water turnover rate (Withers, Louw and Henschel, 1980). 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Specimens of the hairy-footed gerbils, [f. paeba paeba and 
6. t .ytonis vJere tr·apped ~.outh of Gobabeb in the Namib Desert in 
August, 1984, while the P. co/linus were trapped near Wereldsend 
in Damaraland on the same excursion. All rodents captured were 
intended for use in comparative behavioural and physiological 
studies. When breeding commenced in December, 1984, records 
were kept of the development of the young and maternal behaviour, 
which is reported here. 
Gerbils were initially housed in pairs in laboratory cages, 
but no breeding took place. Later, several pairs were maintained 
in glass aquaria (60 x 30 x 30cm) provided with sand and a 
nesting bo:·: (pl astic bottl e) ; in two tanks an artificial tunnel 
was created to provide a more natural environment and to permit 
viewing of the young (Eisenberg, 1963) . Rock mice were housed 
in laboratory cages/ ' aquaria provided with sand and a nest box. 
Grass or cotton waste was provided as nest material. 
Gerbils and mice were fed on a mixture of sunflower seeds, 
lJJi 1 d bi r·d s.eed, oats and "Pronutro*". This diet was supplemented 
* Commercial balanced diet 
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vJith carr'ots, apples, grass and insects: l",ater was provided ad 
1 ibi tum. The animals were maintained at 25 0 C in reversed 
dayl ight, the cycle being 16h L:8h D. 
Females were removed from males_ when a pregnancy was 
obvious. Young were weighed a t intervals of 1 to 6 days on a 
Mettler balance, accurate to 0,lg. In some 1 itters, the standard 
body measurements of head and body length, tail length and 
hindfoot length were also made by using a ruler accurate to 
1. ,(2)mm . A problem was experienced in the derivation of growth 
curves , since individual 1 i tters were not measured at the same 
ages, nor were records kept for individual pups. To overcome 
this problem, the measurements of individual pups within a 
1 itter were summed for each day on which they were measured. 
Graphs were then drawn for the sum of the measurements within 
each 1 itter. Measurements summed for all li t ters were divided by 
the tot.a 1 number of pup s to obtain an average value. This 
method was used to calculate growth curves for mass, head-body 
1 ength, tai 1 1 ength and hindfoot 1 ength. 
Growth rate was calculated using the method described by 
Case (1978) for the relatively 1 inear phase of growth from about 
10~ of adult body mass to approximately 50~ of adult body mass. 
Similarly, growth rates for head-body length and hindfoot length 
were calculated for growth from 40~ to 70~ adult body length, and 
for tail length from 16~ to 50~ of adult body length, such that 
G = Me - ~'lb 
Ae Ab 
where G = growth rate (g/day or mm/day) 
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Me .- measurement (g Ol~ mm) at end of growth per'iod 
Mb = measurement (g or mm) at beginning of growth period 
Ae = Age (days) at end of growth period 
Ab = Age (days) at beginning of growth period 
Growth rate was scaled to adult body size by dividing the growth 
rate by the average adult mea Sl.wemen t • 
Physical 
Deve 1 opmenta 1 
development was assessed on the days of weighing. 
criteria used in assessing the level of physical 
development were as follows: ear pinnae free or attached; toes 
fused or separated; hair prol iferation, i.e. a dark pigmentation 
was taken to represent the beginning of hair prol iferation; eyes 
closed or open (Meester & Hallett, 1970). 
Maternal behaviour and behaviour of the young was observed 
daily without disturbing the young, and when young were removed 
for weighing. Behaviour was recorded on videotape using a camera 
(JVC model TK1700EG) adapted for use at low 1 ight intensities. 
Tapes were transcribed later, greater accuracy being ensured by 
playing rapid action sequences at a slower speed (National 
Portable VCR NV-180). The results presented were gained from many 
hours of observations of several individuals. 
RESULTS 
Newly-paired gerbils generally behaved aggressively towards 
each other, with a great deal of chasing and fighting being 
observed. In 22 pai r· s clf 12 were separated because 
the male had been wounded by the female, and in three further 
pairs, the male was killed by the female. Eight pregnancies 
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resul ted from pairings of In 21 pairings of 
{I. t .. vtoni s, one male was kil led by a female, and six pairs were 
separated because males were wounded by females. Seven pairings 
resulted in pregnancies. I non e P. c a I lin u spa i r' a f ema. 1 e (J,la s 
removed when it was noticed that she had wounds on her tail and 
rump. 
Table 1 gives details of litters born between December 1984 
and February 1986. Mating was never observed, so the gestation 
period could not be determined. The shortest interval between 
pairing and the birth of young was 27 days for L'.Pdeb.~ and 24 
days for' L'. t..> .. ton is. Since males were removed before the birth 
of young and they were not replaced until the young were weaned, 
the minimum interval between litters could not be determined. The 
shortest interval between litters was 65 days for 
days for' L'. t.ytonis and 45 da.ys for P.collinus. 
fr. pdebd, 64 
I n the ca:·e of 
P.collinus, a female was mated by one of her own young and was 
found to be nesting with her previous ' litter and the new litter. 
A P.collinus female who was left with her mate continuously had 
a n interval of 87 days between l i tters. 
MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR 
NEST-BUILDING 
Mothers of each species did not seem to make any special 
preparations for the birth of the young. All animals, whether 
pregnant or not, made a nest when supplied with grass or cotton 
waste. The grass was cut into short lengths and carried into the 
TABLE 1 : LITTERS BORN DURING THE PERIOD DECEMBER 1984 TO FEBRUARY 1986 
SPECIES NUMBER OF LITTER DATE OF NO. OF NO. OF 
FEMALE NUMBER BIRTH YOUNG SURVIVORS 
G. ~aeba 16 1 17/12/84 ') 1 ~ 
18 2 12/12)1/85 5 5 
2(2) 3 31/(2)1/85 4 4 
16 4 21/(212/85 C" -' 5 
27 C" '-' <!)9/(!16/85 6 6 c:-,., 
"_I..:.,. 6 (!19/ 1 121/85 4 (!I 
27 7 01/11/85 6 6 
Average: 4.6 
G. t -:don is 11 24/01/85 4 0 
5 2 19/(212/85 C" " • ..1 5 
0::;' 3 27/<!15/85 <= 5 '-' '-' 
<= 
'-' 4 31/(217 /85 6 2 
4<!1 5 <213/<212/86 C" '-' <2> 
<= 
'-' 6 <!)5/(!12/86 4 4 
47 7 11/<!12/86 2 1 
Average: 4.4 
P.collinus 1 28/ 02/85 2 2 
1 '"' <!)4/(!16/85 3 3 ..::. 
2 3 28/(217/85 2 2 
1 4 26/<2>8/85 3 3 
:l r. '-' (2) 1/1 (!)/85 3 3 
3 6 16/1<2>/85 3 3 
1 7 11112/85 3 (21 
3 8 1 1 /(2)1/86 3 3 
Average: 2.8 
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nes t, where it was s hredded and s haped into a cup, the animal 
using forepaws and nose to shape the nest. P.collinus made 
smaller nests of grass than the gerbils, but if given cotton wool 
they shaped this into a r ound cup-sh a ped nest. On three 
occa~. i on~., pr·egna.nt femal e 6. Pdebd l • .Iere found to ha.ve tal<en 
food into the nest. This was not seen in 6. t.} .. ton j s or· 
P. colI inus. 
P ART URITION 
Birth was observed on one occasion. A fema 1 e C;. t .. vtoni s was 
seen to be sitting in the nest bottle, eating a placenta, which 
s he held in her forepaws. Three newborn young were visible in the 
nest. The female adopted a quadrupedal posture while her abdomen 
contracted strongly, after which she groomed her genital region 
\ 
~nd rested with her head on the ground. After four such 
contractions, the female sat up and began to groom the new-born 
pup and her own genital region. The placenta was consumed after 
the pup had been groomed. The fe~ale then groomed herself 
vigorously, after which she curled over the young and slept for 
about two hours, waking frequently and grooming herself and the 
young. 
POSTNATAL BEHAVIOUR 
Female gerbils were usua lly found in the nest, crouching 
over the young. In the brooding position, the young were under 
the female, while she had her hindfeet widely spaced and forepaws 
stretched over the young. This behaviour continued until the 
pup s were 28-30 days old. Wh e n she left the nest, the female 
sometimes covered the young with grass and sand, and blocked the 
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entrance to the nest with sand. S om e f ema. 1 e 6. t.}· tonis and 
6.paeba di 'splayed " .~gi ta.ted" behaviour' for' the first day or two 
after parturition, and moved the young several times. Mothers did 
not defend the young, but immediately left the nest if disturbed. 
Nipple-cl inging was not observed in 6. t .. vtonis, but 
frequen t 1 y fema 1 e L'. paeba, (IJhen di sturbed, rushed ou t of the 
nest with one or more young attached to the teats. The young 
released the teats or were detached by the mother and carried 
back to the nest. Female gerbils mouth-carried their young, 
gripping them in the middle of the abdomen. As they became more 
mobile, the mother retrieved them by grasping them by the base of 
the tai 1, pull ing them towards hersel f, and then carrying them 
back to the nest. The retrieval response waned when the young 
were 17-23 days old. 
Female gerbils groomed their young frequently, holding them 
in the forepaws and 1 icking and nibbling each pup. Licking the 
anogenital region seemed to stimulate urination and defaecation, 
and the mother ingested faeces and urine. Grooming continued as 
long as the young remained with the mother, mutual grooming 
becoming common between 1 ittermates and also between pups and 
mother. Females often reconstructed their nests while the young 
present and this resulted in young being displaced from the 
along with nest material. The femal e then turned and 
were 
nest 
retrieved the young and the nest material. 




firml y attached to the nipples 
and could only be detached with 
difficulty. With one exception, the mothers remained in the nest 
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when disturbed, and one mother defended her young by tooth-
chattering and adopting a threatening posture when disturbed. The 
females were seldom seen to leave the nest, and hence it is not 
known whether they forage with the young attached to the teats. 
One female detached her young by grasping them in the middle of 
the abdomen and pull ing them from the teats. All mothers mouth-
carried their young if they were detached, and also retrieved 
older young which left the nes~. 
after 21 days. 
The retrieval response waned 
Grooming was rarely seen in P. collinus, most observations 
having been made when the young were returned to the nest after 
weighing. The mother 1 icked and nibbled the young and cleaned the 
anogenital region while the young were attached to the teats. 
t·'la 1 e P. collinus who were left with the female after the 
birth of the young nested with the female and the litter, but 
were not seen to groom or retrieve young. Females did not show 
aggression towards males. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG 
GROWTH 
Figures 1 to 4 show the growth in mass and body dimensions 
of the three species from day 1 to day 29. In figure 5, birth 
mass/adult mass is plotted against adult mass, and in figure 6, 
growth rate/adult mass is regressed against adult mass. Sizes 
of young at birth relative to adult body size are given in Table 
2A and 8. L7. Pdebd and {f. t .. vtoni s adu 1 t body !TId.SS, tai 1 
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TABLE 2A: INDIVIDUAL MASS AND LIffiR MASS AT BIRTH COMPARED WITH 
ADULT MEASUREMENTS. 
SPECIES MASS LITTER 
X BIRTH x ADULT BIRTH % SIZE MASS LITTER% 
(g) (g) ADULT (g) ADULT 
P. collinus8 2.1 (5) 18.2 (10) 11.5 2.8 (7) 5.9 31.3 
~ paeba 8 1.7(10) 22.07(177) 7.7 4.6 (7) 7.8 35.5 
~ exilisl 2.3(21) 32.4(181 ) 7.1 3.7(11) 8.5 26.0 
~ tytonis8 1. 9(22) 25.07 (168) 7.6 4.4 (7) 8.4 33.4 
T. brantsi i 2 4.7(53) 80.06(130 ) 5.8 3.0(21) 13.8 17 .2 
~ leucogaster2 3.7(50) 70.06(696) 5.3 3.2(18) 12.0 17 .1 
D. auricularis3 1.8 (5) 55.05 (18) 3.3 2.0 (5) 3.7 6.6 
D. auricularis4 4.4(19 ) 55.05 (18) 7.9 3.3(15) 14.3 25.5 
1 = Ascaray (1984); 2 = Scott (1979); 3 = Nel & Stutterheim (1973); 
4 = Keogh (1973); 5= De Graaff (1981); 6 = Smithers (1983); 7 = 
Boyer (pers. comm.); 8 = present study. 
Unless otherwise indicated, adult sizes quoted are those given by the 
original author. ~ brantsii and ~ leucogaster adult mass quoted by 
Scott (1979) was much higher than that quoted by any other author 
(125.9g and 103.4g respectively). Consequently, in this table adult 
mass for these species is quoted from Smithers (1983) for a large 
sample size. Figures in parentheses indicate sample size. 
..,-
TABLE 2B: INDIVIDUAL HEAD-BODY. TAIL AND HINDFOOT LENGTHS AT BIRTH COMPARED WITH ADULT MEASUREMENTS. 
SPECIES HEAD-BODY LENGTH TAIL LENGTH HINDFOOT LENGTH 
X BIRTH x ADULT BIRTH X BIRTH X ADULT BIRTH x BIRTH X ADULT BIRTH 
. (mrn) (mrn) ADULT % (mm) (mm) ADULT % (mm) (mrn) ADULT % 
P. collinus8 33.7 (3) 80.8(13) 41.7 13.0 (3) 82.2 (9) 15.8 6.3 (3) 15.3(13) 41.2 
~ paeba8 . 31.8(10) 95.4(12) 33.3 10.7(10) 108.07 (170) 9.9 5.8(10) 28. 17 (178) 20. 6 
~ exilis1 29.6(21) 94.0 31. 5 13.3(21) 117.0 11.4 7.7(21) 28.1 27.4 
~ tytonis8 34.2(16 ) 96.4 (9) 35.5 12.07(16) 125.07(168) 9.6 6.57(16) 32.87 (168) 19.8 
T. brantsii 2 46.1(53) 163.5 28.2 16.2(53) 154.3 10.5 8.4(53) 34.4 24.4 
L. leucogaster2 42.4(50) 157.0 27.0 13.3(50) 143.0 9.3 8.1(50) 31.8 25.5 
~ auricularis3 28.2 (5) 112 .05( 48) 25.3 9.5 (5) 88.05(48) 10.8 6.4(5) 24.55 (48) 26.1 
See Table 2A for references. 
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by Boyer (pers. comm.) on a l arge sample (n = 250) of wild - caught 
animals from the area s outh to south-east of Gobabeb. Tail length 
and hindfoot length were very similar for wild - caught and 
laboratory animals, but head -body length differed considerably. 
It was decided to use adul t head-body · length from laborator y 
animals, despite the smaller sample s ize, since the discrepancy 
between laboratory and wild animals may have been due to observer 
technique. The adult body measurements of P. collinus l.'·)er·e 
taken from laboratory animals (n = 16). Growth rates were 
calculated for other members of the subfamily Gerbill inae for 
which data were available from the 1 iterature; these results are 
s hown in Table 3. 
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Physical development of 6.p.ilt:ba .• 6. t .y tonis and P.collinus 
is summarized in Table 4. At birth, neonates of all three 
species were hairless and red in colour. Vibrissae were present 
on the nose. The skin of young ger~ils was translucent and the 
abdominal organs could be seen through the skin. In three 1 itters 
of pigmy rock 
the dorsum 
mice, a dark purpl ish pigmentation was visible 
at birth, but in another three 1 itters 
on 
this 
pigmentation did not appear until (2-4 days after birth. The 
appearance of the darker pigmentation was taken to represent the 
beginning of hair proliferation which began at 8-10 days in 6. 
paeba :lc1ung, and at 10-13 days in LT. t .y tonis. Fur .was visibl e 
on the dorsum first, with white fur appearing on the ventrum some 
4-6 days later iM the gerbils. White fur was noticed on 
P.collinus young at 9 days. The fur spread gradually to the 
TABLE 3: GROWTH RATES OF SEVEN CRICETID RODENTS 
SPECIES MASS HEAD-BODY LENGTH TAIL LENGTH HINDFOOT LENGTH 
Growth Growth Growth rate Growth Growth Growth rate Growth Growth Growth rate Growth Growth 
Growth rate 
phase rate Adult mass phase rate Adult size phase rate Adult size phase rate 
Adult size 
(%adult) (g/day) (%) (%adult) (RIll/day) (%) (%adult) (RIll/day) (%) (%adult) (mm/day) 
(%) 
f.:.. coll inus4 12-50 0.3(19) 1.6 40-70 1. 5(14) 1.9 16-50 2.0(14) 2.4 40-80 0.7(14) 4.6 
~ paeba4 12-50 0.4(21) 1.8 40-70 1. 7 (6) 1.8 16-50 3.0 (6) 2.8 40-80 1.0 (6) 3.6 
~ exilis1 7-50 0.6(21) 1.9 30-67 1.4(21 ). 1.5 
~ t~tonis4 12-50 0.4(16) 1.6 40-70 1.4( 11) 1.5 16-50 2.3(11) 1.8 40-80 0.9(11) 
2.7 
.L. brantsii 2 12-50 1.0(53) 1.3 40-70 1.8(53) 1.1 16-50 2.3(53) 1.5 40-80 0.8(53) 2.3 
.L. leucogaster2 12-50 1.0( 50) 1.4 40-70 1. 9( 50) 1.2 16-50 2.4(50) 1.7 40-80 0.8(50) 2.5 
~ auricularis3 3.3-52 0.6 (5) 1.1 
1 = Ascaray (1984); 2 = Scott (1979) 3 = Nel & Stutterheim (1973); 4 = present study. 
FiQures in parentheses indicate sample size. 
TABLE 4: PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTED RODENTS 
(Ages are given in days) 
SPECIES EAR PINNAE 
FREE 






P.collinus 1 0-3 
G.D.paeba 1 3-6 
G • p • e :>~ i 1 i 52 6 
G • t ;:d on i .:.1 6-7 
D.auricul-
~ 
T .br·ant5i i!!5 4-5 
T.leucogaster!!53-5 
L i om y ':' D i c t us· 



































































2 = Ascaray (1984); 3 = Nel & Stutterheim (1973 ); 
5 = Scott (1979); 6 = Eisenberg (1963); 
8 = Crichton (1974); 9 = Happol d (197(!»; 
1 = Present study; 
4 = Keogh (1974); 
7 = Breed (1981); 
1<2) =: Al-f::: hal il i ~~ Delany (1986); 11 = Birkenstock ~~ Nel (1977) 
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first 1 itter, this female mus t have been mated by one of her own 
ff . A~sLlming th e gestation period is 21 days, the ' young o Sprlng. _ 
males must have been capable of reproducing at 24 days. 
males were seen to have scrotal testes as early as 35 days (2 
lit t e r s), w h i 1 e 6. t.}·· ton j 5 rna 1 e':, had .:. c r' CI tal testes at 56 days 
(2 litter' s ) , A fema.le 6.t .. ~·· tonjs had a. per'for-ate 'Jagina at 63 
da,··-s., IAlh i lea f ema.l e 6. paeba I/Ja S per' f clr-a t e .~ t 42 days, An 0 t her' 
fem.s.le 6. paeba 1~ .~. l.}e bir· th to young vJhen she was 120 da.ys old, 
but the litter did not survive. 
BEHAVIOURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Behavioural development is summarized in Table 5; two 
behaviours each exhibited by only one species were not included . 
6.paeba yC1ung exhibited a "startle reaction" fr' clrTr 12-15 days 
of age. When the nest was disturbed, pups rushed out and 
scattered across the sand ·before crouching flat on the surface. 
In the first P.co//inus litter, a pup was seen to approach 
its mother, and push its nose against her mouth. The pup then 
appeared to lick the mother's mouth (Figure 10). When one pup 
moved away, the other took up its position and repeated the same 
behaviour. The mother made no attempt to escape from the young. 
This behaviour was seen when the young were 26, 28, 31 and 48 
days old and lasted for 1-2 hours. Food and water were 
available at the time; however at times water bottles became 
blocked and this behaviour may represent an interesting 
adaptation to the arid environment. 
TABLE 5: BEHAVIOURAL DEVELOPMENT IN P.COLLINUS, 
G.TYTONIS. 
G.PAEBA AND 




P.co11 inus 3 - 4 
G .paeba 6 
G. t~ton i s 8 
P.co11 inus 5 - 7 
G .paeba 8 
G. t~ton i s 16 
BEHAVIOURAL DEVELOPMENT 
LOCOMOTION 
Crawling with head and belly down on 
substrate and legs splayed laterall y , 
tendenc y to rollover. Forepaws move 
alternately, hind1egs simultaneously. 
P.co11inus young remain stationar y while 
rotating their heads laterally. 
Lift head while crawling, 
over. 
less roll ing 
Lift bellies while crawling, forelegs 
under body, hindlegs splayed laterally, 
but moving alternately. Gerbils walk with 
hindfeet plantigrade initially , later 
digitigrade. 
P.coll inus 13 - 14 Rapid quadrupedal running, climbing, 
sand-digging and jumping. 
G. paeba 
G. tytoni s 
17 Bipedal saltation and quadrupedal walking, 
21 sand-digging and j umping. 
P.co11 inus 
G.paeba Birth-14 
G.t y tonis 
P.coll inus 
G.paeba 15 - 30 
G.t y tonis 
P.co11 inus 
G. paeba 
G.t y tonis 
P.coll inus 
7 - 10 
G.paeba 11 - 26 
G. tyton i s 
P.coll inus 19 
G.paeba 24 - 26 
G.tytonis 
G .paeba birth 
G. t~ton i s 




P.collinus nipple-cling, G.paeba and 
G.tytonis are suckled while l y ing on their 
backs under the female; frequent teat-
changes. 
Gradual change to sol id food. Young 
P.co1 1 inus continue to suck al tho'Jgh some 
were art ifi ciall y weaned at 33 days. 
GROOMING 
Scratch body and head wit h hindfoot. 
and use forepaws to gr oom noses. 
Groom cheeks and ears using f orepaws. 
Turn l aterally and groom flan k . 
Nibble toenails after scratching. 
Groom belly fur. 
S it 
Turn laterally and groom tail, holding 
this in forepaws and grooming from base to 
tip. 
Sandbathing - rolling in sand f~om side to . 
dorsum. 
SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 
Young huddle together when left in nest. 
Social interactions invol v ing mounting 
between cage-mates, aggressi ve 
interactions and a110-grooming. 
Aggressi ve interactions initially involve 
"sparring", i.e. pups beat at each other 
with their forepaws while in an upright 
position. Later, chasing and leap i ng 
were seen. Locked fighting was seldom 
seen, but wounds on tails and rumps 
necessitated the eventual separation of 
cage-mates. 
No allo-grooming, mounting or aggressive 
behaviour . 
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VOCALIZATIONS 
P. collinus new-born young squeaked loudly when disturbed 
and also produced a "clicking" noise rhythmically. Young gerbils 
made four sounds: "squeaking" was often heard when the female 
entered or re-arranged the nest; a low-pitched "grunt" was heard 
as the young rested or climbed over each other in a pile; 
"cl icking" was heard as for P. collinus; and a high-pitched 
metal 1 ic "tick" sound which was produced rhythmically and was 
associated with contractions of the abdomen. These sounds 
gradually became less frequently heard, until at 35 days, both 
gerbils and rock mice were only "squeaking". Adu 1 t B. pa.eba. have 
not been heard to vocal ize, while adult B. t.ytc....,ni s occasi onall y 
produce a high-pitched "rattling" sound. 




The estimated gestation periods of 27 days for L-:;. pa.eba. an d 
t .ytonis apprc,ximate gesta.tion periods quoted in 
the literature. Stutterheim and Skinner (1973) reported an 
interval of 26 days from an observed mating until the birth of a 
1 itt er' of t;. pa.eba.~ Hallett and ~<eogh (1971) noted a gestation 
period of 23 da ys for one litter of B. pa.eba. coombsi, 2t.nd 
Ascaray (1984) reported 21 days as the shortest interval between 
pai r' i ng .3.nd pa.r· tlJr' it i on in B.pa.eba. exi lis. Thus gestation in 
these gerbils is short, a factor which is usually associated with 
animals 1 iving in unstable environments. 
1 itters were short in all three species. 
Intervals between 
This differs from 
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Withers' (1983) suggestion that P.collinus breed only once a year 
in the wild. 
MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR 
Nest-building and storage of food in burrows has been 
r' epor ted for' 6. p.£leb.£l ex iIi s in the Alexandria dunefield 
(AscaraY,1984) and for 6.p.£leb.£l p.£leb.£l in the Na.mib De~. er· t 
( Boyer, pers.comm.). In the laboratcrr)-', all individual s of 6. 
p.£l eb.£l p.£l eb.£l and 6. t . .vtonis e~. tabl is.hed caches of food in their' 
cages by burying food in one area. P.collinus were not seen to 
bury food in a particular cache, but rather to "scatter-hoard" 
s eeds by pushing their noses into the sand and leaving seeds in 
several different places in the cage. The hoarding of seeds in 
bu r' r' oV·JS ha.s been r' ec or ded for Desmodi II us .£lur i cu l.£lr is (Keogh, 
197:3) , Lii..'m . .vs pictus (Eis.enberg, 1963) and in selJ er .~ 1 
Perom .. }.··sCus s.pp. (Ei ·:.enber·g,1968 ) . The caching of seeds in burrows 
may be important in providing a source of food for lactating 
females. 
The behaviour of female gerbils after the birth of the young 
is sim i lar to that described by Eisenberg (1963) ·f or severa 1 
heterorTIyid r oden,t ·s , and for' Perom ...... ·scus -:;.p p . (Eisenberg,1968) . 
The brooding posture, grooming of the young, ingestion of urine 
and faeces was similar in the three species described in this 
paper· . P.collinus differed from the gerbils in that the young 
clung to the teats from birth. 
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NEONATAL DEVELOPMENT 
Measurements referred to in this section are all relative to 
adult body sizes, unless otherwise indicated. From the 
r·e ·:.ul ts., it is clear that P.collinus at birth are more advanced 
thd.n ei ther' 6.pdebd or' 6. t .. >··tonis in d.ll physical pd.rd.me t er' s. 
measured, but there was little difference between the two 
6erbi II urus spec i es. Beha.v i our'a 1 del,)e 1 apmen t fa 1 1 aliJed the sa.me 
s.equence in the three =.pecies, al though 6. t . .vtonis developed more 
slowly than the other two species. Cephalocaudal progression 
was evident in the development of locomotion and grooming. 
Within the subfamily Gerbill inae, comparable data are 
for' D. duriculdris Stutterheim,1973; 
Vec1gh , 1974) , Tdterd brdntsii C3cott,1979; t1eester' & Hallett, 
T. leucogdster (:3o:ott,1979) and (" Pdebd e .. ,,·i lis 
In all parameters measured, P.collinus is closer 
to adult body size at birth than any of the Gerbill inae. Within 
the Ger'bi 11 i nae, the thr' ee 6erbillurus species l,o,Jer'e the ml:Js. t 
precocial in respect of mass and head-body length, while tail and 
hindfoot lengths were similar within the group. G. tytonis, which 
has the longest hindfeet relative to the head - body length as an 
adult, starts 1 ife with the shortest relative hindfoot length. 
Stearns (1983) and Blueweiss et al. (1978) have shown that 
size has a strong impact on patterns of covariation in 1 ife-
history traits for a large number of mammal species. In this 
study, a negative correlation was found between relative size at 
birth and adult body size. Absolute growth rates in rodents 
have been found to jncrease with increase in adult body mass 
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(Case,1978) , a finding which is supported by these data. 
However, when growth rates are scaled to adult body sizes, the 
reverse trend is observed, with the smaller rodents <P.collinus 
and the 6erbillurus spp.) grO\.Jing faster than the larger ger·bils 
( Ta tera s.pp, and D.auricularis) , 
REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES 
Neal (1986) has found a positive correlation between long 
gestation, small 1 itter s i ze and precocial development in 
several African rodents. It has been suggested that r-selected 
species inhabit unstable or un favourable habitats, and will be 
expected to have a short gestation period with relatively large 
1 itters of altricial young. K-selected species 1 ive in 
p redictable or stable environments, breed continually, have 
long gestation periods and small litters of precocial young. 
L'.p.paeba.f 6. t .. vtonis and L'.p.e .. \dlis fit the r-:.elected strategem 
in all four respects, i.e. short gestation period, large 1 itter 
s.i ze, 0.1 tricia1 y oung and s easonal breeding. P. coIl inus and 
D.auricularis appear to be more K-selected 0.1 though neither 
species has precocial young. 
Neal (1986) suggests that species with good water-conserving 
abilit i es perceive the desert as being more stable than species 
with poorer water-conserving ability, P.collinus is able to 
survive on a diet of air-dried seed and has a low water turnover 
r·a te (1,.o.Ji ther·s, Lc,u~'J & Henschel, 1980) • D.auricularis has been 
found to breed aseasonally in the Namib Desert, and the 
provision of extra drinking water did not extend the breeding of 
this specie·:. as it did in the case of Ll.p.paeba (Christian, 





had lower water requirements than 
1979b). Thus P.collinus and 
D.duriculdris may be better arid-zone adapted (i .e. more water-
independent) than G.p.pdebd, which may result in a tendency 
toward s K-selection. 
Neal (1986) has found that some small rodents may have large 
precocial young and a small 1 itter, 
inverse function of adult body mass. 
so 1 itter mass is mainly an 
Tuomi (1980) has suggested 
that some small mammals have a small litter size because of their 
relativel y high birth weight. the h'.JO Td terd 
s pecies, which have the largest body mass have a smaller 1 itter 
ma:·s than 6erbi 11 urus spec i es. Thus Neal/s hypothesis is 
supported by these data. Litter size and 1 itter mass relative 
to adult mass of species in this study demonstrate the converse 
trend and support allometric seal ing effects (Western & 
Ssemakula, 1982). 
Eisenberg and Isaac (1963) have suggested that a reduced 
1 itter size is an adaptation to the arid environment since it 
reduces temporally the physiological strain on the lactating 
female. Evidence from this and other studies indicate that a 
small 1 itter size is not a general characteristic of arid-adapted 
rodents. P. colli nus has a sma 1 1 1 itt e I' s i z ere 1 a t i vet 0 tho -:. e 
of G.pdebd and 6. t .ytonisj in I,lorth Ameri.ca. DipodL'1fTlY's species have 
sma 11 er 1 it tel's tha.n Perognd thus ·:.pec i es (Ei senberg, 1963) ; in 
S.~.udi Ar·a.bia, Acom..vs dimididtus h.a:. a long gestation period with 
a : .ma.11 litter, ~'Jhile [;erbillus dds .. Vurus has a short gestation 
and large 1 itter (Al-Khal i1 i & Delany, 1986). 
• 
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PRECOCIAL/ALTRICIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The classification "altricial" or "precocial" has been 
subjectively appl ied to many mammal ian and avian young. However 
no definitive criteria have been establ ished for this 
-
classification. In the group of rodents - discussed in this paper, 
P. collinu'S would be the most pr-ecocial, while the L,erbilluru'S 
':;pp. 1 •• \Ic.uld be mor'e pr·ecocia.l tha.n either' Ta.tera. or' De'Smodillu'S. 
This classification is based on the level of development at 
birth, and is further supported by the ages at which certain 
physical milestones are achieved. 
6. t .ytoni'S a.chie· .. Jed ph ys ical mi 1 estones. at the ·: .lot'Jest r'ate 
of all the Gerbill inae. This slower rate of development may be 
related to its bipedal locomotion, as has been suggested for 
bipedal Di podom.Y'S .:;p p ., wh i c h have a 1 on ger- ges. ta t i on per i c.d 
than quadrupedal heteromyid rodents (Eisenberg & Isaac, 1963) . 
Other bipedal rodents having slow rates of development include 
Ja. cuI U'S ja. cuI U'S , the Sudanese jerboa, a litter of which were 
unable to use their hindlegs at 38 days (Happold,197(ZI) . 
Aus.tral ia.n hopping mice (Notom .. ~ ·· 'S spp.) are fur' red at birth, but 
their eyes do not open until approximately three weeks of age 
(Cr'ichton, 1974). L,erbi II U'S da. 'S.yu r u 'S achieves physical 
milestones at approximately the same rate as L'. t.y ton i 'S ( A 1 -
Khal i1 i & Delany,1986), t"lh i 1 e Hcom ..... ··'S dimi dia. tu'S, a quadrupedal 
rodent~ develops precocially •• 
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NIPPLE-CLINGING 
Nipple-cl inging has been described for a number of rodent 
species, although its function has not been clearly establ ished, 
nor has it been clearly defined. In this study, young were said 
to nipple-cl ing if they did not spontaneously detach themselves 
from the teats until weaning. It has been suggested that nipple-
cl inging enables the mother to remove her whole litter from 
danger, or that it provides the young with a continuous milk 
supply (Meester & Hallett, 1970; Crichton, 1974). 
Nipple-cl inging seems to have evolved independently in 
different famil ies, and even within different subspecies of a 
~. pec i €os. I t is reported that LY.pa.eba. exilis nipple-cling 
(Ascaray, 1984), al though only from the age of 7 days, while LY. 
pa.eba. pa.eba. do not; T. bra.ntsii are "partial" nipple-clingers 
while T. I eucoga.s ter do not nipple-cling ( Sc 0 t t , 1979) ; 
Pra.om.Ys (Na.s tom.Ys) na. ta.l ensi s are no t n i pp 1 e-c 1 i ngers (Baker & 
t'1eester' ,1977) vJhile P. tullbergi are (Ha.ppold,1978). 
Information relating nipple-clinging to 1 itter size and 
nesting habits for a number of Sout.hern African rodents is 
presented in Table 6. Six species reported to nipple-cl ing have 
an average of 3.0 young per 1 itter, while nine species which do 
not nipple-cl ing have an average of 5.2 young per 1 itter. If 
nipple-cl inging enables the young to obtain a continuous milk 
supply, then nipple clingers may be expected to have a higher 
growth rate than non-nipple-clingers. P.collinus does not have 
a significantly higher growth rate than any of the gerbill ine 
species, hence its growth rate must be dependent on factors other 
= 
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z: Thallomys paedulcus 
Thamnomys dolichurus 
LITTER NESTING HABITS· 
SIZE 
BurrovJ 
Nest in rock crevices and under stones, 
also burrow at times. 
Nest in hollow tree trunks. 
-l Vl 
ex: I ~ Tater'a brantsii 3.0 2 BurrovJ 




O" ...... -l Gerbil lurus paeba exilis 3.7 6 
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G. p,3,eba, paeba 4.6 11 Bu r rOVJ 
G. tytonis 4.411 Bu r r OVJ 
LemniscomYs griselda 4 '712 • .<.. Grass nests on the surface of the ground 
Saccostomus campestris 
Praomys natalensis 11.3 7 8urrow 
Tatera leucogaster 3.22 Burrow 
Desmodillus auricularis 2.0 8 Burrow 
Zelotomys woosnami 4.7'7> Burr'mv 
Rhabdomys pumil io 6 . 5 1 '" Bur r' Ol'J 
1 = De Graaff (1981) ~ 2 = Scott (1979); 3 = Brooks (1972); 
4 = Meester ~{Hallett ' (197(!I):; 5 = F'anagis ~{Nel (1981>; 6;;' Ascaray 
(1984) ; 7 = Baker & Meest~r (1977) 8 = Nel & Stutterheim 
(1973) =, 9 = Birkenstoc':', ~_'" Nel (1977) t 10 = Brooks (1974); 
11 = Present study 
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than a continuous supply of milk. 
If nip~le-clinging is related to the removal of young from 
danger, then it would be expected to be more common in animals 
which occupy "dangerous" habitats, i.e. where predation is high 
or where shelter is scarce. Burrows provide a protected 
environment for the development of young, hence fewer animals 
which rear their young in burrows would be expected to nipple-
cling. Three species which rear their young in burrows are 
nipple-cl ingers or "partial" nipple-cl ingers, while four species 
which bear their young on the surface have young which nipple-
cl ing. Amongst non-nipple-cl ingers, one species is a surface-
breeding animal, while eight rear their young in burrows. Thus 
nipple-cl inging may be an adaptation of surface-breeding animals 
which are more exposed than young which are reared in a burrow. 
P. collinus (subfamily Petromyscinae), the smal lest rodent 
included in this stt.ldy, is easily distinguished from the 
subfamily Gerbill inae on the basis of its larger size relative to 
adult size at birth, more rapid rates of physical and behavioural 
development and nipple-cl inging young. Members of the subfamily 
Gerbill inae share a similar level of development at birth, but 
the la.rger· species. (Tatera spp. and D. auricularis) ha.ve 
higher rates of increase in mass. [;. t .y ton i s d iff e r s ma r· ked 1 yin 
the slower rate of physical development, 
related to the evolution of longer 
which may possibly be 
hindfeet. Behavioural 
development follows the same course in all speCies, but P. 
collinus young and adults are notably less active than 
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6erbillurus spp. The two subspecies of 6. Pdebd differ in 
respect of nipple-cl inging, l evel of development at birth, and 
grolfJth rates . 
In relation to adaptation to the environment, P. coIl inus 
and D. duriculdris appear to be more arid-adapted than 
t..vtonis, and this is reflected in reproductive str-ateo;lies 
which are generally associated with K-selected animals. 
and 6. t _ytonis e xhibi t sever-a l characteristics of r-selected 
-~nim-:._l s, a:- do T.leucoQdster and T.brdntsii. 
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